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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

“Using data for secondary purposes is one of the most
promising ways to improve health outcomes and costs”

PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2009

1.1 motivation and main research question

Today, increasing volumes of healthcare data are routinely recorded and
stored in Electronic Medical Records (EMRs)1. This rapid adoption of
EMRs opens the door to large-scale secondary uses of patient data, with
tremendous potential benefit both for individual patients and society in
general. In fact, according to a report by PricewaterhouseCoopers [1], us-
ing data for secondary purposes is one of the most promising ways to
improve health outcomes and costs. The question of trustworthy reuse of
data [2] has become an important challenge and research question. Sec-
ondary purposes comprise clinical research, the recruitment of eligible pa-
tients for clinical trials, decision support, the early detection of epidemics,
reimbursement, clinical audit, the generation or testing of medical hypo-
theses and quality monitoring or reporting based on healthcare quality in-
dicators, which is the core subject matter of this thesis. Our main research
question is:

Under which conditions can healthcare quality indicators be com-
puted automatically by reusing data already collected during the clin-
ical care process?

More and more both legally mandatory and voluntary quality indicators
are released by governments, patient associations, scientific associations
and insurance companies to compare hospitals and general practitioners,
and to monitor or improve the quality of their delivered care. Patients use
quality indicators to select the care provider of their preference, and insur-
ance companies to make informed choices regarding healthcare contract-
ing. A quality indicator2 is “a measurable element of practice performance

1 The term Electronic Medical Record is used interchangeably with Electronic Health Re-
cord (EHR) throughout this thesis.

2 The term quality indicator is used interchangeably with clinical / medical indicator /
measure in this thesis. However, as most measures are only indicators of quality, we
prefer the term indicator [3].
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2 introduction

for which there is evidence or consensus that it can be used to assess the
quality, and hence change in the quality, of care provided” [4]. According
to Donabedian [5], quality indicators can be related to structure, process
or outcome. Structure denotes the attributes of the settings in which care
occurs. Process denotes what is actually done in giving and receiving care,
and outcome denotes the effects of care on the health status of patients
and populations. Process and outcome indicators typically focus on spe-
cific patient populations, and are often expressed as a percentage. The
denominator consists of the relevant cohort of patients to whom the qual-
ity indicator applies, and the numerator of those patients contained in the
denominator for whom criteria that indicate (high or low) quality of care
are fulfilled.

The sample process indicator “Number of examined lymph nodes after
resection of a primary colonic carcinoma” recurs in several chapters of
this thesis. The indicator is defined by the Dutch Healthcare Inspectorate
and has to be computed and reported by all Dutch hospitals that perform
gastrointestinal surgical oncology. At least 10 lymph nodes should be ex-
amined after resection of a primary colonic carcinoma, and the indicator
measures the proportion of patients for whom this is the case:

Number of examined lymph nodes after resection
Numerator: Number of patients who had 10 or more lymph nodes ex-
amined after resection of a primary colonic carcinoma.

Denominator: Number of patients who had lymph nodes examined
after resection of a primary colonic carcinoma.

Exclusion criteria: Previous radiotherapy and recurrent colonic car-
cinoma.

Reporting year: 2010

The indicator is partially based on evidence: Lymph node involvement
is an essential part of colonic carcinoma staging systems, and correct sta-
ging of a resected colonic carcinoma is important both to assess a patient’s
prognosis and to make informed decisions regarding required postoperat-
ive adjuvant therapy. Patients with few retrieved and examined lymph
nodes could possibly be misclassified as node-negative, as the probability
to find metastatic nodes decreases for lower numbers of examined nodes.
Thus, as many lymph nodes as possible should be examined to achieve a
reliable staging. Several studies confirmed that the number of examined
lymph nodes correlates with patient survival and searched for a cutoff
value, i.e. a minimum number of lymph nodes to be examined [6–11].
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Even though these studies do not agree on a specific cutoff value, the
Dutch colonic carcinoma guideline recommends based on these studies
that 10 or more lymph nodes should be examined in order to classify a
tumor as node-negative [12].

A prominent problem is that most indicators are released in inherently
ambiguous natural language. For instance, our sample indicator does not
state explicitly which events (the diagnosis, the surgery, the pathology ex-
amination, a subset or all of them) should have taken place during the
reporting year. The interpretation process typically takes place locally and
in an ad-hoc manner, potentially leading to different interpretations in dif-
ferent institutions, and thereby to reduced indicator reliability3. Different
interpretations can lead to significant differences in computed indicator
results [13], which in turn causes their reduced validity and comparabil-
ity.

Quality indicators might even be erroneous: during the formalisation
process in cooperation with clinical domain experts, the question arose
whether the denominator should indeed consist of patients who under-
went a resection of a primary colonic carcinoma and had lymph nodes
examined, as explicitly stated in the denominator, or rather of all patients
who underwent a resection of a primary colonic carcinoma, which would
make more sense from a clinical perspective, as for all patients who under-
went a resection of a primary colonic carcinoma, lymph nodes should be
examined. We reported this issue to those who release the indicator, and
it has been corrected for the subsequent reporting year (2011).

Currently, quality indicators are often calculated manually, leading to a
variety of problems: the process is time-consuming, expensive and error-
prone, and the results are typically not timely, so that they can not be used
to intervene directly to improve the quality of care.

For the automated computation of quality indicators, indicators need to
be formalised, and the semantic gap between indicators and data sources
needs to be bridged, and typically data from heterogeneous sources needs
to be integrated. For instance, our sample indicator requires data con-
cerning surgical procedures, diagnoses, radiotherapy sessions and pathol-
ogy reports. Our approach to integrate “resources that were developed
using different vocabularies and different perspectives on the data” [14] is
semantic interoperability. According to Heflin and Hendler [14], “To achieve
semantic interoperability, systems must be able to exchange data in such
a way that the precise meaning of the data is readily accessible and the data
itself can be translated by any system into a form that it understands”. For
this purpose, standards for both vocabularies and perspectives on the data

3 A reliable indicator is defined so precisely that it is measured in the same way on different
occasions or by different observers [4].
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are required. In our healthcare domain, vocabularies are also referred to as
terminologies, classifications, coding systems or ontologies. Standards are e.g.
ICD, LOINC and SNOMED CT. Perspectives are referred to as information
models, which are agreed-upon clinical data structure definitions. Stand-
ards are e.g. openEHR, ISO / EN 13606 and HL7 CDA.

In an ideal setting, quality indicators are released in a precise, struc-
tured, machine-processable, standards-based, formal representation and
can seamlessly be integrated with Electronic Medical Records, so that
they can be computed automatically and in real-time, based on the vast
amounts of valuable patient data collected during routine care, and so that
the computed results are comparable across institutions.

Our research question of “under which conditions healthcare quality indic-
ators can be computed automatically by reusing data already collected during
the clinical care process?" can be divided into three main subject areas: I)
indicators and their formalisation, which is required so that they can be
computed automatically; II) patient data and its (re)usability, which im-
plies data availability, data quality, as well as the use of well-established
healthcare standards and finally III) semantic interoperability, which is re-
quired to integrate indicators and patient data as well as heterogeneous
patient data sources. The eight main chapters of this thesis are arranged
into three main parts according to these three subject areas. All chapters
are published scientific papers.

1.2 operationalisations of the main research question

and methodology

This section presents operationalisations of our main research question
for each of the main parts of this thesis, as well as our approach to answer
them.

1.2.1 Part I) Formalising and Automatically Computing Healthcare Quality
Indicators

To compute quality indicators automatically, they have to be formalised.
Therefore, a formalisation method is required. As clinical quality indicators
are often computed in a decentralised manner by the hospitals themselves,
reproducibility of the formalisation method is essential to ensure the com-
parability of computed values. Another important measure for any sci-
entific method is its generalisability, and therefore we aim to assess to what
extent our method is applicable to a large set of heterogeneous indicators
of different types and from various domains.

The first part of this thesis tackles the following research questions:
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1. How can quality indicators be formalised?

2. How reproducible are the results of our formalisation method, and which
steps are particularly challenging?

3. How generalisable is the resulting method?

Our approach to answer research question 1 was as follows: based on a
literature study and a requirements analysis, we developed CLIF, a step-
wise novel and flexible method to formalise healthcare quality indicators
from natural language into an unambiguous, machine-processable, formal
representation. Percentage-based quality indicators can be regarded as
two queries that retrieve patients who fulfil certain constraints and criteria,
one for the denominator and one for the numerator. Formalised indicators
can be computed automatically by running these queries against an EMR.
To prove the concept, we applied the method to formalise sample quality
indicators manually from natural language into SPARQL queries, and ran
them against self-generated synthetic patient data. Due to its large cover-
age and as it allows for meaning-based recording and retrieval of clinical
information, we employed SNOMED CT to represent both the indicators
and the patient data.

In order to assess the reproducibility of CLIF and to answer research
question 2, we performed a case study to investigate whether several
test persons who formalise the same quality indicator independently at-
tain the same formalisation. For this study, we implemented a web-based
indicator-authoring tool to facilitate the formalisation process by leading
users through the method step by step. We analysed the results per step by
comparison to a reference standard, which we developed in cooperation
with clinical experts, to investigate which steps are particularly challen-
ging and why.

To answer research question 3, we formalised the entire national set of
159 quality indicators for general practices with CLIF. The set of quality in-
dicators is heterogeneous, as it contains indicators of various types (struc-
ture, process and outcome) and addresses 7 domains, such as asthma in
adults and diabetes mellitus. Each domain contains a number of subdo-
mains, such as HbA1c or smoking. Subsequently, we computed the form-
alised indicators based on a large database containing data related to more
than 150,000 patients in the years between 2006 and 2011. Apart from the
set of indicators for general practices, we also formalised and computed
various colorectal cancer indicators for hospitals.

The first part of this thesis comprises the following chapters:

Chapter 2: Kathrin Dentler, Annette ten Teije, Ronald Cornet, and
Nicolette F. de Keizer. Towards the automated calculation of clinical qual-
ity indicators. In Knowledge Representation for Health-Care, LNCS
6924:51-64, Springer 2012.
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Chapter 3: Kathrin Dentler, Ronald Cornet, Annette Ten Teije, Kris-
tien Tytgat, Jean Klinkenbijl, and Nicolette F. de Keizer. The Repro-
ducibility of CLIF, a Method for Clinical Quality Indicator Formalisation.
Studies in Health Technology and Informatics, 180:113-7, 2012.

Chapter 4: Kathrin Dentler, Mattijs E. Numans, Annette ten Teije,
Ronald Cornet, and Nicolette F. de Keizer. Formalization and Compu-
tation of Quality Measures based on Electronic Medical Records. Journal
of the American Medical Informatics Association. Published Online
First: 5 Nov 2013.

1.2.2 Part II) Secondary Use of Patient Data

Even though more and more data is recorded and stored during routine
care, the mere existence of digitalised patient data is not the only require-
ment so that it can be used for secondary purposes. Therefore, our first ob-
jective regarding this part of the thesis was to assess possible barriers that
impede the secondary use of patient data.

Secondary uses of data might require different degrees and dimensions
of data quality than primary uses, and various authors suggested that re-
liable and valid quality indicator results are only achievable based on ac-
cessible and high-quality data [15–21]. Thus, our second objective was to
assess whether the data quality of our hospital’s EMR is sufficient to reli-
ably compute colorectal cancer surgery indicators.

OpenEHR archetypes [22] have been proposed to standardise clinical
data to achieve semantic interoperability, and they have been shown to fa-
cilitate the integration of data from several sources and thereby the (re)use
of EHR data. Clinical information to compute quality indicators is often
scattered among various heterogeneous information silos that use differ-
ent information models, so that it needs to be integrated to be (re)usable.
Also, standards-based indicators are computable across institutions that
employ the respective standards, and otherwise easier to map to local data
structures than implicit non-standard definitions as often used in free text
quality indicators. Therefore, one of our prevalent research objectives was
to establish whether openEHR archetypes are suitable to represent both
EHR data and elements of patient data required by indicators, and thereby
to semantically integrate routine clinical data and quality indicators.

The specific research questions that we aim to answer in this part are:

4. What are the barriers that impede the secondary use of patient data, and
how can they be prevented?

5. How does data quality influence the reliability of quality indicator results?
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6. Can openEHR archetypes facilitate the semantic integration of quality in-
dicators and routine patient data to automatically compute indicators?

In this part, we analyse the problem of automated data reuse in a real
clinical setting within the Gastro-Intestinal Oncology Centre Amsterdam
(GIOCA). The GIOCA is a specialised outpatient clinic within the Aca-
demic Medical Centre (AMC) that was founded to improve the quality of
care for patients with (suspected) cancer of the gastrointestinal tract. Pa-
tients who register at the GIOCA are scheduled for an appointment within
seven days at most. During this appointment, examinations to diagnose
the patient are carried out, the case is discussed in a multidisciplinary
meeting, and a detailed treatment plan is established and communicated
to the patient. As this patient-centred rapid diagnosis process reduces the
time until treatment starts, which might positively influence patient out-
comes, the founders of the GIOCA are motivated to measure its perform-
ance.

We chose the domain of colorectal cancer surgery because it is also the
subject of the Dutch Surgical Colorectal Audit (DSCA)4, which has been
set up in 2009 to measure and to improve the quality of colorectal cancer
surgery. The DSCA is a medical quality registry that collects the data items
necessary to compute a set of colorectal quality indicators released by the
Dutch government. All Dutch hospitals that perform colorectal cancer sur-
gery submit data to the DSCA register. Due to the importance of high data
quality in the DSCA and also due to various barriers that impede the re-
use of data, these data items are entered manually by one of our surgeons,
which is labour-intensive and might lead to the undesirable situation that
the data in registers differs from source data in an EMR. The GIOCA uses
the same information systems as other departments of our hospital, plus
additional spreadsheets for internal administration and management.

To answer research question 4, our first goal was to gather all raw source
data from our hospital that is required to compute the set of indicators
relevant for the GIOCA. In the course of this process, we experienced a
number of barriers, including data quality issues after we finally obtained
a version of the required data. We categorised all encountered barriers ac-
cording to Galster’s framework of causes that impede the reuse of clinical
data in clinical settings [23].

To answer research question 5, we compared a set of 10 quality indic-
ators computed based on routinely collected data from our EMR to the
same indicators computed based on manually collected data for the DSCA
register as reference standard, and performed a data quality analysis to

4 http://www.dccg.nl/colorectalaudit

http://www.dccg.nl/colorectalaudit
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explain any differences. We assessed the computability of quality indicat-
ors, absolute percentages of indicator results, and data quality in terms of
availability in a structured format, completeness and correctness.

Our approach to answer research question 6 was to express both data
from the AMC’s data warehouse and the DSCA as well as previously
formalised quality indicators in terms of openEHR archetypes. We then
constructed archetyped SPARQL queries and ran them against the arche-
typed patient data to compute the indicators.

The second part of this thesis comprises the following chapters:

Chapter 5: Kathrin Dentler, Annette ten Teije, Nicolette F. de Keizer,
and Ronald Cornet. Barriers to the Reuse of Routinely Recorded Clinical
Data: A Field Report. Studies in Health Technology and Informatics,
192:313-317, IOS Press 2013.

Chapter 6: Kathrin Dentler, Ronald Cornet, Annette ten Teije, Pieter
Tanis, Jean Klinkenbijl, Kristien Tytgat, and Nicolette F. de Keizer.
Influence of data quality on computed Dutch hospital quality indicators: a
case study in colorectal cancer surgery. BMC Medical Informatics and
Decision Making, 14:32, 2014.

Chapter 7: Kathrin Dentler, Annette ten Teije, Ronald Cornet, and
Nicolette F. de Keizer. Semantic Integration of Patient Data and Qual-
ity Indicators Based on openEHR Archetypes. In Process Support
and Knowledge Representation in Health Care, LNAI 7738:85-97,
Springer 2012.

1.2.3 Part III) Reasoning and Ontologies for Semantic Interoperability

Typically, patient data is very detailed, but quality indicators query for
groups of patients on a less granular level. For example, rectum cancer
patients are undergoing the procedures “Stapled transanal resection of
rectum” or “Wedge resection of rectum”, which are both subclasses of
“Resection of rectum”. When we query for all patients with a procedure of
type “Resection of rectum” to compute an indicator, we want to retrieve all
patients with this procedure or a subclass thereof. Clinical terminologies
can help to bridge such gaps, as they enable meaning-based retrieval by
aggregating data conceptually according to its meaning. Hence, the encod-
ing of relevant concepts from an indicator by concepts from a terminology
is an essential step of our formalisation method, and we worked with
several non-standard and standard terminologies such as SNOMED CT
throughout the thesis to encode both relevant concepts of the indicators
and the patient data.
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As SNOMED CT relies on a logics-based representation, automated reas-
oning can be employed to bridge differences in granularity by inferring
subclass relationships. SNOMED CT can be represented as an OWL 2

EL ontology, which in turn is based on the lightweight Description Lo-
gic EL++ [24, 25]. OWL 2 EL trades expressive power for the efficiency
of reasoning, and is therefore suitable for typically large biomedical on-
tologies such as SNOMED CT, which comprises approximately 300,000

classes. A reasoner is a program that infers logical consequences from a
set of explicitly asserted facts or axioms and typically provides automated
support for reasoning tasks such as classification, debugging and query-
ing. In practice, reasoners might vary with regard to their characteristics.
Therefore, our objective was to identify relevant characteristic properties,
and to assess how a selection of reasoners performs with respect to these
properties.

Redundant elements in SNOMED CT concept definitions are harmless
from a logical point of view, but they make concept definitions unneces-
sarily hard to construct and to maintain. Moreover, redundant elements
might lead to content-related problems when concepts drift. For example,
the rolegroup in the subconcept Thyroid_uptake_with_thyroid_stimulation
was redundant in the July 2012 version of SNOMED CT, as it repeated
a rolegroup already contained in the definition of the superconcept Non-
imaging_thyroid_uptake_test. In the subsequent version of SNOMED CT,
the method Radionuclide_imaging was removed from the rolegroup in
the superconcept, which makes sense for a concept with the name Non-
imaging_thyroid_uptake_test. However, the method was not removed from
the rolegroup in the subconcept, which might be incorrect. Here, our re-
search objective was to develop a method to identify redundant elements,
and to apply this method to get insights into the extent of the issue.

The two research questions we aim to answer in this part are:

7. What are the characterising properties of reasoners for OWL 2 EL, and how
does a selection of reasoners perform with respect to these properties?

8. How can redundant elements in concept definitions of SNOMED CT be
identified? How many redundant elements are identifiable using the result-
ing method?

Our approach to answer research question 7 was as follows. To identify
characterising properties of reasoners for OWL 2 EL, we analysed papers
that describe reasoners as well as short advertising descriptions of reason-
ers, which usually outline the respective reasoner’s strong points. Addi-
tionally, some characteristics in the dimension of practical usability arose
while the reasoning experiments were performed. Subsequently, we cat-
egorised eight state of the art reasoners along the defined characteristics
and benchmarked them against well-known biomedical ontologies.
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To tackle research question 8 and to identify redundant elements in
SNOMED CT concept definitions, we adapted and extended the rules of
redundancy elimination for concept definitions that contain rolegroups
as defined by Spackman et al. [26]. We systematically analysed the com-
pleteness and soundness of the results of our method by examining the
identified redundant elements.

The third part of this thesis comprises the following chapters:

Chapter 8: Kathrin Dentler, Ronald Cornet, Annette ten Teije, and
Nicolette F. de Keizer. Comparison of reasoners for large ontologies in the
OWL 2 EL profile. Semantic Web Journal, 2:71-87, 2011.

Chapter 9: Kathrin Dentler and Ronald Cornet. Redundant Elements
in SNOMED CT Concept Definitions. In Artificial Intelligence in Medi-
cine, LNAI 7885:186-195. Springer 2013.
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1.3 contributions

Our research resulted in the following contributions:

Part I) Formalising and Automatically Computing Healthcare Quality Indicators.
(Chapters 2, 3 and 4, research questions 1, 2, and 3.)

1. A method to formalise quality indicators.

2. Insights into the reproducibility of the formalisation method, and
into which steps can be particularly challenging.

3. Insights into the generalisability of the formalisation method.

4. A web-based tool that implements the formalisation method to lead
users through the formalisation process.5

5. Various sets of formalised quality indicators.6

Part II) Secondary Use of Patient Data. (Chapters 5, 6 and 7, research ques-
tions 4, 5, and 6.)

6. Identification of barriers that impede the secondary use of patient
data for the computation of quality indicators, and recommendations
on how to prevent them.

7. Results showing that data quality can have a significant influence on
quality indicator results.

8. Results showing that archetypes can facilitate the semantic integra-
tion of quality indicators and routine patient data to automatically
compute indicators.

Part III) Reasoning and Ontologies for Semantic Interoperability. (Chapters 8
and 9, research questions 7 and 8.)

9. Definition of characteristics of OWL 2 EL reasoning engines, and a
categorisation of eight reasoners along these characteristics. Results
showing that reasoners can vary substantially.

10. A method to identify redundant elements in SNOMED CT concept
definitions, and results showing that 12% of the concepts in the em-
ployed SNOMED CT version contained redundant elements.

5 Available on github: https://github.com/kathrinrin/clif
6 Available on figshare: http://figshare.com/authors/Kathrin_Dentler/452665

https://github.com/kathrinrin/clif
http://figshare.com/authors/Kathrin_Dentler/452665




Part I

F O R M A L I S I N G A N D A U T O M AT I C A L LY
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2 T O WA R D S T H E A U T O M AT E D C A L C U L AT I O N O F
C L I N I C A L Q U A L I T Y I N D I C AT O R S

To measure the quality of care in order to identify whether and
how it can be improved is of increasing importance, and several
organisations define quality indicators as tools for such meas-
urement. The values of these quality indicators should ideally
be calculated automatically based on data that is being collec-
ted during the care process. The central idea behind this paper
is that quality indicators can be regarded as semantic queries
that retrieve patients who fulfil certain constraints, and that
indicators that are formalised as semantic queries can be cal-
culated automatically by being run against patient data. We re-
port our experiences in manually formalising exemplary qual-
ity indicators from natural language into SPARQL queries, and
prove the concept by running the resulting queries against self-
generated synthetic patient data. Both the queries and the pa-
tient data make use of SNOMED CT to represent relevant con-
cepts. Our experimental results are promising: we ran eight
queries against a dataset of 300,000 synthetically generated pa-
tients, and retrieved consistent results within acceptable time.

2.1 introduction

A quality indicator1 is “a measurable element of practice performance
for which there is evidence or consensus that it can be used to assess
the quality, and hence change in the quality, of care provided” [4]. Qual-
ity indicators can be related to structure, process or outcome. According
to Donabedian, structure denotes the attributes of the settings in which
care occurs. Process denotes what is actually done in giving and receiv-
ing care, and outcome denotes the effects of care on the health status
of patients and populations [5]. Process and outcome indicators typically
average over specific populations, and are often expressed by a fraction.
The denominator consists of the relevant cohort of patients to whom the
indicator applies, and the numerator of those patients contained in the

1 The term quality indicator is used interchangeably with clinical / medical indicator /
measure in this paper. However, as most measures are only indicators of quality, the
term indicator is preferable [3].
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denominator for which criteria that indicate (high or low) quality of care
are fulfilled. Both for the population of the denominator and numerator,
inclusion and exclusion criteria can apply.

Clinical quality indicators are typically being developed and released by
governments, scientific associations, patient associations or insurance com-
panies. They are calculated based on patient data within hospitals, and the
obtained results are reported back to the indicator-releasing organisations.
The increasing number of indicators makes their manual calculation dif-
ficult and time-consuming. Furthermore, indicators that are released in
natural language need to be interpreted locally, which is error-prone due
to the inherent ambiguity of natural language. Therefore, quality indicat-
ors should ideally be released in an unambiguous, machine-processable,
formal representation in order to automatically calculate comparable val-
ues.

In this paper, we regard quality indicators as semantic queries against
patient data, and propose a preliminary method for their formalisation
into semantic queries. We prove the concept by applying exemplary form-
alised queries on self-generated coded data consisting of 300,000 patients.
The next Section 2.2 presents our approach, and Section 2.3 our formalisa-
tion method. We detail the generation of synthetic patient data in Section
2.4, and present our experimental results in Section 2.5. We end the paper
by discussing related work in Section 2.6, future work in Section 2.7 and
our conclusions in Section 2.8.

2.2 approach

Our test set of quality indicators (see appendix) contains four indicators
that have been released in natural language and stem from the domain
of gastrointestinal cancer surgery, but in principle, we aim for a domain-
independent approach. We investigate the feasibility of formalising the set
of indicators into SPARQL queries2. The exemplary SPARQL query below
retrieves all instances of type patient (the SNOMED CT code for “patient”
is SCT_116154003). The SELECT clause defines the only variable that is to
be retrieved as result (i.e. ?patient), and the WHERE clause defines a triple
pattern which contains the same variable and is to be matched against the
data graph.

SELECT ?patient
WHERE {

?patient a sct:SCT_116154003 .
}

2 http://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/

http://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/
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Our proposed formalisation method consists of 8 steps: 1) to encode
relevant concepts from the indicator by concepts from a terminology, 2)
to define the information model, and 3) to 5) to formalise temporal, nu-
meric and boolean constraints as SPARQL FILTERs. Step 6) is to group
constraints by boolean connectors, step 7) to identify exclusion criteria
and step 8) to identify constraints that only aim at the numerator, in order
to construct the denominator by removing these constraints. All steps are
explained in Section 2.3.

To test the formalised queries, we synthetically generated patient data
that is represented in OWL 2

3, allowing for automated reasoning and
semantic interoperability. We employ SNOMED CT [27] concepts from
the July 2010 version to describe both the query variables (step 1 of our
method) and our patient data. Typically, patient data is very detailed, but
quality indicators query for groups of patients on a less granular level. We
employ Semantic Web reasoning to bridge this gap by inferring subclass
relationships. For example, generated rectum cancer patients are under-
going the procedures “Stapled transanal resection of rectum” or “Wedge
resection of rectum”, which are both subclasses of “Resection of rectum”.
To calculate an indicator, we query for all patients with a procedure of
type “Resection of rectum” and retrieve all patients with subclasses of this
procedure by automated reasoning.

2.3 formalisation of quality indicators

This section describes our formalisation method. As the numerator is al-
ways a subset of the denominator, and is thus restricted by more con-
straints, we first formalise the numerator and afterwards construct the
denominator from it by removing constraints. We formalised a set of four
quality indicators (see appendix, referred to as I1 - I4). In the following,
we present our method by formalising the exemplary process indicator
“Number of examined lymph nodes after resection” (I1). The clinical back-
ground of the indicator is a colon cancer guideline that states: “A min-
imum of 10 lymph nodes is recommended to assess a negative lymph
node status”. The original version of the indicator is:

I1: Number of examined lymph nodes after resection (process indicator)
Numerator: number of patients who had 10 or more lymph nodes examined after resection of a primary
colon carcinoma.

Denominator: number of patients who had lymph nodes examined after resection of a primary colon
carcinoma.

Exclusion criteria: Previous radiotherapy and recurrent colon carcinomas

3 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
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Step 1: Encoding of relevant concepts from the indicator by concepts
from a terminology The first step of our method is to extract all required
concepts from the indicator, and to find the corresponding concepts in a
terminology, in our case SNOMED CT. We perform this step first because
the concepts are the building blocks for further formalisation. In SPARQL,
we encode the query variables based on those concepts:

?patient a sct:SCT_116154003 .

Step 2: Definition of the information model Subsequently, we define the
information model, i.e. how the resources are related to each other. This
step could be automated once a standard information model is employed.
In SPARQL:

?patient ehrschema:hasDisease ?coloncancer .

Step 3: Formalisation of temporal constraints (FILTER) The next step is
to formalise temporal constraints. This step helps us to discover an ambi-
guity: the indicator does not state explicitly what should be included the
reporting year. It could be for example the resection of the carcinoma or
the lymph node examination. Because the indicator aims at the number
of examined lymph nodes, we assume the latter. One of the temporal re-
lationships between two query variables in this indicator states that the
lymph node examination has to follow the colectomy. These constraints
are expressed as FILTERs in SPARQL. FILTERs restrict solutions to those
for which the filter expressions evaluate to true:

FILTER ( ?lymphnodeexaminationdate > "2010-01-01T00:00:00+02:00"^^xsd:dateTime )
FILTER ( ?lymphnodeexaminationdate < "2011-01-01T00:00:00+02:00"^^xsd:dateTime )
FILTER ( ?lymphnodeexaminationdate > ?colectomydate)

Step 4: Formalisation of numeric constraints (FILTER) The only numeric
constraint contained in the indicator is that the number of examined
lymph nodes has to be 10 or more. In SPARQL:

FILTER ( ?numberexaminedlymphnodes >= 10 )

Step 5: Formalisation of boolean constraints (FILTER) The exemplary in-
dicator does not contain boolean constraints. However, the indicator “Par-
ticipation in Dutch Surgical Colorectal Audit” (DSCA, I2) asks for patients
for which data has been delivered to the DSCA. In SPARQL:

FILTER ( ?dataDeliveredToDSCA = true)
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Step 6: Grouping of constraints by boolean connectors All elements
of the constructed SPARQL query are connected by logical conjunctions.
However, some queries require logical disjunctions. An example is again
I2, which asks for surgical resections of a colorectal carcinoma situated in
colon or rectum:

{ ?cancer a sct:coloncancer . ?operation a sct:colectomy }
UNION
{ ?cancer a sct:rectumcancer . ?operation a sct:resectionrectum }

Step 7: Identification of exclusion criteria (FILTER) One of the exclusion
criteria of the example indicator is “previous radiotherapy”. Thus, we ex-
clude all patients who underwent radiotherapy before the lymph node
examination. All criteria that are not explicitly identified as exclusion cri-
teria are inclusion criteria.

FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?radiotherapy a sct:SCT_108290001 .
?patient ehrschema:hasProcedure ?radiotherapy .
?radiotherapy ehrschema:procedureDate ?radiotherapydate .
FILTER ( ?lymphnodeexaminationdate > ?radiotherapydate)

}

Step 8: Identification of constraints that only aim at the numerator In this
step, the numerator is already formalised, and constraints are removed to
construct the query for the denominator. In order to do so, it is important
to be aware of the clinical intent of the indicator. Regarding the example in-
dicator, it is considered good practice to examine 10 or more lymph nodes.
Therefore, the only constraint that is removed to construct the denomin-
ator is: “number of examined lymph nodes >= 10”.

Resulting SPARQL query (Numerator)

PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
PREFIX ehrschema: <http://apdg.net/owl/schema/>
PREFIX sct: <http://www.ihtsdo.org/>

SELECT ?patient
WHERE {

# step 1)
?patient a sct:SCT_116154003 .
?coloncancer a sct:SCT_93761005 .
?colectomy a sct:SCT_23968004 .
?lymphnodeexamination a sct:SCT_284427004 .

# step 2)
?colectomy sct:SCT_47429007 ?coloncancer . # SCT_47429007 = associated with
?patient ehrschema:hasDisease ?coloncancer .
?patient ehrschema:hasProcedure ?colectomy .
?colectomy ehrschema:procedureDate ?colectomydate .
?patient ehrschema:hasProcedure ?lymphnodeexamination .
?lymphnodeexamination ehrschema:procedureDate ?lymphnodeexaminationdate .
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?lymphnodeexamination ehrschema:hasNumber ?numberexaminedlymphnodes .

# step 3)
FILTER ( ?lymphnodeexaminationdate > "2010-01-01T00:00:00+02:00"^^xsd:dateTime )
FILTER ( ?lymphnodeexaminationdate < "2011-01-01T00:00:00+02:00"^^xsd:dateTime )
FILTER ( ?lymphnodeexaminationdate > ?colectomydate)

# step 4); needs to be removed to construct the denominator (step 8)
FILTER ( ?numberexaminedlymphnodes >= 10 )

# step 7)
FILTER NOT EXISTS {

?radiotherapy a sct:SCT_108290001 .
?patient ehrschema:hasProcedure ?radiotherapy .
?radiotherapy ehrschema:procedureDate ?radiotherapydate .
FILTER ( ?lymphnodeexaminationdate > ?radiotherapydate)

}}

Regarding the order of the steps, step 1) and 2) should be carried out
first, because they formalise the building blocks that are used in sub-
sequent steps. Steps 6) - 8) should be carried out last, because they build
on previously defined constraints. Steps 3) to 5) can be performed in the
preferred order of the user.

Experiences during formalisation We succeeded in formalising all four
quality indicators included in our example set as SPARQL queries with
the method as described above, and the formalisation process was relat-
ively straightforward. The only construct that is not directly expressible
in SPARQL is: “number of re-interventions during the same admission or
during 30 days after the resection (choose longest interval)” (I4), because
there is no function to subtract dates from each other in SPARQL. This
is clearly an insufficiency. Two possible options to circumvent this prob-
lem are to implement a custom extension function or to first query for all
patients who had a re-intervention and then to apply the filter on the re-
trieved results. Both solutions need to be implemented locally (extension
functions have to be implemented for the triple store that is being queried,
and results need to be filtered where the data is retrieved), and thus allow
for the introduction of implementation errors and limit interoperability.

We found a high coverage of SNOMED CT with respect to the colorectal
cancer surgery domain. The only concept that we could not encode was
the exclusion criterion “Transanal Endoscopic Microsurgery (TEM)” (I3
and I4). We excluded “Stapled transanal resection of rectum”, “Transanal
disk excision of rectum” and “Transanal resection of rectum and anastom-
osis using staples” instead. None of these replacements are explicitly “en-
doscopic”. Alternatives would have been to post-coordinate the concept
or to employ a concept from another terminology.

We did not implement subtleties such as the presence of a radiologist, a
radiotherapist, a surgeon, an oncologist, a colon, stomach and liver phys-
ician and a pathologist in a multidisciplinary meeting (I3). This would
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Table 1: Concepts required to calculate quality indicators
Concept I1 I2 I3 I4

(lymph
nodes)

(DSCA) (meeting) (reoperation)

patient (SCT_116154003) x x x x

associated with (SCT_47429007) x x x x

lymph node exam. (SCT_284427004) x

lymph node examination date (date) x

number of examined lymph nodes (int) x

radiotherapy (SCT_108290001) x

radiotherapy date (date) x

pr. colon cancer (SCT_93761005) x x x

pr. rectum cancer (SCT_93984006) x x x

colectomy (SCT_23968004) x x x

colectomy date (date) x x x

resection rectum (SCT_87677003) x x (plus
subconcepts)

x (plus
subconcepts)

resection rectum date (date) x x x

delivered to DSCA (boolean) x

multidisc. meeting (SCT_312384001) x

multidisc. meeting date (date) x

re-operation (SCT_261554009) x

re-operation date (date) x

polypectomy (SCT_82035006) x

discharge date (date) x

in principle be possible, but we argue that it is unrealistic to expect that
meeting protocols document the presence of individual persons. Another
concept that we did not implement is the definition of re-intervention. We
employed the SNOMED CT concept “Reoperation” instead, and defined
that it must be associated to the same carcinoma that the first operation
was associated to.

We noticed a considerable variability in the natural language descrip-
tions of the indicators contained in our test set. For example, all carcino-
mas should be primary and not recurrent. This is expressed in four differ-
ent ways for four different indicators: I1) resection of a primary colon car-
cinoma (numerator and denominator); Exclusion criterion: recurrent colon
carcinomas, I2) only count primary carcinomas (numerator and denomin-
ator), I3) Exclusion criterion: recurrent rectum carcinomas, I4) Inclusion
criterion: Primary colorectal carcinoma = first presentation of a colorec-
tal carcinoma (thus not recurrent); might be the second or next primary
presentation.

We encountered several ambiguities and conclude that the expertise of
a domain expert is indispensable during the formalisation process.
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Table 2: Numbers of SPARQL filters required to calculate quality indicators
Filter I1

(lymph nodes)
I2
(DSCA)

I3
(meeting)

I4
(reoperation)

Temporal
Constraints
(step 3)

4 (operation within
reporting year;
examination after
colectomy;
previous
radiotherapy)

2 (operation
within reporting
year)

3 (operation within
reporting year;
meeting before
resection)

5 (operation and
reoperation within
reporting year;
operation before
reoperation)

Numeric
Constraints
(step 4)

1 (number lymph
nodes examined)

- - -

Boolean
Constraints
(step 5)

- 1 (data delivered
to DSCA)

- -

Exclusion
Criteria
(step 6)

1 (no previous
radiotherapy)

- 3 (excluded TEM
concepts)

4 (excluded TEM
concepts and
polypectomy)

Another observation is that many concepts occur in several indicators
(e.g. colectomy), but there are also concepts that only occur in one in-
dicator (e.g. lymph node examination). Table 1 shows the concepts and
data items required to calculate the numerators (and thus also the de-
nominators) contained in our quality indicator set. Similarly to the con-
cepts, some filter patterns occur in all indicators, and others are indicator-
specific. Table 2 gives an overview of the numbers of constraints that are
required to calculate the numerators of the indicators. We conclude that
many patterns can be re-used once they are created.

2.4 generation of data for all indicators

We generated synthetic patient data in order to be able to test our form-
alised queries. It consists of an OWL schema that describes the data
needed to calculate the exemplary indicators (TBox, i.e. terminological
background knowledge), and the patient data (ABox, i.e. knowledge about
individuals). We generated both the OWL schema and the patient data in
OWL 2 with the OWL API [28]. Figure 1 shows the OWL schema. We de-
liberately kept this model as simple as possible (it consists of 25 axioms),
and it reflects the information model as employed by the SPARQL queries.
The OWL classes “Patient”, “Procedure”, “Disease” and “Examination of
lymph nodes” are SNOMED CT concepts. In the schema, the classes are
represented by their SNOMED CT identifiers, e.g. sct:SCT_116154003 for
“Patient”. We also added the SNOMED CT concepts “Primary malignant
neoplasm of colon” , “Secondary malignant neoplasm of colon”, “Primary
malignant neoplasm of rectum” and “Secondary malignant neoplasm of
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rectum”, which are all Diseases, and the Procedures “Colectomy”, “Resec-
tion of rectum”, “Radiation oncology AND/OR radiotherapy”, “Multidis-
ciplinary assessment” and “Reoperation”.

Procedure

Disease

associatedWith

dateTime

procedureDate

Patient

hasProcedure

hasDisease admissionDate dischargeDateboolean

dataDeliveredToDSCA

ExaminationLymphNodes

SubClassOf

integer

hasNumber

PrimaryColonCancer

SubClassOf

PrimaryRectumCancer

SubClassOf

SecondaryColonCancer

SubClassOf

SecondaryRectumCancer

SubClassOf

Colectomy

SubClassOf

Reoperation

SubClassOf

ResectionRectum

SubClassOf

Radiotherapy

SubClassOf

Figure 1: OWL Schema

The data generator generates an arbitrary number of patients as in-
stances of the OWL Class “Patient”. All generated patients are colon can-
cer (50 percent) or rectum cancer (50 percent) patients who underwent
colectomy or resection of rectum during a random operation date within
the years 2009 to 2011 (we assume that the reporting year is 2010). The
malignant neoplasm is primary in 50 percent of the cases, otherwise it
is secondary. All generated rectum cancer patients receive a random sub-
class of the SNOMED CT concept “Resection of rectum” as procedure. The
data generator retrieves those subclasses with the help of FaCT++ [29]. Ex-
amples are “Stapled transanal resection of rectum” or “Wedge resection
of rectum”. Patients are admitted to the hospital one day before the opera-
tion and discharged between 1 and 60 days after the operation. 10 percent
of the patients are re-operated between 1 and 60 days after the first op-
eration. A patient has a lymph node examination with a probability of
50 percent at a random date within 60 days after the operation, with a
random number (between 1 and 20) of examined lymph nodes. With a
probability of 20 percent, the patient received radiotherapy at a random
date within 60 days before the operation. Rectum cancer patients are dis-
cussed in a multidisciplinary meeting at a random date within 60 days
before the operation with a probability of 80 percent and for all patients,
data is sent to the DSCA with a probability of 90 percent. The defined
temporal constraints result in radiotherapy always taking place before a
lymph node examination, and a multidisciplinary meeting always before
the operation. All probabilities are chosen arbitrarily.

Figure 2 shows an exemplary generated patient, and Figure 3 an ex-
tract of the same patient in OWL Functional Syntax. The data generator
produces around 15 triples per patient, thus our ABox for 300,000 patients
consists of over 4 million triples (4,530,578).
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2010-10-17 2010-10-19

2010-10-18 2010-11-17

true

patient132

admissionDate dischargeDate dataDeliveredToDSCA

Patient

rdf:type

colectomy132

hasProcedure

reoperation132

hasProcedure

coloncancer132

hasDisease

procedureDate associatedWith

Colectomy

rdf:type procedureDateassociatedWith

Reoperation

rdf:type

PrimaryColonCancer

type

Figure 2: Synthetically Generated Patient Data

Declaration(NamedIndividual(data:patient132))
ClassAssertion(sct:SCT_116154003 data:patient132)
ObjectPropertyAssertion(ehrschema:hasDisease data:patient132 data:coloncancer132)
ObjectPropertyAssertion(ehrschema:hasProcedure data:patient132 data:reoperation132)
ObjectPropertyAssertion(ehrschema:hasProcedure data:patient132 data:colectomy132)
DataPropertyAssertion(ehrschema:admissionDate data:patient132 "2010-10-17T05:49:20+02:00"^^xsd:dateTime)
DataPropertyAssertion(ehrschema:dataDeliveredToDSCA data:patient132 "true"^^xsd:boolean)
DataPropertyAssertion(ehrschema:dischargeDate data:patient132 "2010-10-19T05:49:20+02:00"^^xsd:dateTime)

Figure 3: Synthetically Generated Patient Data in OWL Functional Syntax

2.5 experimental results

In this section, we present our experimental results with respect to the
calculation of the formalised indicators, i.e. the execution of the SPARQL
queries against the generated patient data. We derived the closure of SNO-
MED CT with CB [30], the fastest reasoner currently available for this no-
menclature [31]. Then, we loaded the closure, our OWL schema and the
patient data into BigOWLIM 3.5 [32], which is optimised for fast SPARQL
evaluation and was allowed a maximum of 6GB memory. We employed
openRDF Sesame 2.4 [33], which supports SPARQL 1.14 query features
such as expressions, aggregates and negation.

We ran two queries per indicator: one for the numerator and one for
the denominator. For the construct “number of re-interventions during
the same admission or during 30 days after the resection (choose longest
interval)” (I4), we chose to filter the final results from the results returned
by the query and measured the runtime including this filtering. Table 3

shows the number of retrieved patients for the numerators and denomin-
ators of our queries, and the calculated percentage for each indicator. The
last two rows of the table contain the runtimes for the queries, averaged
over 100 runs. All queries are processed within seconds. As the calculation
of quality indicators is not time-critical, the runtimes are acceptable.

4 http://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/

http://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/
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Table 3: Number of results and runtimes in seconds
Data Item I1 I2 I3 I4

(lymph nodes) (DSCA) (meeting) (reoperation)

numerator 5,449 44,878 17,439 2,713

denominator 9,898 49,848 21,807 49,848

percent 55% 90% 80% 0.5%

runtime
numerator

14.28 25.12 17.74 9.88

runtime
denominator

15.90 25.71 15.43 41.36

We checked whether the experimental results are correct by compar-
ing them to the results that we expected based on the probabilities that
were used for data generation. For example, the DSCA indicator applies
to primary colon and rectum cancer patients, i.e. 50% of our population
(150,000). One third of these patients (50,000) is expected to have been
operated in 2010, and 90% of the data is sent to the DSCA (45,000). The
corresponding query retrieved 44,878 patients, which is comparable. Also
the percentages are consistent: for example, the data generator produced
a random number between 1 and 20 examined lymph nodes, and 55%
of the examinations inspected 10 or more lymph nodes. The fact that we
obtained consistent results within acceptable time based on the formal-
ised SPARQL queries and synthetically generated patient data proves the
concept and shows that the queries are well-formalised.

2.6 related work

2.6.1 Formalisation of Quality Indicators

In the following, we discuss a method to formalise goals [34], and a formal-
isation method for clinical rules [35]. As they do not consider numerators
and denominators and in- and exclusion criteria, which are the core ele-
ments of quality indicators, neither of the methods is directly applicable to
our use case. Thus, we follow our own approach (Section 2.3) that re-uses
steps of these methods wherever applicable. Both methods are gradual,
and we believe that this is essential in order to preserve the clinical intent
of indicators during their formalisation.

Stegers et al. [34] propose a 5-step method to translate goals (e.g. qual-
ity indicators) from natural language to the formalism of a verification
tool. A domain expert is involved to guarantee the correctness of the res-
ult. The authors contribute a conceptual goal model, which serves as a
common frame of reference for all involved experts and can be expressed
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in a formal language. Their method consists of the following steps: 1) Re-
duction: explicitly describe the clinical intent of the indicator. 2) Normal-
isation: rewrite the goal in terms of the goal model. This disambiguates
temporal constraints. 3) Formalisation: transform the structured natural
language version to a formalised version in GDL (Goal Definition Lan-
guage). 4) Attachment: formalise the natural language parts with concepts
available in the process model. 5) Translation: transform GDL to the logic
of the verification tool. This step should be strictly mechanical.

Elements of the method that we re-use are “Reduction” to make the
clinical intent of the indicator explicit, which is needed to construct the de-
nominator from the numerator in step 8) of our method, “Normalisation”
in order to disambiguate temporal constraints in step 3) of our method
and “Attachment”, to encode relevant concepts and define the information
model in step 1) and 2) of our method. “Formalisation” and “Translation”
are not applicable.

Medlock et al. [35] propose the Logical Elements Rule Method, a 7-step
method to transform clinical rules for use in decision support: (1) restate
the rule proactively; (2) restate the rule as a logical statement (preserving
key phrases); (3) assess for conflict between rules; (4) identify concepts
which are not needed; (5) classify concepts as crisp or fuzzy, find crisp
definitions corresponding to fuzzy concepts, and extract data elements
from crisp concepts; (6) identify rules which are related by sharing pa-
tients, actions, etc.; (7) determine availability of data in local systems.

We re-use step (1) “restate the rule proactively” to make the clinical in-
tent of the indicator explicit in step 8) of our method and step (5) “classify
concepts as crisp or fuzzy, ...” to encode concepts, although we do not
differentiate between crisp and fuzzy concepts, in step 1) of our method.
Steps (3) “assess for conflict between rules” and (6) “identify rules which
are related by sharing patients, actions, etc.” relate several indicators. Be-
cause indicators are typically calculated independently from each other,
these steps are not needed for our application scenario. Step (2) “restate
the rule as a logical statement” is similar to step 6) of our method, which
groups constraints by boolean connectors. Additionally, exclusion criteria
are negated, and the elements of our SPARQL query are connected by
logical conjunctions. Our method does not contain a step (4) “identify
concepts which are not needed”, as non-needed concepts do not need to
be encoded. We consider step (7) “determine availability of data in local
systems” to be part of the calculation of an indicator.

2.6.2 Calculation of Quality Indicators

Once an indicator has been formalised, it can be calculated based on pa-
tient data. Previous attempts to automatically calculate quality indicators
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include [36] and [37]. The main conclusion of [36] is that for automated
chart reviews, more fully-structured and coded data would have to be
entered by physicians. As we generate synthetic patients, we do not en-
counter this problem. The authors of [37] present a rule-based Analytics
Engine that is capable of interpreting documents in the Health Quality
Measures Format (HQMF)5 and generating reports. HQMF is a machine-
processable standard for representing health quality measures as elec-
tronic documents (eMeasures).

2.6.3 Indicators and Eligibility Criteria

In- and exclusion criteria are referred to as eligibility criteria [38] and are
commonly employed not only for quality indicators, but also for protocols,
guidelines, and clinical studies and trials. In the following, we describe
two methods for clinical trial recruitment [39], [40] that are based on Se-
mantic Web technologies. Similar to our approach, both methods employ
a terminology. In contrast to our approach, they rely on SWRL or descrip-
tion logic queries instead of SPARQL. Besana et al. [39] showed that the
automatic recruitment of patients who meet eligibility criteria of clinical
trials is possible based on OWL and SWRL, the Semantic Web Rule Lan-
guage6. They use the NCI ontology to represent both patient data and the
eligibility criteria. Patel et al. [40] demonstrated that clinical trial criteria
can be formulated as description logic queries, which a reasoner can use
together with SNOMED CT to infer implicit information that results in
retrieving eligible patients.

2.7 future work

As we worked with arbitrary probabilities, the data produced by our data
generator is not representative. With the help of a domain expert, it might
have been possible to generate more meaningful clinical data. Further-
more, the use of self-generated data leads to avoiding common problems
such as insufficient data quality and missing as well as irrelevant data
items, but with respect to the difficulty of obtaining (large amounts of)
real patient data we consider it to be useful to calculate first indicators as
a proof of concept. In the future, we will work with real patient data that
stems from several sources.

Our set of four exemplary quality indicators is not representative either.
We will work with a larger, more diverse set of indicators in the future

5 http://www.hl7.org/v3ballot/html/domains/uvqm/uvqm.html
6 http://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/

http://www.hl7.org/v3ballot/html/domains/uvqm/uvqm.html
http://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/
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in order to further investigate the generalisability of our method. Another
open question is whether quality indicators released in natural language
are precise enough to be formalised. We will cooperate with domain ex-
perts in order to answer this question and to ensure that the clinical intent
of the quality indicator is preserved during its formalisation.

2.8 conclusions

We presented a 8-step method that is inspired by previously proposed
methods [34], [35] to formalise quality indicators as SPARQL queries. The
steps are: 1) to encode relevant concepts from the indicator by concepts
from a terminology, 2) to define the information model, and 3) to 5) to for-
malise temporal, numeric and boolean constraints as SPARQL FILTERs.
Step 6) is to group constraints by boolean connectors, step 7) to identify
exclusion criteria and step 8) to identify constraints that only aim at the
numerator, in order to construct the denominator by removing these con-
straints. Applying this method, we succeeded in formalising a set of four
quality indicators into SPARQL queries.

We encountered one construct that is not directly expressible in
SPARQL. Although this limits interoperability, the problem can be circum-
vented. We found a high coverage of SNOMED CT with respect to the
colorectal cancer domain. We noticed variability and ambiguity in the ori-
ginal descriptions of the quality indicators and conclude that a domain
expert is indispensable to ensure the clinical correctness of the formalised
indicators. Finally, we observed that many concepts and filter patterns can
be reused once they are formalised.

We proved the concept by running the SPARQL queries that resulted
from the formalisation process against self-generated data that consisted
of 300,000 synthetically generated patients, and retrieved results that are
consistent with the generated data in acceptable time. We conclude that
semantic queries are a promising step towards the automated calculation
of clinical quality indicators.



Appendix: Set of Quality Indicators

The indicators are released by the Dutch healthcare inspectorate and con-
tained in the indicator set for 2011.

I1: Number of examined lymph nodes after resection (process indicator)
Numerator: number of patients who had 10 or more lymph nodes examined after resection of a primary
colon carcinoma.

Denominator: number of patients who had lymph nodes examined after resection of a primary colon
carcinoma.

Exclusion criteria: Previous radiotherapy and recurrent colon carcinomas

I2: Participation in Dutch Surgical Colorectal Audit (DSCA) (process indicator)
Numerator: number of surgical resections of a colorectal carcinoma situated in colon or rectum (only count
primary carcinomas) for which data has been submitted to the Dutch Surgical Colorectal Audit.

Denominator: total number of surgical resections of a colorectal carcinoma situated in colon or rectum
(only count primary carcinomas).

I3: Patients with rectum carcinoma who have been discussed in a preoperative multidisciplin-
ary meeting (process indicator)
Numerator: Number of patients with rectum carcinoma who have been discussed in a preoperative multi-
disciplinary meeting.

Denominator: Number of patients with rectum carcinoma operated in the reporting year.

Inclusion criterion: Patients who have been operated in the reporting year due to a rectum car-
cinoma.

Exclusion criteria: Transanal Endoscopic Microsurgery (TEM) resections and recurrent rectum
carcinomas.

The Dutch Surgical Colorectal Audit states that the presence of a radiologist, a radiotherapist, a
surgeon, an oncologist, a colon, stomach and liver physician and a pathologist are required for
a preoperative multidisciplinary meeting.



I4: Unplanned re-interventions after resection of a primary colorectal carcinoma (outcome in-
dicator)
Numerator: number of re-interventions during the same admission or during 30 days after the resection
(choose longest interval) in the reporting year.

Denominator: total number of primary resections of a colorectal carcinoma during the reporting year.

Inclusion criteria: Primary colorectal carcinoma = first presentation of a colorectal carcinoma
(thus not recurrent); might be the second or next primary presentation.

Exclusion criteria: Transanal Endoscopic Microsurgery (TEM); Endoscopic and open polypec-
tomy

This indicator comes with a list of definitions: Resection: surgical removal of colon segment
where the colorectal carcinoma is situated. Re-intervention: re-operation in the abdomen or an
intervention (possibly radiological) during which a complication in the abdomen is being treated
(inclusive percutaneous incision and drainage, drainage via rectum, embolisations of bleedings
in the abdomen, etcetera). Admission: the time which the patient spends in a hospital directly
after the operation (the same hospital or another one where the patient has been referred to);
can be longer than 30 days.



3 T H E R E P R O D U C I B I L I T Y O F C L I F, A M E T H O D F O R

C L I N I C A L Q U A L I T Y I N D I C AT O R F O R M A L I S AT I O N

In order to be able to automatically calculate clinical quality
indicators, we have proposed CLIF, a stepwise method for clin-
ical quality indicator formalisation. Quality indicators are used
for external accountability and hospital comparison. As clinical
quality indicators are computed in a decentralised manner by
the hospitals themselves, reproducibility of the formalisation
method is essential to ensure the comparability of calculated
values. Thus, we performed a case study to investigate the re-
producibility of CLIF. Eight participants formalised the same
sample quality indicator with the help of a web-based indicator-
authoring tool that facilitates the application of CLIF. We ana-
lysed the results per step and concluded that the method it-
self leads to reproducible results. To further improve reprodu-
cibility, ambiguities in the indicator text must be clarified and
trained experts are needed to encode clinical concepts and to
specify the relations between concepts.

3.1 introduction

A quality indicator is “a measurable element of practice performance for
which there is evidence or consensus that it can be used to assess the
quality, and hence change in the quality, of care provided” [4]. Calculated
values are used internally to monitor and to improve the quality of de-
livered care, and externally to support patients and insurance companies
in selecting hospitals of high performance. Ideally, clinical quality indic-
ators are published in an unambiguous, standard representation, so that
they can be computed automatically and are comparable among different
institutions. We have presented CLIF, a stepwise method to formalise qual-
ity indicators into queries in [41]. In this paper, we report on a case study
that we performed in order to investigate the reproducibility of CLIF. Our
main research question was whether several persons who formalise the
same quality indicator independently arrive at the same formalisation. We
answered this question for each of CLIF’s steps. Any discrepancies were
analysed to find the underlying cause.

31
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3.2 methods

The case study is based on our previously proposed indicator formalisa-
tion method CLIF [41], which consists of eight steps. CLIF is applicable
to process and outcome indicators expressed as proportions in general,
but for testing its reproducibility, we focused on only one evidence-based
process indicator defined by the Dutch healthcare inspectorate: “Num-
ber of examined lymph nodes after resection of a primary colonic car-
cinoma". We chose this indicator because it is important in the domain
of gastrointestinal oncology and because it is time-consuming to calculate
manually as it requires data from several sources. When lymph nodes are
examined after resection of a primary colonic carcinoma, at least 10 lymph
nodes should be examined, and the indicator measures the proportion of
patients for whom this is the case:

Number of examined lymph nodes after resection
Numerator: Number of patients who had 10 or more lymph nodes ex-
amined after resection of a primary colonic carcinoma.

Denominator: Number of patients who had lymph nodes examined
after resection of a primary colonic carcinoma.

Exclusion criteria: Previous radiotherapy and recurrent colonic carcino-
mas.

Reporting year: 2010

We created a web-based indicator-authoring tool to facilitate the formal-
isation process by leading users through the method step by step. The
formalisation is performed against a problem-oriented information model
with the central concepts “diagnosis” and “procedure”. The final result
of the formalisation process is a query that is based on the information
model. Our test group consisted of eight Master students in Medical In-
formatics. In an initial session, they were introduced to quality indicators,
CLIF, the information model of our problem-oriented patient record and
to SNOMED CT. They were trained on how to use the web-based tool and
on how to search for SNOMED CT concepts in Snow Owl1.

Reference Standard. We developed a reference standard to measure the
quality of the results of our participants. We studied the literature on
which the indicator is based, consulted the institution that developed the
indicator and organised a consensus meeting with medical informatics ex-
perts and clinical domain experts. Table 4 shows the steps of CLIF and the
developed reference standard.

1 http://www.b2international.com/portal/snow-owl

http://www.b2international.com/portal/snow-owl
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Table 4: Steps of CLIF and the reference standard for the sample indicator.
Step CLIF Reference standard for the sample indicator

1) Extract clinical concepts (e.g.,
diagnoses, procedures) from
the indicator text. Search for
matching concepts in a medical
terminology using standard
terminology browsing tools.

Table 5 shows the five relevant concepts from the
indicator text with their correct encodings
(emphasised). For example, the procedure “lymph
nodes examined” from the indicator text is encoded by
the SNOMED CT concept “Examination of lymph
nodes”.

2) The SNOMED CT concepts
from step 1 need to be related
to the concepts of the
information model. Finally, the
relations between assigned
concepts of the information
model are defined.

All five SNOMED CT concepts encoded in step 1 have
to be assigned to the correct concepts of the
information model, i.e. SNOMED CT finding/disease
concepts to the database table “diagnosis”, and
procedure concepts to the database table “procedure”.
To maintain a problem-oriented information model, all
procedures should be related to diagnoses: lymph node
examination, colectomy and radiotherapy have to be
related to the diagnosis primary colonic carcinoma. The
concept containing the number of examined lymph
nodes should be related to the procedure lymph node
examination.

3) Temporal constraints are
formalised.

The reporting year 2010 needs to be defined and related
to “lymph node examination”, as this is the central
procedure of the indicator. We expect two constraints to
define that the lymph node examination has been after
the start and before the end of the reporting year. We
also expect two constraints that formalise the
constructs “lymph nodes examined after resection” and
“previous (i.e. before the colectomy) radiotherapy”.

4) Numeric constraints are
formalised.

The only numeric constraint in the indicator is that the
number of examined lymph nodes must be greater
than or equal to 10.

5) & 6) In step 5, Boolean constraints
are formalised. In step 6,
Boolean connectors can be
used to group constraints.

There are no Boolean constraints in this indicator, and
no constraints that have to be grouped by Boolean
connectors.

7) Exclusion criteria are defined. Here, “radiotherapy”, “recurrent colonic carcinoma”
and the temporal constraint for “previous
radiotherapy” have to be excluded.

8) Constraints that only aim at
the numerator are identified.

There is one constraint that only aims at the numerator:
the numeric constraint that expresses that the number
of examined lymph nodes should be higher than or
equal to 10.

The reliability of agreement between the participants for encoding the
concepts in SNOMED CT is measured as Fleiss’ kappa and calculated in
R.

3.3 results

Figure 4 visualises the quality of the participants’ solutions in terms of
adherence to the reference standard per step.

Step 1) All participants intended to encode exactly the five concepts con-
tained in the reference standard. Seven of the eight participants entered
five SNOMED CT concepts, and one entered four. The participants entered
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Figure 4: Quality of participants’ solutions in terms of adherence to the reference
standard. Each participant can reach up to 100 per cent for each step: To
quantify the participants’ solutions in step 1, each encoded concept that
meets the reference standard receives 20%. In step 2, each correctly as-
signed concept receives 10%. Correct relations receive 12.5%, and solu-
tions that use un-assigned concepts of the information model receive
6.25%. We do not penalise unnecessary relations. For step 3, all correct
constraints receive 25% and the questionable ones 12.5%. Participants
who formalised the numeric constraint in step 4 reach 100%. Each con-
straint correctly excluded in step 7 receives 33.33%, and participants who
identified the constraint that only aims at the numerator in step 8 receive
100%.

9 different SNOMED CT concepts to encode these 39 concepts. All entered
SNOMED CT concepts are subclasses of the two SNOMED CT concepts
disease and procedure. Table 5 gives an overview. The reliability of agree-
ment between the participants for encoding these concepts in SNOMED
CT is 0.754 (p <0.01) according to Fleiss’ kappa. This can be interpreted as
substantial agreement.

Step 2) 36 out of 39 SNOMED CT concepts from step 1 have been related
to the correct concepts of the information model. Regarding the second
substep, six of the eight participants related the colectomy to the primary
colonic carcinoma. No participant has entered the three remaining rela-
tions contained in the reference standard.
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Table 5: SNOMED CT concepts encoded by test persons.
Indicator Text (Number of Participants)

SNOMED CT Concept
Comment

lymph nodes
examined

(8) Examination of lymph nodes Correct according to reference standard.

resection of a
primary colonic
carcinoma

(8) Colectomy Correct according to reference standard.

radiotherapy (7) Radiation oncology AND/OR
radiotherapy

Correct according to reference standard.

(1) Radiation therapy
procedure or service

Subconcept of correct concept. Contains
only unreasonable subconcepts (e.g.
“Disposal of radioactive source”).

primary colon
carcinoma

(5) Carcinoma of colon Subconcept of correct concept. Defined via
the associated morphology “Carcinoma, no
subtype”, which does not include specific
carcinomas (e.g. adenocarcinoma) that
should be included.

(3) Primary malignant neoplasm
of colon

Correct according to reference standard.

recurrent colonic
carcinoma

(4) Secondary malignant
neoplasm of colon

Sibling of correct concept. Synonym of
metastasis in SNOMED CT; not related to
recurrence.

(2) Local recurrence of malignant
tumor of colon

Correct according to reference standard.

(1) Recurrent basal cell
carcinoma

Skin carcinoma and thus not correct.

Step 3) Six participants defined the reporting year. Five of them related
it to the lymph node examination and one to an undefined procedure.
Seven participants formalised the construct “lymph nodes examined after
resection”, while only four participants formalised the “previous radio-
therapy”. “Previous” was interpreted two times as having been carried
out before the lymph node examination and one time before the colectomy.
Another participant defined “previous radiotherapy” as having been per-
formed before the start of the reporting year. This is questionable, as the
radiotherapy might have taken place in the reporting year and before the
colectomy.

Step 4) Each of our eight participants defined the numeric constraint
that we identified in the reference standard.

Step 7) All of the eight participants excluded the assigned concept “ra-
diotherapy”. Seven participants excluded “recurrent colonic carcinoma”,
and one excluded “carcinoma of colon”. The participants also excluded
all four temporal constraints that refer to “previous radiotherapy” and
that have been formalised in step 3.

Step 8) All participants correctly identified the numeric constraint as
only aiming at the numerator.
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3.4 discussion

We found that our eight participants could use CLIF reproducibly to for-
malise a sample quality indicator. For step 1, we concluded that detecting
diagnoses and procedures in natural language text is a reproducible task.
In contrast, encoding these concepts can lead to varying results. This task
is complex due to the large size of medical terminologies. For example,
SNOMED CT contains more than 311,000 hierarchically organised con-
cepts, with many similar, interrelated concepts, making it hard to choose
among them. Tools are required to support users in selecting the correct
concepts. For step 2, we concluded that assigning the concepts to the in-
formation model is reproducible. However, our participants did not relate
the assigned concepts of the information model as intended. This is due
to insufficient knowledge of the employed information model. The repro-
ducibility of step 3 was lower than expected. This can be ascribed to the
ambiguities of the indicator: it is not clear which events should occur in the
reporting year and which event(s) the radiotherapy should precede. Step
4 and step 8 were reproducible in our case study. In step 7, all participants
who defined the constraint for “previous radiotherapy” also excluded it.
In conclusion, CLIF itself leads to reproducible results, but the difficulty of
encoding clinical concepts, defining relations between assigned concepts
of the information model and ambiguities in the indicator text have a neg-
ative impact on its reproducibility.

Limitations. The main limitation of our study is that we only worked
with one quality indicator, which did not require two (steps 5 and 6) out
of CLIF’s eight steps. Likewise, more participants would have been prefer-
able. Finally, our results might have been biased by the choice of parti-
cipants.

Related Work. Four clinical guidelines have been encoded into an early
version of GLIF, the GuideLine Interchange Format, by two encoders each.
The authors found that “different individuals produced different encod-
ings as a result of different modeling choices, different representations
of criteria given the use of narrative text in the current version of GLIF,
and selection of different terminology for data elements in the absence of
standards for clinical vocabulary and data models” [42]. We removed some
of these obstacles in our case study: the authoring tool restricts possible
formalisations, and we employed a standard terminology together with a
common basic problem-oriented information model. Please note that later
versions of GLIF adopt both standard terminologies and data models. An
evaluation of the cognitive processes used in encoding guidelines in GLIF
led to the conclusion that teams consisting of both clinicians and experts
in computer-based representations produce better formalisations than in-
dividuals of either type working alone [43]. Medlock et al. [35] propose the
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7-step Logical Elements Rule Method LERM to assess and formalise clin-
ical rules, which are derived from quality indicators, for decision support.
LERM has been validated empirically for inter-user reliability by compar-
ing the results of two assessors who independently applied LERM on 16

rules. LERM was shown to be reliable provided that the users agree on a
terminology and on when the rule will be evaluated.

Our main recommendations to increase the reproducibility of CLIF are:
institutions that develop quality indicators should publish them together
with sets of well-defined concepts from a standard terminology. Likewise,
indicators have to be formulated as unambiguously and precisely as pos-
sible, so that they can be formalised and computed automatically. This is
especially important with regard to temporal relations. The application of
CLIF requires the cooperation of clinical domain experts to resolve ambi-
guities and medical informatics experts who are trained in clinical encod-
ing and in the employed information model.





4 F O R M A L I Z AT I O N A N D C O M P U TAT I O N O F

Q U A L I T Y M E A S U R E S B A S E D O N E L E C T R O N I C
M E D I C A L R E C O R D S

Objective Ambiguous definitions of quality measures in nat-
ural language impede their automated computability and also
the reproducibility, validity, timeliness, traceability, comparab-
ility, and interpretability of computed results. Therefore, qual-
ity measures should be formalized before their release. We
have previously developed and successfully applied a method
for clinical indicator formalization (CLIF). The objective of our
present study is to test whether CLIF is generalizable - that is,
applicable to a large set of heterogeneous measures of different
types and from various domains.

Materials and methods We formalized the entire set of 159

Dutch quality measures for general practice, which contains
structure, process, and outcome measures and covers seven do-
mains. We relied on a web-based tool to facilitate the applica-
tion of our method. Subsequently, we computed the measures
on the basis of a large database of real patient data.

Results Our CLIF method enabled us to fully formalize 100%
of the measures. Owing to missing functionality, the accom-
panying tool could support full formalization of only 86% of
the quality measures into Structured Query Language (SQL)
queries. The remaining 14% of the measures required manual
application of our CLIF method by directly translating the re-
spective criteria into SQL. The results obtained by computing
the measures show a strong correlation with results computed
independently by two other parties.

Conclusions The CLIF method covers all quality measures
after having been extended by an additional step. Our web tool
requires further refinement for CLIF to be applied completely
automatically. We therefore conclude that CLIF is sufficiently
generalizable to be able to formalize the entire set of Dutch
quality measures for general practice.

39
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4.1 objective

We have previously developed [41, 44, 45] a method for clinical indicator
(better known as quality measure) formalization (CLIF). CLIF supports its
users in transforming quality measures - which are typically described in
unstructured text - into precise queries that can be computed on the basis
of patient data. The main envisioned users of CLIF are quality measure
developers, but also those responsible for reporting measure results, as
well as general practitioners and hospital physicians who are interested in
the quality of care they deliver.

CLIF was originally inspired by the Logical Elements Rule Method
(LERM) [35], a method used to assess and formalize clinical rules for
decision support, as well as a method proposed by Stegers et al [34] to
transform natural language into formal proof goals. We have successfully
applied CLIF in the limited domain of colorectal cancer surgery to formal-
ize a relatively small set of quality measures. In one of our previous stud-
ies [44], we tested whether our method leads to reproducible results. We
did this by having eight test subjects - who were previously unacquainted
with the problem - formalize a sample measure, and by comparing their
results with a reference standard that we developed together with domain
experts. The study showed that CLIF can lead to reproducible results, but
that unambiguous measures and the cooperation of trained experts with
clinical as well as medical informatics expertise are required. The object-
ive of the present study was to test whether CLIF is generalizable - that is,
whether it is applicable to a variety of different types of quality measures
in various domains.

4.2 significance and background

In recent years, automated reporting of quality measures based on data
collected during routine care has become a necessity. The sheer amount
of quality measures demanded by governments, patient associations, ac-
creditation organizations, and insurance companies to measure, compare,
and improve the quality of delivered care has increased dramatically at
a rate that makes their manual calculation unfeasible. Besides being time-
intensive, manual calculation is also error-prone and can jeopardize the
reproducibility, validity, interpretability, traceability, timeliness, and com-
parability of quality measure results.

For these reasons, the automated computation and reporting of quality
measures is included in the meaningful use of electronic medical records
(EMRs), which is currently being put forward by the USA as a national
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goal [46]. The non-profit National Quality Forum (NQF) developed the
Quality Data Model (QDM1), an information model that defines concepts
used in quality measures to automate their computation. The Centers
for Medicare & Medicaid Services provide a web-based and QDM-driven
measure authoring tool (MAT2) for quality measure developers to create
so-called ‘eMeasures’. The MAT is a powerful tool that supports its users
by offering a broad variety of functions and features. However, it is not
based on a structured method that divides the highly complex task into
clear, ordered subtasks.

A formalization method can help to guide users who were previously
unacquainted with the problem of measure formalization through the
formalization process, and thereby help to ensure that the formalizations
obtained faithfully represent the measure’s intended meaning. Therefore,
we propose our method, CLIF, as a complementary contribution.

4.3 materials and methods

4.3.1 Set of quality measures

To answer our research question, we formalized the entire national set of
159 quality measures for general practice. This set is published in Dutch
free text3. The quality measures are defined on a national level, so that
software providers can support the registration of required data and the
reporting of measure results. The set of quality measures is heterogeneous,
as it contains measures of various types, and addresses seven domains,
such as ‘asthma in adults’ or ‘diabetes mellitus’. Each domain contains a
number of subdomains, such as ‘HbA1c’ or ‘smoking’.

Table 6 provides an overview of the quality measures, categorized ac-
cording to Donabedian’s trilogy: structure, process, and outcome [5]. Some
measures have complementary measures, which we include. For example,
the measure ‘Diabetes patients for whom HbA1c has been measured’ has
the complementary measure ‘Diabetes patients for whom HbA1c has NOT
been measured’.

The quality measures are released in a narrative-based pseudoformal
format, and contain definitions such as ‘age >40 and <80’ and ‘registra-
tion date <(reporting date - 1 year)’. The reporting date is defined as the

1 http://www.qualityforum.org/QualityDataModel.aspx
2 https://www.emeasuretool.cms.gov/
3 http://www.nhg.org/themas/artikelen/download-indicatoren,

last accessed October 2, 2013

http://www.qualityforum.org/QualityDataModel.aspx
 https://www.emeasuretool.cms.gov/
http://www.nhg.org/themas/artikelen/download-indicatoren
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Table 6: Overview of the set of quality measures used. S, P, O and N stand for
structure, process, outcome and not specified.

Domain Measures Subdomains Type

S P O N

Asthma in adults 13 (8%) 3 3 9 1 0

COPD 14 (9%) 3 3 9 2 0

Cardiovascular
risk

23 (14%) 6 3 16 4 0

Diabetes mellitus 50 (31%) 10 0 27 18 5

Depression &
anxiety

12 (8%) 0 10 2 0 0

Prevention 15 (9%) 2 4 0 11 0

Prescription 32 (20%) 9 0 27 0 5

All 159 (100%) 33 (26 distinct) 23

(14%)
90

(57%)
36

(23%)
10

(6%)

end of the reporting period, which is typically one reporting year. All qual-
ity measures are accompanied by relatively short lists of codes from the
classification systems used (between one and 24 concepts per measure; ap-
proximately five on average). Two sample quality measures are presented
in example 1. Appendix 1 contains additional sample measures.

Example 1 [Two sample quality measures (one process and
one outcome measure)]

Process measure ‘Percentage of diabetes patients whose HbA1c value has been measured
within the previous 12 months’. Definitions:

• Patients younger than 80 years

• International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC) codes for diabetes mellitus: T90,
T90.01 or T90.02

• ICPC codes for diabetes mellitus recorded before the end of the reporting period

• Patients registered with general practitioner for 12 months or longer (> 12 months)

• Code 2206 (main caregiver for diabetes mellitus); latest value for this code must be 48

(for general practitioner); > 12 months

• HbA1c measurement (code 2816) within the previous 12 months

This process measure is the basis for the outcome measure ‘Percentage of diabetes patients
whose latest measured HbA1c value was below 53 mmol/mol’, which only differs by one
additional definition:

• HbA1c value of last measurement below 53 mmol/mol (<53)
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4.3.2 Patient data

We used an extract of anonymized routine healthcare data from the Julius
General Practitioners’ Network Database, which consists of administrative
routine healthcare data extracted from the information systems of more
than 60 primary healthcare centers (one to eight general practitioners per
center) in the region of Utrecht, the Netherlands [47]. The administrat-
ive routine healthcare data were extracted locally from the general practi-
tioner’s EMRs by making use of the Mondriaan Client4 and anonymized
locally through a trusted third party (Custodix). This way, medical inform-
ation cannot be used outside the practice location to identify individual
patients by researchers or anyone else not directly involved in the treat-
ment of the patients. Consultations, episodes, and diagnoses are encoded
with International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC) codes, prescribed
medications in the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) Classification
System, and (laboratory) test results in a national coding system. We used
data extracted from the 22 practices that use Promedico, a software sys-
tem for general practices in the Netherlands. The other practices sharing
data in the Julius General Practitioners’ Network Database use other EMR
software systems. Our database contains data related to 156,176 patients
in the years between 2006 and 2011.

4.3.3 CLIF

CLIF is a method for formalizing natural-language quality measures
as computable queries based on formally defined concepts, information
model, and selection criteria. The original version of CLIF [41] consists of
eight steps, which are presented together with the formalization of the
sample outcome measure in Table 7.

4.3.4 Web tool

We have built a web tool5 that implements CLIF to guide its users through
all eight steps and stores the formalized criteria in a dedicated database.
To test CLIF’s generalizability, we use this web tool as a starting point
to formalize the set of quality measures. Importantly, the user can record
comments for each step, which is indispensable in cases when a measure
is ambiguous and the user needs to decide on how to operationalize it.
The user can create so-called query variables (aliases) for database tables,

4 http://www.projectmondriaan.nl/
5 http://clif.mash-it.net; login and password are both ‘test’

http://www.projectmondriaan.nl/
http://clif.mash-it.net
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Table 7: Steps of the original version of CLIF.
CLIF, clinical indicator formalization;
ICPC, International Classification of Primary Care;
QDM, Quality Data Model.

Step CLIF Reference standard for the sample
indicator

1. Concepts Extraction of clinical concepts (eg,
diagnoses, procedures) from the
quality measure text. Depending
on the measures and the patient
data, standard terminologies
such as SNOMED CT [27], ICD
or ICPC, or local/national coding
systems can be used

The ICPC codes for diabetes mellitus (T90,
T90.01, or T90.02), and the national codes for
the main caregiver (2206) and HbA1c (2816)
are elaborated in the quality measure
definition

2. Information
model

Binding of concepts from the
previous step to the concepts of
the information model.
Depending on the measures and
the patient data, standard
information models such as the
QDM or openEHR archetypes, or
local database schemas can be
used

Here, we define query variables (aliases),
such as diabetes, for the local database table
that stores ICPC entries, and we bind this
variable to the three diabetes mellitus
concepts identified in the previous step

3. Temporal
criteria

Formalization of temporal
criteria

The sample measure contains various
temporal criteria. Patients must be below 80

years to be included. They must be
registered for 12 months or longer, and the
general practitioner must have been the
main caregiver for 12 months or longer, the
diagnosis must be present at the reporting
date or before, and the HbA1c value must
have been measured within the previous 12

months. Finally, the values of both the code
for the main caregiver and the HbA1c

measurement must be the latest within the
specified time frames

4. Numeric
criteria

Formalization of numeric criteria The sample measure contains two numeric
criteria: the value of the code for the main
caregiver must be 48 for general practitioner,
and the HbA1c value must be below 53

mmol/mol

5. Boolean
criteria

Formalization of Boolean criteria Our sample measure does not contain any
Boolean criteria

6. Boolean
connectors

Grouping of criteria by Boolean
connectors

The three different codes for diabetes are
connected by OR. Other criteria are
connected by AND

7. Exclusion
criteria /
negations

Definition of exclusion
criteria/negations

Our sample measure does not contain any
exclusion criteria/negation

8. Numerator
only

Identification of criteria that only
aim at the numerator

The difference between the numerator and
the denominator is not explicitly defined for
this measure. We define it as the HbA1c

value being below 53 mmol/mol

and then attach one or more codes (eg, those specified for diabetes) to
these variables. In subsequent steps, the user defines which criteria need
to be valid for a patient to be included in the quality measure result. To in-
crease usability, the underlying database schema or information model is
used to populate options for each step. For example, for temporal criteria,
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only database fields that have temporal data types are preselected. Also,
criteria are colored (eg, red for exclusion criteria/ negation), and can be
deactivated so that they are not included in the automatically constructed
Structured Query Language (SQL) query. During or after the formaliza-
tion process, users can run the query (if the tool is connected to a database).
SQL was chosen because of the format of our underlying patient database,
but other query languages, such as the SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query
Language, or standards-based output formats, such as the Health Quality
Measures Format (HQMF), which is used for eMeasures, could also be an
option. The screenshots contained in Appendix 2 show how the sample
measure is formalized step by step.

4.3.5 Computation of quality measures

To compute the formalized quality measures based on our patient data,
we automatically constructed SQL queries based on the criteria that are
stored in the database of CLIF’s web tool. When our web tool did not
support a construct, we applied CLIF manually by directly translating
the respective construct into SQL. Subsequently, for every measure and
reporting year (2007-2011), one query for the numerator and one for the
denominator were constructed automatically. These queries were used to
compute the measures, and to generate plots for all computed measures
to visualize how the percentages develop over the course of the reporting
years. The query in Appendix 3 represents the numerator of our sample
outcome measure ‘Percentage of diabetes patients whose latest measured
HbA1c value was below 53 mmol/mol’ for the reporting year 2011.

4.3.6 Evaluation of results

Apart from assessing the face validity of our computed measure results
based on the generated plots, we evaluated our result set computed for
the reporting year 2011 for the quality measures in the domain diabetes
mellitus, which is the largest domain contained in the measure set. We
compared our result set with the result sets computed independently by
two other parties for the same reporting year based on a large subgroup
of general practices of the Julius General Practitioners Network that are
working together in diabetes care. At the request of these practices, one of
the measure result sets was provided by an academic institution special-
izing in the reuse of routine primary care data for research purposes (In-
tegrated Primary Care Information (IPCI)6), Rotterdam, the Netherlands.

6 http://www.erasmusmc.nl/med_informatica/research/555688/?lang=en

http://www.erasmusmc.nl/med_informatica/research/555688/?lang=en
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The other measure result set was provided by a software company spe-
cializing in generating management reports based on extracted routine
primary care data that are used to support reimbursement of diabetes care
with the healthcare insurance companies that pay for it (Proigia7, Ede, the
Netherlands). In both cases, as well as in our own procedure, all data are
anonymized at source, in the practices, before it is shared.

The comparison gives a first indication of the comparability of our com-
puted results. However, a strict evaluation of the computed results is not
possible because of the absence of a gold standard. As ambiguous qual-
ity measure definitions allow different interpretations, it is hard to distin-
guish right and wrong formalizations. Ultimately, definitions should be
based on a broad consensus, and formalization helps to identify open is-
sues and make them explicit. Another hindrance is that we only computed
results based on 22 general practices which use Promedico, whereas the
other parties computed results based on twice as many practices which
use various information systems for general practitioners.

4.4 results

We formalized the entire set of 159 quality measures, which took, on aver-
age, 10 min per measure and resulted in a total of 849 concepts and 1283

criteria, with the help of the web tool. This way, 86% of the quality meas-
ures could be formalized fully, while the remaining measures required the
manual application of CLIF. We computed all measures except for two nu-
merators that combined a number of other quality measures and had to
be canceled because of excessive run times. In the following, we quantify
our results according to CLIF’s steps. Note that one new step ‘Textual cri-
teria’ has been added to the original version of CLIF. Table 8 presents an
overview of the results.

Step 1: Concepts. In this step, we entered 849 (148 distinct) concepts.

Step 2: Information model. In this step, we defined 465 query variables and
connected them to the concepts entered in the previous step. Of the 106

distinct variables, 60 were related to measured (laboratory) values, 33 to
ATC medications, and 13 to ICPC diagnoses. In the set of quality measures,
entire variables can be negated. For example, one measure asks for all
patients whose HbA1c value has not been measured. We implemented
this option in the web tool and made use of it 10 times.

Step 3: Temporal criteria. 1068 criteria were temporal. Many quality meas-
ures pertain to the latest value of a measurement before the reporting date.

7 http://www.proigia.nl/

http://www.proigia.nl/
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Table 8: Overview of results per step
Step Used Additionally

implemented
Manual formalization

1. Concepts 849 (148 distinct) - -

2. Information model 465 (106 distinct)
variables

Negated query
variables (used 10

times)

-

3. Temporal criteria 1068 (83% of criteria) Latest value (used 145

times)
-

4. Numeric criteria 206 (16% of criteria) - Numeric
quantification: 9 (5%
of measures)

5. Boolean criteria - - -

6. Textual criteria - 9 (1% of criteria) -

7. Boolean connectors 1914 AND; 567 OR
(only counted
occurrences in
numerators)

- Custom connectors
and nesting: 17 (11%
of measures)

8. Exclusion criteria 66 (5% of criteria) - -

9. Numerator only 714 (56% of criteria) - -

We implemented this temporal abstraction in the web tool. This function-
ality was required 145 times.

Step 4: Numeric criteria. We formalized 206 numeric criteria, all of them
simple value comparisons. A number of quality measures included nu-
meric quantification over (temporal) criteria. For example, the ‘chronic’ in-
take of a prescribed drug is defined as ‘at least three prescriptions or one
prescription with a duration of 6 months or longer during the previous
12 months’. Even harder to formalize is the construct ‘multiple’ chronic
intake, which is defined as chronic intake of five or more different drugs.
Another criterion that comprises numeric quantification is ‘at least two
resurgences during the previous 12 months’. As we did not implement
this option in our web tool, we manually formalized the respective parts
of the nine measures that required numeric quantification over (temporal)
criteria.

Step 5: Boolean criteria. Owing to the schema of our database, no Boolean
criteria were required.

Step 6: Textual criteria. This step had to be added to CLIF because some
data elements - for example, gender and smoking behavior - were stored
in a text field in the patient database. Textual criteria were currently re-
quired for nine measures. Note that one needs to consider whether textual
data elements can be transformed into coded form, in which case the step
‘Concepts’ would be adequate.

Step 7: Boolean connectors. The step for Boolean connectors is not imple-
mented in CLIF’s web tool in a way that users can manipulate them. In the
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query generation, the standard connector is ‘AND’, and we automatically
detect groups of criteria that must be combined by ‘OR’. This is the case
whenever only one value at a time is possible. For example, one entry in
the medication database can have only one ATC code. Therefore, when
a query variable is assigned to two or more ATC codes, they are auto-
matically combined by ‘OR’. The same is the case for value comparisons
that are based on mutually exclusive categories. For example, the smoking
status cannot be ‘yes’ and ‘never’ at the same time. This simple mechan-
ism covered most of the required Boolean connectors. However, excep-
tions occurred: for example, one of the asthma measures covers patients
with persistent asthma OR patients who smoke. Two different query vari-
ables must be defined, as these entities must fulfill different criteria. Also,
criteria for patients with a valid reason for an absent cervical screening -
such as refusal or pregnancy - are to be connected by ‘OR’. Finally, custom
Boolean connectors can also be applicable to values of codes. For example,
because the smoking status must be updated yearly only for (ex-) smokers,
the quality measure ‘smoking habits known’ measures the percentage of
patients whose last recorded value for smoking was ‘never’ regardless of
the registration date, OR ‘previously’ OR ‘yes’ during the reporting year.
Likewise, there is a need to nest previously defined criteria, as required
for the construct ‘at least three prescriptions OR one prescription with a
duration of 6 months or longer during the previous 12 months’. Therefore,
the step to combine criteria by Boolean connectors has been performed
manually for 17 measures.

Step 8: Exclusion criteria/negations. 66 criteria were marked as exclusion
criteria/negations.

Step 9: Numerator only: 714 previously defined criteria only aim at the
numerator.

To summarize, we added the step ‘Textual criteria’ to our method, and
extended our web tool by this step as well as the possibility to negate
entire query variables in the step ‘Information model’ and to specify the
latest value of a measurement in the step ‘Temporal criteria’. The func-
tionalities of numeric quantification over (temporal) criteria and custom
grouping of Boolean connectors have not been implemented, and we there-
fore applied them manually. This enabled us to formalize 100% of the
quality measures.

4.4.1 Evaluation of results

Figure 5 shows the results for the 43 of the 50 diabetes measures that have
been computed by all three parties (the other parties did not compute
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Figure 5: Comparison of our results (in percentages) with the results computed
by an academic institution and a commercial company.

complementary measures). Our results are generally higher than the ones
computed by the other two parties, with strong correlations according to
Pearson’s correlation coefficients.

The observed differences are explainable by differences in the approach
to computing the quality measures: while we preserved the original meas-
ure definitions, the other parties adapted the measure definitions to match
the data as much as possible. An example of this is the outlier on the top
left, which is due to the fact that, in our dataset, the code specified in
the measure narrative for diabetes mellitus type 1 only occurs twice. The
problem is probably caused by versioning differences in the ICPC codes
used to describe the data in the Promedico system. The other parties ad-
apted the ICPC code from T90.01 to T90.1 to match the data, and thereby
included many more patients with diabetes mellitus type 1, while we did
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not. This difference may also have influenced the results of other meas-
ures, as patients who have diabetes mellitus, or diabetes mellitus type 1

or 2, are the basis for the denominators of the subsequent measures. Also
different interpretations and definitions, such as alcohol usage registered
as ‘ever’ instead of ‘within the past 5 years’, can influence the results. Fur-
ther differences may be explainable by different approaches to handling
missing data, and by different decisions on defining the denominator.
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Figure 6: The target value desired by insurance companies is an HbA1c measure-
ment for 95% of the patients with diabetes.

Figures 6 and 7 show plots for the process measure ‘Percentage of pa-
tients whose HbA1c has been measured’ and the outcome measure ‘Per-
centage of diabetes patients whose latest measured HbA1c value was be-
low 53 mmol/mol’. The red line depicts the aggregated percentages for all
included practices, and the other lines represent the individual practices.
A high but decreasing variability can be observed. The lines in the plots
do not suggest a trend but only connect the measurements per reporting
year to increase readability.
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Figure 7: The measured value is best when it is below 53 mmol/mol. However,
values up to 69 mmol/mol are acceptable.

4.5 discussion

After we extended CLIF by the additional step to formalize textual criteria,
which was not available in its original version [41], our method covered
the formalization of all quality measures. Our web tool, however, required
additional functionality. Even though the web tool was not complete, we
could apply CLIF manually by directly translating the missing constructs
into SQL, enabling us to fully formalize 100% of the measures. This leads
us to conclude that CLIF is sufficiently generalizable to be able to formal-
ize the entire set of Dutch quality measures for general practice.

4.5.1 Observations during our study

4.5.1.1 Quality measure definitions

repetition and reusability We observed considerable repetition.
Many quality measures shared the same denominator, numerators were
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used as denominators for subsequent measures, and measures of a num-
ber of subdomains such as smoking and body mass index were applicable
to a number of domains such as diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular risk.
This is advantageous, as the respective criteria only have to be formalized
once and can be reused thereafter. Also concepts and query variables can
be reused - for example, our measure set made use of 849 concepts, but
only 148 distinct ones, so that 701 (82%) have been reused.

ambiguities Ambiguities in quality measure narratives leave freedom
for interpretation, which is especially problematic when values of locally
computed measures are compared. Also, results computed for ambiguous
measure definitions are hard to assess, as it is unclear what exactly has
been computed. Here, a structured formalization method, ideally with
tool support, can help users to resolve ambiguities, and to document all
steps and decisions. A major issue during the formalization was that in
the set of quality measures, it is generally not explicitly stated how the de-
nominators are defined. For example, it was unclear whether the denomin-
ator of the outcome measure ‘Percentage of diabetes patients whose latest
measured HbA1c value was below 53 mmol/mol’ is ‘Diabetes patients
for whom HbA1c has been measured’ or ‘Diabetes patients’. Discussions
with several experts showed that opinions vary about which denominator
would be the correct one.

Another problem is the absent definition of qualitative terms such as
‘high’ dosage, as well as constructs such as ‘indication for cervical screen-
ing’ and ‘gynecological intervention affecting the cervix’. Likewise, it is
not clear whether medication dates in the measures refer to the prescrip-
tion date, start date, or dispense date. We presented our findings to those
responsible for the measure definitions.

4.5.1.2 Mismatches between quality measures and data

We detected several mismatches between quality measure definitions and
our data. Some codes that were specified in the measures did not occur
in the data. Examples include the ICPC code T90.01 for diabetes mellitus
type 1 and the measurement code PAP XP BV for cervical screenings. Like-
wise, because of the absence of standardized codes, reasons for a cervical
screening not being carried out were encoded depending on the underly-
ing EMR, impeding an EMR-independent formalization a priori. Finally,
some values should be encoded by 1 for ‘yes’, but they were stored as ‘yes’
in the database. The use of a standard information model for both meas-
ures and data might help to bridge mismatches between quality measures
and data.
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4.5.1.3 Quality measure results

Quality measure results should be treated with caution, especially when
they are used to compare healthcare institutions. Percentages can be sim-
ilar even if the numbers used to compute them are very different, affecting
statistical significance. In our case, the numbers on which the percentages
were based typically increased with the reporting years, but this is not
evident in the plots. Similarly, although data quality improved over time
in our dataset, data quality and missing values can influence the results.

4.5.2 Related work

The complexity of eligibility criteria in clinical trials has been analyzed in
previous studies [48,49] and seems to be comparable to criteria for quality
measures. For example, Conway et al [49] report a ‘heavy reliance on nes-
ted Boolean logic, complex temporality and ubiquitous (. . . ) codes’. Weng
et al [50], as well as Tu et al [51], proposed semi-automated approaches to
transforming free-text eligibility criteria into computable criteria. Milian
et al [52] addressed the problem of formalizing eligibility criteria and de-
rived a set of patterns that are the basis for a semi-formal representation.
A pattern that Ross et al [48] also detected is the ‘if-then’ construct. Qual-
ity measures themselves can be rewritten into ‘if denominator then nu-
merator’ constructs, and LERM [35] is applicable for such scenarios. With
regard to phenotyping algorithms, Thompson et al [53] encountered ‘non-
Boolean logic’ - for example, ‘at least two of four criteria must be true’,
which did not occur in our measure set.

4.5.3 Limitations

One of the main limitations of our work is that the use of the tool pre-
sumably influenced our study. In retrospective, it is impossible to determ-
ine the actual influence of the tool on the formalization process and con-
sequently on the obtained formalizations.

Another limitation of our work is that our results are limited to Dutch
quality measures for general practice. However, in this and previous stud-
ies [41,44,45], we have formalized a variety of heterogeneous quality meas-
ures (structure, process, and outcome measures) for both hospitals and
general practitioners in various domains, using a variety of standard and
non-standard coding systems and information models. This experience
suggests that CLIF might also be sufficiently generalizable to be able to
formalize other sets of measures, but the level of complexity of Dutch
measures may differ from sets in other countries.
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4.5.4 Future work

More research may provide further insights into the generalizability of
our method - for example, by formalizing international sets of quality
measures, such as the meaningful use measures put forward by the USA.

We have shown that openEHR archetypes can facilitate the semantic
integration of routine patient data from several sources and patient data
and quality measures to automatically compute measures [45]. In the fu-
ture, it would be interesting to analyze whether new information model
standards, such as the QDM as currently used for eMeasures, could be in-
tegrated into our approach, and how they would affect its generalizability.

4.6 conclusion

The formalization of quality measures with the help of CLIF forces the
user to disambiguate unclear parts of quality measures that are docu-
mented in inherently ambiguous natural language, and to precisely define
the difference between denominator and numerator. Additionally, a form-
alized measure ensures that it can be computed automatically, and that the
same query is used across several locations to compute a measure, mak-
ing the computed results reproducible, comparable, traceable, and inter-
pretable. Therefore, we propose that quality measures should be released
in a formalized form, and ideally based on standard information models
and terminologies. CLIF has been shown to be a useful method for achiev-
ing this goal.
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appendix 1 : additional sample quality measures from the

set of measures for dutch general practitioners

Asthma in adults: Percentage of patients aged 16 years and older, dia-
gnosed with asthma and known to be smokers who received advice to
stop smoking.

COPD: Percentage of patients diagnosed with COPD who had 2 or more
(new) exacerbations within the previous 12 months.

Cardiovascular risk: Percentage of patients diagnosed with cardiovascular
diseases who had a LDL-cholesterol measurement of 2,5 or higher who
had no prescription for a lipid-lowering therapy in the group of patients
diagnosed with cardiovascular diseases who had a LDL-cholesterol meas-
urement of 2,5 or higher.

Depression & anxiety: Percentage of patients aged 18 years or older with
a depressive disorder or depressive feelings who received a prescription
for an antidepressant drug.

Prevention: Percentage of women eligible for cervical screening for whom
a valid reason for postponement has been registered: refusal or pregnancy
or birth and breastfeeding (until 6 months afterwards) or uterus extirpa-
tion or gynecological intervention on the cervix or last screening less than
one year ago and normal result.

Prescription: Percentage of patients aged 75 years or older who are on
multiple chronic medication. Multiple use means 5 or more distinct med-
ications, and chronic more than three prescriptions within a year or a
prescription with a length of 6 months or longer.
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appendix 2 : screenshots of the clif web tool that show how

the sample measure is formalized

Figure 8: Concepts
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Figure 9: Information Model
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Figure 10: Temporal Criteria
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Figure 11: Textual Criteria
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Figure 12: Numerator Only
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Figure 13: Query
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appendix 3 : formalized sample measure

SELECT DISTINCT patient.patientnumber

-- information model
FROM patient

JOIN determined_values AS noothervalue
ON patient.patientnumber = noothervalue.patientnumber

JOIN determined_values AS generalpractitioner
ON patient.patientnumber = generalpractitioner.patientnumber

JOIN encounter AS diabetes
ON patient.patientnumber = diabetes.patientnumber

JOIN determined_values AS HbA1c
ON patient.patientnumber = HbA1c.patientnumber

WHERE

-- concepts
( diabetes.icpc = ’T90.02’

OR diabetes.icpc = ’T90.01’
OR diabetes.icpc = ’T90’ )

AND generalpractitioner.code = 2206
AND HbA1c.code = 2816

-- temporal
AND patient.dateofbirth >= ’1931-01-01’
AND patient.registrationdate <= ’2010-12-31’
AND generalpractitioner.date <= ’2011-12-31’
AND diabetes.date <= ’2011-12-31’
AND ( patient.deregistrationdate = ’0000-00-00’

OR patient.deregistrationdate > ’2011-12-31’ )
AND HbA1c.date > ’2010-12-31’
AND HbA1c.date <= ’2011-12-31’
AND generalpractitioner.date = (SELECT Max(date)

FROM determined_values
WHERE patient.patientnumber =

determined_values.patientnumber
AND determined_values.number = 2206
AND determined_values.date <=

’2011-12-31’)
AND HbA1c.date = (SELECT Max(date)

FROM determined_values
WHERE patient.patientnumber =

determined_values.patientnumber
AND determined_values.nummer = 2816)

-- numeric
AND generalpractitioner.value = 48

-- numerator only (also numeric)
AND HbA1c.value < 53
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R E C O R D E D C L I N I C A L D ATA : A F I E L D R E P O RT

Today, clinical data is routinely recorded in vast amounts, but
its reuse can be challenging. A secondary use that should
ideally be based on previously collected clinical data is the
computation of clinical quality indicators. In the present study,
we attempted to retrieve all data from our hospital that is re-
quired to compute a set of quality indicators in the domain
of colorectal cancer surgery. We categorised the barriers that
we encountered in the scope of this project according to an
existing framework, and provide recommendations on how to
prevent or surmount these barriers. Assuming that our case
is not unique, these recommendations might be applicable for
the design, evaluation and optimisation of Electronic Health
Records.

5.1 introduction

Today, increasing volumes of clinical data are being routinely recorded and
stored in Electronic Health Records (EHRs). The potential benefit from re-
using the resulting data sources is enormous, both for individual patients
and society in general. In fact, according to a recent report by Pricewater-
houseCoopers [1], using data for secondary purposes is one of the most
promising ways to improve health outcomes and costs. Such purposes
comprise clinical research, the recruitment of eligible patients for clinical
trials, the early detection of epidemics, reimbursement, clinical audit, the
generation or testing of medical hypotheses and quality monitoring or re-
porting based on clinical quality indicators. However, reusing clinical data
is often challenging in practice.

The Dutch government releases sets of both legally mandatory and vol-
untary evidence-based quality indicators for various kinds of diseases and
interventions. The government requests indicator results for entire report-
ing years to monitor and compare the quality of care. These indicators
typically require data from several sources and are often computed manu-
ally, which is error-prone and time-consuming. To enable timely feedback
and, where necessary, intervention inside hospitals, the indicators should
be computed automatically and in real-time, based on routinely recorded

65
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clinical data. For a recent study, we strove to gather all raw source data
required to compute a set of indicators for the Gastrointestinal Oncology
Centre Amsterdam (GIOCA).

The GIOCA is a specialised outpatient clinic that has been set up to
improve the quality of care for patients with (suspected) cancer of the
gastrointestinal tract. Patients who register at the GIOCA are scheduled
for an appointment within only seven days at most. During this appoint-
ment, examinations to diagnose the patient are carried out, the case is dis-
cussed in a multidisciplinary meeting, and a detailed treatment plan is es-
tablished and communicated to the patient. As this patient-centred rapid
diagnosis process reduces the time until treatment starts, the founders
of the GIOCA are motivated to measure its performance. We chose the
domain of colorectal cancer surgery because it is also the subject of the
recently founded Dutch Surgical Colorectal Audit (DSCA)1. The DSCA
collects all data items necessary to compute the set of indicators. These
data items are currently being entered manually by one of our surgeons,
but ideally, they would be pre-populated from the underlying informa-
tion systems, reviewed by the surgeon and then submitted to the DSCA.
The GIOCA uses the same information systems as other departments of
our hospital, plus additional spreadsheets for internal administration and
management.

The goal of this paper is to report on the barriers that we encountered in
the attempt to gather all raw source data required to compute the set of in-
dicators. We categorised these barriers and provide recommendations on
how they could be prevented or surmounted. A part of these recommend-
ations can support the design of our hospital’s new EHR. Supposing that
our experiences are similar to data reuse projects in many hospitals, we
assume that these recommendations might also help to design, evaluate
and optimise systems in other hospitals.

5.2 methods

With the explicit consent and support of the management of the GIOCA,
we cooperated with our hospitals’ general ICT service in order to retrieve
the data required to compute the set of four clinical quality indicators in
the domain of colorectal cancer surgery (the same set as employed in [41])
for the reporting years 2010 and 2011. The indicators are contained in the
sets released by the governmental program Zichtbare Zorg2 and the Dutch
Healthcare Inspectorate3:

1 http://www.clinicalaudit.nl/
2 http://www.zichtbarezorg.nl/mailings/FILES/htmlcontent/Ziekenhuizen/
2011/Indicatoren/Verplicht/Indicatorengids%20Colorectaal%20Carcinoom%
202011%20def%20nieuw.pdf

3 http://www.igz.nl/Images/2010-07%20Basisset%20kwaliteitsindicatoren%
20ziekenhuizen%202011_tcm294-283436.pdf

http://www.clinicalaudit.nl/
http://www.zichtbarezorg.nl/mailings/FILES/htmlcontent/Ziekenhuizen/2011/Indicatoren/Verplicht/Indicatorengids%20Colorectaal%20Carcinoom%202011%20def%20nieuw.pdf
http://www.zichtbarezorg.nl/mailings/FILES/htmlcontent/Ziekenhuizen/2011/Indicatoren/Verplicht/Indicatorengids%20Colorectaal%20Carcinoom%202011%20def%20nieuw.pdf
http://www.zichtbarezorg.nl/mailings/FILES/htmlcontent/Ziekenhuizen/2011/Indicatoren/Verplicht/Indicatorengids%20Colorectaal%20Carcinoom%202011%20def%20nieuw.pdf
http://www.igz.nl/Images/2010-07%20Basisset%20kwaliteitsindicatoren%20ziekenhuizen%202011_tcm294-283436.pdf
http://www.igz.nl/Images/2010-07%20Basisset%20kwaliteitsindicatoren%20ziekenhuizen%202011_tcm294-283436.pdf
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I1: Number of examined lymph nodes after resection (process indicator)
Numerator: number of patients who had 10 or more lymph nodes examined after resection of a primary
colon carcinoma.

Denominator: number of patients who had lymph nodes examined after resection of a primary colon
carcinoma.

Exclusion criteria: Previous radiotherapy and recurrent colon carcinomas

I2: Participation in Dutch Surgical Colorectal Audit (DSCA) (process indicator)
Numerator: number of surgical resections of a colorectal carcinoma situated in colon or rectum (only count
primary carcinomas) for which data has been submitted to the Dutch Surgical Colorectal Audit.

Denominator: total number of surgical resections of a colorectal carcinoma situated in colon or rectum
(only count primary carcinomas).

I3: Patients with rectum carcinoma who have been discussed in a preoperative multidisciplin-
ary meeting (process indicator)
Numerator: Number of patients with rectum carcinoma who have been discussed in a preoperative multi-
disciplinary meeting.

Denominator: Number of patients with rectum carcinoma operated in the reporting year.

Inclusion criterion: Patients who have been operated in the reporting year due to a rectum car-
cinoma.

Exclusion criteria: Transanal Endoscopic Microsurgery (TEM) resections and recurrent rectum
carcinomas.

The Dutch Surgical Colorectal Audit states that the presence of a radiologist, a radiotherapist, a
surgeon, an oncologist, a colon, stomach and liver physician and a pathologist are required for
a preoperative multidisciplinary meeting.

I4: Unplanned re-interventions after resection of a primary colorectal carcinoma (outcome in-
dicator)
Numerator: number of re-interventions during the same admission or during 30 days after the resection
(choose longest interval) in the reporting year.

Denominator: total number of primary resections of a colorectal carcinoma during the reporting year.

Inclusion criteria: Primary colorectal carcinoma = first presentation of a colorectal carcinoma
(thus not recurrent); might be the second or next primary presentation.

Exclusion criteria: Transanal Endoscopic Microsurgery (TEM); Endoscopic and open polypec-
tomy

This indicator comes with a list of definitions: Resection: surgical removal of colon segment
where the colorectal carcinoma is situated. Re-intervention: re-operation in the abdomen or an
intervention (possibly radiological) during which a complication in the abdomen is being treated
(inclusive percutaneous incision and drainage, drainage via rectum, embolisations of bleedings
in the abdomen, etcetera). Admission: the time which the patient spends in a hospital directly
after the operation (the same hospital or another one where the patient has been referred to);
can be longer than 30 days.
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Our hospital’s general ICT service was currently in the process of invest-
igating the requirements for setting up an operational data store (ODS),
which integrates data from several operational databases. As the ICT ser-
vice was especially interested in investigation of typical data collection
requirements from a business intelligence perspective, we started a joint
project to gather the required data.

In the absence of a central overview of the data available in our hospital,
the goal of the first phase of the project was to identify the original sources
of the required “raw” data elements, i.e. whether and in which systems
these elements are stored, and who are the responsible contact persons.
In order to do so, we interviewed the experts who are treating colorectal
cancer patients, observed the work- and data flows, and interviewed those
responsible for computation of the quality indicators as well as potentially
responsible contact persons. In the second phase of the project, the team
from our hospitals’ general ICT service worked on the technical design
of the ODS and on the actual data retrieval from the various databases.
For each of the data elements established in the first phase, they identified
its name, type, format and length in the database, and whether it was
optional or mandatory. After this phase was completed, we obtained a
version of the required data. In the third phase of the project, we analysed
the data obtained and identified several quality issues that impeded its
reuse.

We documented all barriers encountered in the course of this process,
and - based on consensus - categorised them according to Galster’s frame-
work of causes that impede the reuse of clinical data in clinical settings
[23]. Galster’s categorisation is based on a literature review and shown
in Figure 1. The causes are linked to underlying aspects that have been
indicated in the Semantic Health Report [54], i.e. technical, organisational,
legal and medical aspects. We also categorised the encountered barriers
according to these underlying aspects, as well as the phases of our project.

Figure 14: Categorisation of non-reuse of clinical information

Our hospital’s Institutional Review Board waived the need for informed
consent, as individual patients were not directly involved. The use of the
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data is officially registered according to the Dutch Personal Data Protec-
tion Act.

5.3 results

5.3.1 Required data

In the first phase of our project, we identified 12 data elements required
to compute the set of 4 quality indicators. After interviewing more than
15 people, including staff members of the GIOCA, those responsible to
compute the set of quality indicators, and various database administrat-
ors, we identified 9 corresponding source systems as shown in Table 9. All
required data elements were stored in a structured digital format, except
for relations between diagnoses and procedures, which are essential to
identify procedures that have been carried out for colorectal carcinomas
and not for other reasons. These relations are often documented in free-
text descriptions such as surgery reports. Most of the identified source sys-
tems were stand-alone systems for clinical and administration purposes,
with data flows between them. For example, high-detail data from the
surgical procedure system flows in less detail into the central procedure
register. Two of the sources are external national registers. Please note that
several items occurred in several databases, and in principle, one source
per item should be sufficient to compute the quality indicators. As we
strived to identify the source system with the highest data quality, our
initial goal was to retrieve the required data from all identified systems.

The second phase of our project resulted in 5 delivered database tables
after 8 months, which are underlined in Table 9. We analysed their quality
in the third phase.

5.3.2 Barriers to the reuse of routinely recorded clinical data

In this section, the barriers we encountered are categorised according to
Galster’s framework as shown in Figure 14, and according to the three
phases of our project.

5.3.2.1 A) Data not available when or where it is needed

hindered access to data sources (technical and organisa-
tional reasons), second phase . The only way to obtain data from
the nationwide histopathology and cytopathology archive was to request
and receive it via email. Furthermore, some of the databases in our hos-
pital are administered by external providers, which do not always guaran-
tee structured and real-time access to our databases.
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Table 9: Required data items and their source systems
Data Element Source System Indicator

Surgical procedure: date, type,
anatomic location

surgical procedure system, procedure
register

I1, I2, I3, I4

Diagnosis: anatomic location, type
(primary, recurrent)

diagnosis register I1, I2, I3, I4

Radiotherapy: date radiotherapy system, appointment
register, procedure register

I1

Lymph node examination: date,
number of examined lymph nodes (in
pathology report)

nationwide histopathology and
cytopathology data archive

I1

Surgical procedure submitted to Dutch
Surgical Colorectal Audit (DSCA)

national register I2

Preoperative multidisciplinary
meetings: date

EHR, appointment register I3

Admission: admission and discharge
date

admission register I4

5.3.2.2 B) Data present, but usage of the source is prohibited

patient numbers (legal reasons), third phase . The use of
data was officially registered according to the Dutch Personal Data Pro-
tection Act, under the condition that it was de-identified. Therefore, we
received the required data from our hospital’s source systems with pa-
tient numbers hashed by the ICT service. In a later phase of our project,
we could not use these patient numbers to match the patient data with
data from our hospital’s data warehouse, which uses other hashed patient
numbers. Of course, this problem would not have existed if the ICT ser-
vice and the administrators of the data warehouse had matched the data
for us.

5.3.2.3 C) Data present but not routinely used in its available form

organisational / cultural barriers (organisational reas-
ons), first and second phase . In our university hospital, we en-
countered various barriers in the attempt to obtain data for reuse that
seemed to be due to insufficient prioritisation and culture of data reuse.
First of all, no standard procedure existed to process data requests such
as ours. Data can be requested via the ICT service, as in our project, or
directly via the database administrators. In the busy environment of the
ICT department responsible for critical IT systems, our project did not re-
ceive the highest priority, which may have caused some delay. Also, the
composition of the team changed several times during the project, ham-
pering smooth communication and progress. Once we identified the relev-
ant source systems and the corresponding responsible persons, there were
no clear guidelines and procedures on how to request a database extract;
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rather, this issue had to be discussed with every database administrator
individually.

Another major problem was that no central overview of the various data
sources, their governance and content, including employed code systems
and data dictionaries, existed, and that the management of our hospital
did not envisage such an overview.

insufficient quality (organisational reasons), third phase .
Analysing the database tables that we received from the ICT service, we
encountered the following quality issues.

• Incompleteness on database level. We did not receive any data on radio-
therapy. For double-recorded elements (e.g. two sources for multidis-
ciplinary meetings, which are recorded in the EHR, but due to the
setup of the GIOCA can also be inferred from the patient’s first visit),
we received only one of the sources. Additionally, we encountered a
problem that can probably not be generalised to other hospitals. The
dataset did not include data for a complete reporting year, which
would have been essential as quality indicators are computed per re-
porting year. We received data for 2010 and 2011, but for 2010 inform-
ation on lymph node examinations and multidisciplinary meetings
was missing, while for 2011, information on admission and discharge
dates was missing.

• Incompleteness on data element level. While the surgical procedure data
was delivered for both reporting years, it was probably incomplete,
with the last surgical procedure of the year 2011 being on the 16th of
December. Furthermore, around half of the multidisciplinary meet-
ings had no date recorded, and were therefore unusable.

• Incorrectness. Some data elements were obviously incorrect, such as
dates in the far future (e.g. year 2101).

• Lack of interlinking of data in various sources. To reuse data for indicator
computation, it is essential to know which procedures have been
carried out for which diagnoses, but these relations are not recorded
in our hospital in a structured format. The only relation between the
different data sources is the (hashed) patient number.

• Missing provenance of data. To reuse data, its provenance might be of
interest, especially when data can stem from several sources. How-
ever, the data that we received did not contain any provenance in-
formation, so that we had to schedule further meetings to obtain a
clear overview.
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• Lack of inside-knowledge of “meaning of data”. Our hospital employs na-
tional and local code systems instead of international standard ter-
minologies, and a central metadata registry is absent, making it hard
to identify the meaning of the respective data elements. For example,
we encountered diagnosis-treatment codes such as 3314, 554 or 11,
diagnosis codes such as 13862, 29798, 7155, and specialisations such
as KGA, AUD or KEC. Likewise, procedure codes such as 335127,
989899 or 338533Y were not interpretable without knowledge of the
coding system.

problem of selecting patients in one system and querying

their data in another system (technical reasons), third

phase . Our hospital’s data infrastructure is based on several small
source systems instead of one large system, which makes the execution
of queries - which are automatically optimised for integrated systems -
harder. When querying several systems, one has to identify a suitable start-
ing point to obtain a basic set of relevant patients, and then query other
systems based on the identified patient numbers. However, it might not
always be clear which one is the most suitable system to start with, and
querying separate datasets can lead to a large number of irrelevant results.
With regard to colorectal surgery indicators, for example, we would search
for all patients who had a colectomy or a resection of rectum due to a colo-
rectal carcinoma. In order to do this, we must query the surgical procedure
database for all patients with relevant procedures and the diagnosis data-
base for all patients with a colorectal carcinoma, and then construct the
intersection of both query result sets.

5.3.2.4 D) Data apparently present, but in the specific situation it is considered
inadequate

Because the data did not cover a complete reporting year, we did not at-
tempt to compute the set of indicators, and therefore did not analyse the
relevance and reliability of the data. We assume that all data was relevant,
but that we might have encountered reliability issues, including obviously
wrong procedure years such as 2101. Reliability issues are especially vis-
ible when data is recorded twice instead of being reused, such as in our
hospital and in the DSCA, and double recorded items are inconsistent. We
are currently investigating such issues in a subsequent study.
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5.4 discussion

5.4.1 Main Findings

In our study, we identified a number of barriers that hinder the (timely)
reuse of routinely collected clinical data. Even though all data that we re-
quired was in principle available in a digital format, and most of it within
our hospital, it took a long time until we received a version of the reques-
ted data, and the data itself was of insufficient quality. The barriers that
we identified cover all four of Galster’s categories of why clinical inform-
ation is not reused. However, category C, “Data present but not routinely
used in its available form”, contained the most problems, mainly due to
underlying organisational/cultural and data quality reasons.

Due to the identified data quality issues, we proceeded in gathering
the required data ourselves, with the explicit consent of both our hos-
pital’s ICT service and the management of the GIOCA. We started using
our freshly launched hospital-internal data warehouse for research, which
turned out to satisfy our requirements, with two exceptions: the data items
radiotherapy and multidisciplinary meeting. We made contact with an-
other data gathering and analysis initiative in the scope of the GIOCA,
which already gathered radiotherapy and multidisciplinary meeting data
and willingly shared it with us, so that we finally had a solid basis to
compute first quality indicators.

5.4.2 Related Work

Holzer and Gall [55] compiled a catalogue of eight core requirements for
secondary use of EHRs. Because the authors follow a document-oriented
approach to data reuse (as opposed to our structured database-oriented
approach), most of their core requirements, such as “possibility to formu-
late queries within the retrieved documents” cannot be related directly to
our findings. However, other requirements, such as “use of standards and
terminologies” fit ours.

Prokosch and Ganslandt [56] identify three challenges in the context of
reusing EHRs for clinical research: to establish comprehensive clinical data
warehouses that can be harvested with data mining methods, to establish
an IT infrastructure that supports clinical research and to integrate and
link medical record systems and clinical trial databases. We argue that
data warehouses are advantageous but not imperative if source systems
can be accessed directly, and also support the claim that a hospital’s IT
infrastructure should support clinical research. Their last challenge - to
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link medical record systems and clinical trial databases - falls outside the
scope of our study.

Ancker et al. [57] observed that secondary use of data might require
a higher degree of data integrity than the original primary use. The Se-
mantic Health Report [54] claims that to fully realise the potential of EHR
systems, the data they contain should be of high quality, and that timely
and secure access to those entitled has to be ensured. To reuse clinical data,
systems must be able to exchange data, preserving its meaning. These re-
quirements are also reflected in our recommendations that we compiled
based on the barriers that we encountered.

5.4.3 Strengths and limitations

It might be regarded as a limitation of this study that it included only one
hospital. However, we assume that our project can be seen as analogous
to data reuse projects in many hospitals, which are likely to encounter
similar problems and barriers, and therefore might profit from our recom-
mendations.

It is also questionable to what extent the computation of quality indicat-
ors is typical for general data reuse. We argue that the general challenge
that characterised our project was to retrieve high-quality data from sev-
eral sources within and outside our hospital, and we assume that this
challenge underlies most data reuse projects. Real-time access to clinical
data and integration of feedback with EHRs is a further challenge, which
would not only be desirable for the computation of quality indicators, but
also indispensable for secondary uses such as clinical decision support.

5.4.4 Recommendations

5.4.4.1 Ensure availability of data and accessibility of data sources

When choosing external providers for EHR systems, data accessibility and
reuse should be considered in order to avoid “data silos”, in which it is
easy to insert data, but hard to extract it. Likewise, only copies of high-
quality local data should be submitted to external registers, ensuring the
hospital’s ownership of the data.

5.4.4.2 Ensure patients’ interests, privacy and security while allowing for reuse

Even though this is not a direct finding of our study, it should be noted
that the patients’ rights, privacy and security must be protected. Patient
data should always be de-identified, unless the patients’ identity is abso-
lutely necessary and of high value, such as in the recruitment of eligible
patients to clinical trials, which might require informed consent.
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5.4.4.3 Set-up a reuse-friendly organisation and culture

Especially in university hospitals, data reuse should be prioritised, and
this prioritisation should be part of the hospital culture. Standard proced-
ures should be set up to request data for reuse and financial resources
should be made available to extract data for research that might benefit
both the hospital and its patients. In order to facilitate reuse, a central over-
view of available data sources should be administered, including their gov-
ernance and content as well as employed code systems and data diction-
aries. Such a metadata registry could for example be based on ISO/IEC
11179, an international standard for representing metadata.

5.4.4.4 Increase data quality

Data quality comprises completeness and correctness, but also the record-
ing of relations between diagnoses and procedures, and the use of stand-
ard terminologies and information models that enable meaning-based re-
trieval and facilitate the “Collect once, use many” paradigm [58]. In order
to increase the quality of elements that are required for reuse, those re-
sponsible for recording the respective elements should be made aware
of foreseeable secondary uses. Data quality also comprises metadata and
provenance. In the scope of our project, it would have been helpful to
know which systems the data stemmed from, as well as who recorded the
data, and when and why it was recorded.

5.4.4.5 Allow for cross-database querying

While one monolithic overarching hospital-internal EHR might be desir-
able, in practice, the IT infrastructures of many hospitals consist of sev-
eral dedicated source systems. In principle, this should not be a prob-
lem as long as data in all systems can be accessed and seamlessly integ-
rated. However, querying several systems is harder and in our case re-
quired manual work. The ability to execute hospital-wide federated quer-
ies would alleviate this barrier.

5.4.5 Conclusion

In this paper, we categorised barriers encountered in the attempt to re-
use data from our hospital for clinical indicator computation and provide
recommendations that might support the design, evaluation and optim-
isation of EHRs. Patient data can be considered one of the most valuable
resources that a hospital has at its disposal, and therefore its reuse should
be facilitated while preserving the patient’s privacy, security and interest.





6 I N F L U E N C E O F D ATA Q U A L I T Y O N C O M P U T E D
D U T C H H O S P I TA L Q U A L I T Y I N D I C AT O R S : A C A S E
S T U D Y I N C O L O R E C TA L C A N C E R S U R G E RY

Background. Our study aims to assess the influence of data
quality on computed Dutch hospital quality indicators, and
whether colorectal cancer surgery indicators can be computed
reliably based on routinely recorded data from an electronic
medical record (EMR).
Methods. Cross-sectional study in a department of gastrointest-
inal oncology in a university hospital, in which a set of 10 in-
dicators is computed (1) based on data abstracted manually for
the national quality register Dutch Surgical Colorectal Audit
(DSCA) as reference standard and (2) based on routinely col-
lected data from an EMR. All 75 patients for whom data has
been submitted to the DSCA for the reporting year 2011 and
all 79 patients who underwent a resection of a primary colo-
rectal carcinoma in 2011 according to structured data in the
EMR were included. Comparison of results, investigating the
causes for any differences based on data quality analysis. Main
outcome measures are the computability of quality indicators,
absolute percentages of indicator results, data quality in terms
of availability in a structured format, completeness and correct-
ness.
Results. All indicators were fully computable based on the
DSCA dataset, but only three based on EMR data, two of which
were percentages. For both percentages, the difference in pro-
portions computed based on the two datasets was significant.
All required data items were available in a structured format in
the DSCA dataset. Their average completeness was 86%, while
the average completeness of these items in the EMR was 50%.
Their average correctness was 87%.
Conclusions. Our study showed that data quality can signi-
ficantly influence indicator results, and that our EMR data
was not suitable to reliably compute quality indicators. EMRs
should be designed in a way so that the data required for audits
can be entered directly in a structured and coded format.
Keywords: Data Quality, Clinical Quality Indicators, Electronic
Medical Record, Clinical Audit, Patient Data, Reuse, Secondary
Use
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6.1 background

Over the last decades, it became possible and increasingly interesting to
measure the quality of health care to implement quality improvement
activities and to strengthen both transparency and accountability [59]. In
this context, both legally mandatory and voluntary quality indicators [60]
for various kinds of diseases and interventions have been released by gov-
ernments, patient and scientific associations as well as insurance compan-
ies. The computed results are used for performance comparisons between
health care institutions. As such comparisons have potentially serious im-
plications, including influencing the choices of patients and insurance
companies, indicator results should be reliable.

Ideally, clinical quality indicators are computed inside hospitals based
on data recorded during the care process and stored in the Electronic
Medical Record (EMR). In the United States, the meaningful use [46] of
EMRs is put forward as a national goal, which includes the electronic ex-
change of health information as well as the computation and reporting of
clinical quality measures [61]. This meaningful use reduces the registra-
tion burden for care providers and furthermore enables the unobtrusive
measuring and monitoring of indicators in real-time, allowing for timely
intervention.

Next to this development, national and international medical data regis-
tries proliferate [62], which are frequently used to quantitatively compare
performance between health-care institutions. Due to various barriers that
impede the reuse of data [63], many care organisations still collect the data
for quality registers manually [64]. This labour-intensive process might
lead to the undesirable situation that the data in registers differs from
source data in an EMR.

In the Netherlands, “Zichtbare Zorg” [65] developed amongst others
a set of 11 evidence-based colorectal cancer surgery indicators, which is
computed based on the register of the Dutch Surgical Colorectal Audit
(DSCA) [66]. The DSCA has been set up in 2009 to measure and to im-
prove the quality of colorectal cancer surgery, serving as both national
and international role model. All Dutch hospitals that perform colorec-
tal cancer surgery submit data to the DSCA register. Ideally, data should
be submitted (semi-)automatically, but in practice surgeons often enter it
manually via a web form. The data is often submitted at the end of a
reporting year, impeding timely feedback.

This study aims to assess whether the set of quality indicators can be
computed automatically based on EMR data and to investigate barriers to
succeed. Hence, we compared quality indicators computed based on our
EMR data to the same indicators computed based on manually abstrac-
ted data for the DSCA register, and performed a data quality analysis to
explain any differences.
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6.2 methods

6.2.1 Patient data

We used two data sources of a department of colorectal cancer surgery in
a university hospital: manually abstracted data for the DSCA register and
structured data from the EMR.

The DSCA dataset consists of 212 variables, including demographic
information, diagnoses, procedures, results of pathological examinations
and clinical outcome. Attending surgeons enter the required data, either
manually with the help of a web form, which takes 15 to 20 minutes per
patient, or with a spreadsheet. In most hospitals the data is entered via
the web form. In our hospital, the responsible surgeon preselects the pa-
tients for whom to submit data from the database containing all surgical
procedures. He then browses structured and unstructured data such as
pathology reports for the respective patients to identify as many of the
required variables as possible. All patients of our hospital for whom data
has been submitted to the DSCA in 2011 were included.

For this study, we regarded the DSCA dataset as the current reference
standard. We deliberately do not refer to it as gold standard because we
cannot exclude all possibility of errors due to manual data entry. How-
ever, surgeons have reported to enter the data carefully. Also, the data is
monitored by the DSCA by an annual comparison to the dataset of the
Dutch Cancer Registry. Its reliability seems to be high: A recent compar-
ison showed that data has been submitted to the DSCA register for 94%
of the patients in the Dutch Cancer Registry. Most data items correspond
well, with discrepancies being mainly due to differing interpretations and
definitions [67]. For example, anastomotic leakages are only registered in
the DSCA if they caused a re-intervention, while the Dutch Cancer Re-
gistry handles a broader definition.

Regarding our EMR, several source systems that contain information
on patients, diagnoses, operations, admissions, encounters, pathology re-
ports, endoscopies and medications periodically insert data into our data
warehouse. Diagnoses are encoded in ICD-9-CM, and surgical procedures
in codes from a Dutch procedure classification consisting of nearly 40,000

codes. All patients who had an operation in 2011 have been extracted from
the data warehouse. In the following, we refer to this dataset as EMR. All
patients from the EMR who seemingly should have been submitted to the
DSCA in the reporting year 2011 due to a recorded surgical resection of a
primary colorectal carcinoma were included.
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6.2.1.1 Patient matching.

In absence of patient identifiers, the patients for whom data has been
submitted by our hospital to the DSCA in 2011 are matched with the
patients from the EMR based on their gender, year of birth and operation
date as well as sets of procedures that they underwent.

Our Institutional Review Board waived the need for informed consent,
as individual patients were not directly involved. The use of the data is
officially registered according to the Dutch Personal Data Protection Act.

6.2.2 Quality indicators and their computation.

We used the set of colorectal quality indicators released by a governmental
quality of care program called “Zichtbare Zorg” for the reporting year
2011. The set consists of 8 thematic indicators, 3 of which comprise two
related indicators denoted as e.g. 8a and 8b, resulting in a total of 11 indic-
ators: 9 process indicators, 1 structure indicator and 1 outcome indicator
(see Appendix). The process and outcome indicators are percentages com-
puted based on the definitions for numerators and denominators of each
indicator. The structure indicator 8a (“How many surgeons does the team
include and how many of these surgeons carry out resections on primary
colonic carcinoma patients?”) is not designed to be computable based on
the EMR. Therefore, we did not include it in our study. Of the remaining
10 indicators, the DSCA indicator 1 and the circumferential resection mar-
gin indicator 6a measure the percentage of patients for whom data has
been submitted to the DSCA. As we do not expect submission of data to
the DSCA to be recorded in the EMR, we exclude the numerators of these
indicators. The 8 fully and 2 partially (i.e. only the denominator) included
indicators have been formalised with our previously developed indicator
formalisation method CLIF [41] to enable their automated computation,
for which the obtained queries are run against the respective datasets. The
queries are published on figshare [68].

6.2.3 Outcome measures

6.2.3.1 Quality indicators.

The first outcome measure is the computability of quality indicators, and
the corresponding results. Numerators and denominators of indicators are
computable if all required items are available in a structured format.
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As in [69] and [61], we analysed the accuracy of quality indicator results
computed based on EMR data by measuring sensitivity and specificity. We
also measure the positive predictive value (PPV) and the negative predictive
value (NPV) as well as the positive likelihood ratio (PLR) and the negative
likelihood ratio (NLR).

Whether the difference in proportions was significant has been tested
with Bland’s and Butland’s method to compare proportions in overlapping
samples [70]. A p-value < 0.05 was considered significant.

6.2.3.2 Data quality.

We analysed the quality of the 14 data items required to compute the set
of quality indicators (Operation date, Year of birth, Procedure, Operation
urgency, Primary location / Diagnosis, cT score, pN stage, pM stage, Ex-
amined lymph nodes, Circumferential margin, Colonoscopy, Chemother-
apy / Medication, Meeting date and Radiotherapy start date). The first
quality dimension we analysed is availability in a structured format, as un-
structured data cannot be used directly to automatically compute quality
indicators. For data items that are available in a structured format, we
focus on the quality dimensions completeness and correctness [71]. Com-
pleteness is measured as the percentage of items that should be recorded
for each patient (such as the operation urgency, as all included patients
have been operated) that are indeed available in the respective dataset.
Items that do not necessarily apply to all patients, such as the start date
of preoperative radiotherapy, are excluded, as a missing value might be
due to the fact that the patient was indeed not treated with previous ra-
diotherapy, but it might also be the case that the start date has not been
recorded. Items explicitly recorded as ‘unknown’ are regarded as absent,
diminishing completeness.

We measure correctness by checking whether data items recorded in the
EMR are consistent with the corresponding items in the DSCA dataset
with regard to the indicator definitions, i.e. whether they have the same
effect on the indicator results. For example, a date for a multidisciplinary
meeting is considered correct if both dates are before or both dates are
after the operation.

Finally, encountered problems regarding data quality are categorised.
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6.3 results

6.3.1 Patient matching

As shown in Figure 1, 75 patients are included for the reporting year 2011

in the DSCA dataset, and 79 in the EMR. Following the matching strategy,
it was possible to match all 75 DSCA patients with patients in the EMR.
Sixty-three of these patients were also selected by the query to compute
the indicators based on the EMR dataset, while 12 patients were not se-
lected. Manual inspection showed that 4 of these 12 patients had no rel-
evant diagnosis recorded in the EMR. A fifth patient was recorded with
a colonic carcinoma and a resection of rectum, but the query against the
data warehouse selected patients with a colonic carcinoma and colectomy
or a rectum carcinoma and resection of rectum. For the remaining 7 pa-
tients, the diagnosis date was after the (elective) operation date, so that a
relationship between diagnosis and operation could not be assumed.

Sixteen patients from our EMR dataset could not be matched to the
DSCA dataset because they were selected incorrectly due to incorrect (e.g.
tumours that were classified as non-malignant based on the pathology
examination) or imprecise (e.g. recurrent carcinomas) diagnosis codes or
despite missing relations between the diagnosis and the procedure in the
EMR dataset.

6.3.2 Computation of quality indicators

Table 10 shows the indicator results computed based on the DSCA data-
set, as well as fully computable indicators and denominators based on the
EMR data. The chemotherapy indicators 5a and 5b as well as the radio-
therapy indicator 7 could not be computed, as the required carcinoma’s
stage was not available in a structured format.
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6.3.2.1 Comparison of selected patients.

Table 11 shows the comparison of selected patients for all fully computable
indicator elements.

Table 11: Patients selected based on the two datasets. TP stands for True Positives,
FP for False Positives and FN for False Negatives. TP are DSCA and
EMR, FP only DSCA and FN only EMR.

Indicator Element DSCA EMR

EMR TP FP FN

1 DSCA num / denom 75 79 63 12 16

2 nodes denominator 46 36 28 18 8

3 meeting numerator 29 23 23 6 0

3 meeting denominator 29 33 25 4 8

4 imaging numerator 36 31 21 15 10

4 imaging denominator 41 53 31 10 22

6a and 6b CRM denominator 29 33 25 4 8

8b volume - 46 37 28 18 9

6.3.3 Outcome measures

6.3.3.1 Quality indicators.

All 10 indicators were fully computable based on the DSCA dataset. Eight
of these indicators should in principle be fully computable based on EMR
data, but in practice this was the case for only three indicators. For the two
indicators (multidisciplinary meeting and imaging) that are percentages,
the difference in proportions computed based on the two datasets was
significant.

For 4 indicators, only the denominators were fully computable, because
the data items defining the quality of care measured in the numerator,
such as the number of examined lymph nodes, were not available in a
structured format.

6.3.3.2 Data quality.

The results of the data quality analysis are given in Table 12. Fourteen
data items are required to compute the set of quality indicators. All of
these items are available in the DSCA register, and 8 in the EMR, with
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the remaining 6 only being available in free text. The pathology reports
contained in the EMR comprise required data such as the number of
examined lymph nodes, the circumferential margin and the pathological
stage of the carcinoma only in free text. The clinical stage of the carcinoma
is equally unavailable, although it might be present in free text sources
that we did not have at our disposal, such as conclusions of physical or
radiologic examinations or endoscopies, or contained in referral letters. It
is contained in a structured format in the Dutch Cancer Registry, but the
goal of our study was to focus on the data in our EMR.

For data items that should be recorded for each patient, the average
completeness is 86% for the register’s dataset and 50% for the EMR. The
average correctness of data items in the EMR is 87%.

Table 12: Data Quality. Elements enclosed by square brackets are not supposed to
be available for each patient.

Item Completeness DSCA Completeness EMR Correctness

Operation date 100% (75) 100% (75) 100% (75)

Year of birth 100% (75) 100% (75) 100% (75)

Procedure 100% (75) 100% (75) 97% (73/75)

Operation urgency 100% (75) 100% (75) 95% (71/75)

Primary location /
Diagnosis

100% (75) 100% (75) 91% (68/75)

cT score 39% (29) 0% (unavailable) -

pN stage 100% (75) 0% (unavailable) -

pM stage 100% (75) 0% (unavailable) -

Examined lymph nodes 99% (74) 0% (unavailable) -

Circumferential margin 24% (18) 0% (unavailable) -

[Colonoscopy] [100% (75)] [80% (60)] 83% (50/60)

[Chemotherapy /
Medication]

[99% (74)] [97% (73)] 21% (15/73)

[Meeting date] [85% (64)] [79% (59)] 98% (57/58)

[Radiotherapy start
date]

[33% (25)] [24% (18)] 100% (18/18)

Average of available
items

86% 50% 87%

6.3.4 Catalogue of encountered problems

In our case study, quality indicators could not be computed reliably based
on the EMR data due to the general problems as enlisted in Table 13.
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Table 13: Catalogue of encountered problems.
Problem Explanation

Data not
available in
structured
format

Data items required to compute many of the indicators, such as those contained in
the pathology reports, were only available in non-structured free text, and
therefore not directly (re)usable. Also structured data to exclude patients based on
the exclusion criteria recurrent carcinoma and TEM-resection as well as ‘resection’ via
colonoscopy was not available in our EMR nor in the DSCA dataset. Non-recorded
exclusion criteria can lead to lower indicator results, wrongly underestimating the
quality of care for indicators whose percentages are to be maximised [72, 73].

Incorrect data
items

The double data entry in our case study helped us to discover incorrect data items.
Furthermore, we identified imprecise and / or incorrect diagnosis codes in our
EMR.

Incomplete view
of patient
history

Hospitals throughout the country refer patients to our hospital, which specialises
in gastro-intestinal oncology. Some of these patients are only treated for a short
time, and then referred back. Likewise, our hospital maintains an alliance with a
nearby hospital. Referral letters are typically posted as physical letters, making a
complete, consistent view on a patient’s history difficult to obtain. For example, it
is hard to retrace whether preoperative imaging of the colon has taken place in
another hospital.

Lack of
relations
between data
items

Our EMR does not store any relations between diagnoses and procedures, making
it impossible to select the diagnosis that was the underlying reason for a procedure.
For example, the lymph node indicator should only select lymph node
examinations that have been carried out in the context of a primary colonic
carcinoma, and not, for example, a previous mamma carcinoma. As a partial
solution, we imposed the constraint that the diagnosis should have been
established before the related operation was carried out, which resulted in some
missed patients.

Lack of detail None of the diagnoses in the EMR was detailed enough to meet the information
required by the indicators, which include patients with primary colonic and rectum
carcinomas. The only relevant diagnoses in the EMR were malignant neoplasm of
colon, rectum and rectosigmoid junction. Therefore, the concepts employed in the
queries to compute the indicators had to be generalised. Furthermore, only the
type of endoscopies is registered, such as colonoscopy, but not whether the
complete colon is affected.

Lack of
standardisation

For example, the urgency of an operation is defined in the EMR according to 8

categories, but the DSCA dataset only differentiates urgencies according to 4

categories. It was not clear how these categories should be mapped, as their
meaning was not unambiguously described (for example, one of the categories was
called “extra”).
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6.4 discussion

Our results show that EMR-based indicator results significantly under-
estimate the quality of care compared to the same indicators computed
based on manually abstracted data for a national quality register. Reasons
were unavailable, incomplete and incorrect data items as well as missing
relationships between diagnoses and procedures in the EMR. In particu-
lar, detailed data that reflects whether a patient’s treatment met the ideal
standard of care was often incomplete in the EMR.

6.4.1 Comparison with other studies

The use of EMRs has increased rapidly in the recent years, making trust-
worthy reuse of data [2] an important challenge and research question.
Worldwide, EMR-based quality measures [74] are increasingly employed,
and new standards [75] such as eMeasures [76] to automatically derive
quality measures from EMRs are introduced.

Many researchers have compared results computed based on different
data sources. Both Kerr et al. [77] and Parsons et al. [78] found that
EMR-derived measures can underestimate performance in comparison
to manual abstraction. Kern et al. [61] found that a “wide measure-by-
measure variation in accuracy threatens the validity of electronic report-
ing”. Likewise, results of quality indicators computed based on adminis-
trative data have been compared to results computed based on manually
abstracted EMR data. MacLean et al. [79] found that the EMR allows for
a greater spectrum of measurable quality indicators, while summary es-
timates computed based on both data sources did not differ substantially.
Tang et al. [80] found a significantly higher percentage of patients that
have been identified to be relevant by manual selection.

Ancker et al. observed that “secondary use of data [. . . ] requires a
generally higher degree of data integrity than required for the original
primary use” [57]. It has been suggested that reliable and valid quality
indicator results are only achievable based on accessible and high-quality
data [13, 15–21]. Likewise, it has been shown that data quality issues are
common in data warehouses and electronic patient records [81–83].

6.4.2 Limitations of this study

Our case study included one hospital and one year of data with a relatively
small sample size, and it is questionable to what extent the situation in our
hospital is generalisable to other hospitals. However, the sample size was
sufficient to show that data quality can significantly influence computed
quality indicator results, which should be independent from the respective
location.
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6.4.3 Recommendations / Future Work

Based on the encountered problems, we compiled a set of recommenda-
tions to improve the quality and (re)usability of EMR data.

6.4.3.1 Availability of structured data.

Data to determine the quality of care is particularly valuable, and hospital
information systems should be set up in such a way that this data is avail-
able, accessible and usable for quality measurement and further use-cases.
To obtain structured data, synoptic reports, i.e. predefined computer-
based forms to record relevant procedures and findings in a structured,
standardised format, have been shown to be advantageous [84–86]. A
standard way to encode medical free text is the use of Natural Language
Processing tools. However, as most tools are developed for English, further
research is required to handle Dutch [87].

6.4.3.2 Correctness of data items.

Multiple data entry is unnecessary, error-prone, tedious and time-
consuming. Data should be recorded only once, in an adequate quality.
The quality might be risen by making those entering data aware of its
possible reuses. Also, local quality improvement strategies from the liter-
ature [64, 88] could be applied. To submit data to the DSCA under such
improved circumstances, required items could be preselected automatic-
ally from the EMR, checked by the one responsible and be submitted to
quality registers or other authorised parties. If the data needs to be edited,
changes should be applied locally before the data is shared with external
parties.

6.4.3.3 Longitudinal view of patient history.

As patient referrals are common and hospital alliances are likewise to pro-
liferate in the future, it must become common practice to exchange data
securely and automatically. Patients are likely to become active managers
of their health, increasingly enabled to share their data with their care-
givers.

6.4.3.4 Relations between diagnoses and procedures.

To reuse clinical data, the relations between diagnoses and procedures
must be traceable. To be able to automatically select only examinations
that have been carried out in the context of a certain diagnosis, such rela-
tions should be recorded.
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6.4.3.5 Level of detail.

Patient data should be recorded as detailed as necessary for quality in-
dicator computation and further foreseeable use-cases, such as the recruit-
ment of patients for clinical trials, decision support, the early detection of
epidemics or general clinical research. This might seem time-consuming,
but will likely reduce the workload in the long term, as each data item
has to be recorded only once. To further reduce the workload, the process
should be supported by advanced data entry methods and interfaces.

6.4.3.6 Standardisation.

Only data that is represented meaningfully - ideally in standard codes
from comprehensive controlled clinical terminologies - can be reused auto-
matically. Terminologies such as SNOMED CT can support the “Collect
once - use many times” paradigm [58], which stands for the idea that data
is captured only once and can be reused thereafter for a variety of pur-
poses. Controlled terminologies can allow for meaning-based retrieval, for
example by aggregation along hierarchical structures, or based on relation-
ships between codes. An advantage of standard terminologies is that they
are integrated in the National Library of Medicine’s Unified Medical Lan-
guage System Metathesaurus, which contains mappings between terms
across multiple terminologies.

6.5 conclusions

This study showed that data quality can significantly influence indicator
results, and that our routinely recorded EMR data was not suitable to reli-
ably compute quality indicators. To support primary and secondary uses
of data, EMRs should be designed so that a core dataset consisting of rel-
evant items is entered directly and timely in a structured, sufficiently de-
tailed and standardised format. Furthermore, awareness about the (re)use
of data could be risen to ensure the quality of required data, and local data
quality improvement strategies could be applied. Data could then be ag-
gregated for different uses, according to various definitions. This strategy
likely leads to an increased volume of high-quality data, which can ul-
timately serve as a basis for physicians not only to monitor but also to
deliver the best possible quality of care.
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6.6 appendix : zichtbare zorg indicators for 2011 trans-
lated from dutch to english

1. Dutch Surgical Colorectal Audit (Process)

Numerator Number of surgical resections of colorectal carcinomas
located in colon or rectum (only count resections for
primary carcinomas) for which data has been submitted
to the Dutch Surgical Colorectal Audit

Denominator Number of surgical resections of colorectal carcinomas
located in colon or rectum (only count resections for
primary carcinomas)

Inclusion primary carcinomas

Exclusion recurrent colorectal carcinomas; TEM-resection
(transanal endoscopic microsurgery)

2. Number of lymph nodes examined after resection (Pro-
cess)

Numerator Number of patients who had 10 or more lymph nodes
examined after resection of a primary colonic carcinoma

Denominator Number of patients who underwent resection of a
primary colonic carcinoma

Inclusion all primary carcinomas, for which a part of the colon has
been resected via open or laparoscopic surgery

Exclusion 1) patients who had a ‘resection’ via colonoscopy; 2) pa-
tients with previous radiotherapy; 3) patients with a re-
current carcinoma

3. Patients with rectum carcinoma discussed in multidis-
ciplinary meeting before surgery (Process)

Numerator Number of patients with rectum carcinoma who have
been discussed in a multidisciplinary meeting before the
surgery

Denominator Number of patients with rectum carcinoma operated in
reporting year

Inclusion all patients who underwent a resection of rectum due to a
primary rectum carcinoma in the reporting year, via open
or laparoscopic surgery

Exclusion TEM-resections and recurrent rectum carcinoma

4. Preoperative imaging colon (Process)
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Numerator Number of patients with diagnosed colorectal carcinoma
which has been resected electively en whose colon has
been imaged completely before the surgery

Denominator Number of patients with diagnosed colorectal carcinoma
which has been resected electively

Inclusion all primary carcinomas, for which a part of the colon has
been resected via open or laparoscopic surgery

Exclusion 1) patients who had a ‘resection’ via colonoscopy; 2) pa-
tients with previous radiotherapy; 3) patients with a re-
current carcinoma

5. Adjuvant chemotherapy colonic carcinoma (Process)

Numerator 5a Number of patients < 75 years old with a resected stage
III (N1-2 M0)colonic carcinoma who received adjuvant
chemotherapy

Denominator 5a Number of patients < 75 years old with a resected stage
III colonic carcinoma

Numerator 5b Number of patients > 75 years old with a resected stage
III (N1-2 M0)colonic carcinoma who received adjuvant
chemotherapy

Denominator 5b Number of patients > 75 years old with a resected stage
III colonic carcinoma

Inclusion all primary carcinomas, for which a part of the colon
has been resected via open or laparoscopic surgery, and
which have been classified as stage III in an postoperative
pathology examination

Exclusion 1) patients who had a ‘resection’ via colonoscopy; 2) pa-
tients with a recurrent carcinoma

6. CRM rectum carcinoma (6a: Process, 6b: Outcome)

Numerator 6a Number of patients with a resected primary rectum car-
cinoma for which the CRM (circumferential resection
margin) has been included in the pathology report and
registered in the DSCA

Denominator 6a Number of patients with a resected primary rectum car-
cinoma

Numerator 6b Number of patients with rectum carcinoma with a CRM
of 1mm or less (tumor positive)

Denominator 6b Number of patients with a resected primary rectum car-
cinoma
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Inclusion all patients who underwent a resection of rectum due to a
primary rectum carcinoma in the reporting year, via open
or laparoscopic surgery

Exclusion TEM-resections and recurrent rectum carcinoma

7. Preoperative radiotherapy rectum carcinoma (Process)

Numerator Number of patients with T3 or T4 rectum carcinoma who
received preoperative radiotherapy

Denominator Number of patients with T3 or T4 rectum carcinoma

Inclusion -

Exclusion -

8. Volume (8a: Structure, 8b: Process)

Indicator 8a How many surgeons does the team include and how
many of these surgeons carry out resections on primary
colonic carcinoma patients?

Indicator 8b Number of resections of primary colonic carcinomas

Inclusion -

Exclusion -
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A N D Q U A L I T Y I N D I C AT O R S B A S E D O N O P E N E H R
A R C H E T Y P E S

Electronic Health Records (EHRs) contain a wealth of informa-
tion, but accessing and (re)using it is often difficult. Archetypes
have been shown to facilitate the (re)use of EHR data, and may
be useful with regard to clinical quality indicators. These indic-
ators are often released centrally, but computed locally in sev-
eral hospitals. They are typically expressed in natural language,
which due to its inherent ambiguity does not guarantee com-
parable results. Thus, their information requirements should
be formalised and expressed via standard terminologies such
as SNOMED CT to represent concepts, and information mod-
els such as archetypes to represent their agreed-upon structure,
and the relations between the concepts. The two-level methodo-
logy of the archetype paradigm allows domain experts to intu-
itively define indicators at the knowledge level, and the result-
ing queries are computable across institutions that employ the
required archetypes. We tested whether openEHR archetypes
can represent both elements of patient data required by indic-
ators and EHR data for automated indicator computation. The
relevant elements of the indicators and our hospital’s database
schema were mapped to (elements of) publicly available arche-
types. The coverage of the public repository was high, and edit-
ing an archetype to fit our requirements was straightforward.
Based on this mapping, a set of three indicators from the do-
main of gastrointestinal cancer surgery was formalised into ar-
chetyped SPARQL queries and run against archetyped patient
data in OWL from our hospital’s data warehouse to compute
the indicators. The computed indicator results were compar-
able to centrally computed and publicly reported results, with
differences likely to be due to differing indicator definitions
and interpretations, insufficient data quality and insufficient
and imprecise encoding. This paper shows that openEHR ar-
chetypes facilitate the semantic integration of quality indicators
and routine patient data to automatically compute indicators.
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7.1 introduction

Today, increasing volumes of clinical data are being routinely recorded,
and there is tremendous potential to benefit from reusing the resulting
data sources both for individual patients and society in general. In fact,
according to a recent report by PricewaterhouseCoopers, “using data for
secondary purposes is one of the most promising ways to improve health
outcomes and costs.” [1]. Secondary purposes include research, the re-
cruitment of eligible patients for clinical trials, the early detection of epi-
demics, reimbursement, clinical audit, the generation or testing of medical
hypotheses and quality monitoring or reporting. Since patient data often
resides in various heterogeneous systems, it needs to be integrated to be
(re)usable. In addition, this patient data needs to be meaningful for applic-
ations that reuse it.

OpenEHR archetypes [22] have been proposed to standardise clinical
data to achieve semantic interoperability. They have been shown to facil-
itate the integration of data from several sources [89], to empower multi-
centre clinical research [90] and to be a solid basis for ubiquitous comput-
ing [91]. Also, archetypes have been shown to facilitate the reuse of patient
data for clinical trials [92] and guideline systems [93], [94]. In this paper,
we focus on the reuse of patient data for the automated computation of
quality indicators, which are measurable elements of practice performance
for which there is evidence or consensus that they can assess the quality of
provided care, and thus also change in quality [4]. Our main objective was
to represent both patient data from our hospital’s data warehouse and na-
tional quality indicators in terms of openEHR archetypes to automatically
compute quality indicators.

To apply formal representation to ensure semantic interoperability and
to be able to perform automated reasoning with the archetypes and the
patient data, we employ an OWL 2

1 representation of archetypes, repres-
enting the patient data as its instances. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first time that real patient data is being represented based on openEHR
archetypes in OWL and used to compute clinical quality indicators.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 7.2 introduces quality
indicators and archetypes, and Section 7.3 our methods and materials. We
report on our case study in Section 7.4. Finally, lessons learned and future
challenges are discussed in Section 7.5. Section 7.6 concludes this paper.

7.2 background : quality indicators and archetypes

This section provides background information on quality indicators and
archetypes.

1 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
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7.2.1 Quality Indicators

Quality Indicators are employed internally by hospitals to measure and
improve the quality of care and externally for accountability and hospital
comparison. For the latter, it is essential that the same measurements are
performed in each hospital. Quality indicators are often expressed as a
fraction, where the denominator defines the criteria of patients to whom
the indicator applies, and the numerator those criteria indicating whether
the patients received high-quality care. Exclusion criteria can apply. These
indicators can be computed automatically by running two queries against
the required patient data: one for the denominator and another for the
numerator. A sample indicator is the evidence-based process indicator
“Number of examined lymph nodes after colon resection” as defined by
the Dutch Healthcare Inspectorate2 for the reporting year 2010:

Number of examined lymph nodes after resection
Numerator: Number of patients who had 10 or more lymph nodes ex-
amined after resection of a primary colonic carcinoma.

Denominator: Number of patients who had lymph nodes examined
after resection of a primary colonic carcinoma.

Exclusion criteria: Previous radiotherapy and recurrent colonic carcino-
mas.

Reporting year: 2010

7.2.2 Archetypes

Archetypes are knowledge-level models that represent clinical concepts
and define the structure to record, exchange and integrate clinical data.
OpenEHR archetypes are created based on the consensus of domain ex-
perts, and are available via the public archetype repository Clinical Know-
ledge Manager3. They define occurrence and cardinality constraints, as well
as constraints on the values to be entered. The main categories are Ac-
tion (e.g. Procedure undertaken), Evaluation (e.g. Diagnosis), Observation
(e.g. Blood Pressure) and Instruction (e.g. Medication order). Figure 15 de-
picts the publicly available archetype “Tumour - lymph node metastases”4.
The optional archetype node “Number of nodes examined” constrains the
number of examined lymph nodes to be greater than or equal to 0.

2 http://www.zichtbarezorg.nl/page/Ziekenhuizen-en-ZBC-s/
Kwaliteitsindicatoren

3 http://www.openehr.org/knowledge
4 http://openehr.org/knowledge/OKM.html#showarchetype_1013.1.396_5

http://www.zichtbarezorg.nl/page/Ziekenhuizen-en-ZBC-s/Kwaliteitsindicatoren
http://www.zichtbarezorg.nl/page/Ziekenhuizen-en-ZBC-s/Kwaliteitsindicatoren
http://www.openehr.org/knowledge
http://openehr.org/knowledge/OKM.html#showarchetype_1013.1.396_5
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Figure 15: Archetype “Tumour - lymph node metastases”. The icons depict the
datatypes that are to be used. The T stands for free or coded text, Q
for a quantity, 123 for a count, the globe depicts a slot (cluster) that can
include other archetypes, such as “Precise anatomical location” for the
node “Lymph node site location”, and the tree icon depicts a cluster.

According to the Semantic Health Report [54], semantically interoper-
able EHR systems rely upon three layers to represent meaning: standard
generic reference models such as the openEHR Reference Model or the
Health Level 7 Clinical Document Architecture (HL7 CDA), agreed clin-
ical structure definitions such as openEHR archetypes or HL7 templates,
and clinical terminology systems such as LOINC5 or SNOMED CT [27].
Archetype-enabled EHR architectures are based on the two-level method-
ology [22], which separates the knowledge level from the information level.
Archetypes on the knowledge-level constrain the standardised stable and
generic reference model on the information level that consists of few ab-
stract classes. The reference model can either be implemented directly by
EHR systems or mapped to a local data structure. Unlike the reference
model, archetypes evolve together with medical knowledge. Here, we use
the term information model to refer to both archetypes and their underlying
reference model.

The two-level methodology allows queries against patient data to be con-
structed at the knowledge level, enabling clinical domain experts to con-
tribute to the formalisation of quality indicators without having to know
the underlying structure of the patient data. It also makes the resulting
queries computable across systems that employ the required archetypes.
If data is stored in proprietary systems or represented in competing stand-
ards, the required elements have to be mapped from the locally employed

5 http://loinc.org/

http://loinc.org/
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information model to the (elements of the) archetypes used to identify
required elements to compute the quality indicator.

7.3 methods and materials

This section describes the sample set of employed quality indicators, their
formalisation, our patient data and how we related it to SNOMED CT
codes, the translation of archetypes to OWL and how patient data was
dealt with in OWL.

7.3.1 Quality Indicators and their Formalisation

Besides the sample indicator “Number of examined lymph nodes after re-
section” described above, the other two evidence-based indicators of the
sample set are the process indicator “Patients with rectum carcinoma who
have been discussed in a preoperative multidisciplinary meeting”, and
the outcome indicator “Unplanned re-interventions after resection of a
primary colorectal carcinoma”. We previously formalised the same sample
set with our quality indicator formalisation method CLIF [41], employing
a self-defined information model and self-generated patient data. CLIF
consists of eight steps. In step 1), relevant concepts have to be identified in
the indicator text and encoded in a terminology such as SNOMED CT. In
step 2), the elements of the information model are defined and related to
each other. In step 3) to 5), temporal, numeric and Boolean constraints are
defined. In step 6, constraints can be grouped by Boolean connectors. Fi-
nally, exclusion criteria are defined in step 7), and the difference between
denominator and numerator is made explicit in step 8). Of all steps, the
second is the most relevant in the context of this paper, because we im-
prove the formalisation by using public openEHR archetypes as informa-
tion model. Besides, real patient data from our hospital’s data warehouse
is being used.

7.3.2 Patient Data and SNOMED CT Codes

We worked on a subset of our hospital’s data warehouse, beginning
from 2009.6 The central patient table (1,672,104 entries) contains demo-
graphic information and patient IDs. Other relevant tables contain dia-
gnoses (2,925,156), operations (144,860), admissions (259,005), encounters

6 In the Netherlands, there is no need for patient consent when, as in our study, individual
patients are not directly involved. The use of the data is officially registered according to
the Dutch Personal Data Protection Act.
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(3,244,586) and pathology reports (92,870). The diagnosis table from the
data warehouse contains ICD-9-CM codes for ca. half of the diagnoses,
which we mapped to the latest SNOMED CT release (January 2012) via
the SNOMED CT to ICD-9-CM crossmap included in the release. The pro-
cedures in the operation table contain codes from the Dutch procedure
classification of nearly 40,000 codes that are not mapped to any other ter-
minology. Therefore, we manually mapped a relevant subset that refers to
“colorectal” procedures to SNOMED CT.

The sample set of quality indicators is computed centrally by the Dutch
Surgical Colorectal Audit based on data submitted by Dutch hospitals for
all operations on patients with a primary colorectal carcinoma. To extract
a manageable but relevant set of patient data, we matched the data submit-
ted by our hospital to the DSCA from 2009 to 2011 with the data stored in
our data warehouse. In absence of a mapping between the patients in both
systems, we searched DSCA patients in our data warehouse based on sex,
year of birth, operation and discharge date as well as the procedures that
they underwent. This strategy allowed us to match 192 of the 229 patients
for whom data has been submitted to the DSCA.

In total, for the 192 patients 2,656 diagnoses have been recorded, of
which 1,515 have (271 distinct) ICD-9 codes, the others are not encoded in
ICD-9. 1,325 (239 distinct) of these codes are present in the SNOMED CT to
ICD-9 crossmap, and related to 17,611 (3,878 distinct) SNOMED CT codes.
724 (201 distinct) procedures have been recorded, of which 287 (32 distinct)
are present in our manually created mapping table, and related to 949 (50

distinct) SNOMED CT procedure codes. This results in 191 of the 192

patients being related to SNOMED CT procedure codes, and 190 patients
to diagnosis codes. Data required that is recorded in our hospital but not
contained in the data warehouse is information on radiotherapy and multi-
disciplinary meetings. However, it is present in the DSCA dataset and thus
we retrieve it from there. We also retrieved the number of examined lymph
nodes from the DSCA dataset, which is present in our data warehouse, but
only in Dutch free text.

7.3.3 Archetypes in OWL

We reused the Archetype Ontologizer7 [95] to create the OWL 2 ontolo-
gies for the archetypes required to represent the patient data and the qual-
ity indicators. The translated ontologies are based on the “openEHR Spe-
cific Data Structures and Data Types” ontology8 [96] that represents the
openEHR reference model, containing its data structures and data types

7 http://oe.dynalias.net:8080/JSPWebArchetypeOntologizer/
8 http://klt.inf.um.es/~cati/ontologies/OpenEHR-SP-v2.0.owl

http://oe.dynalias.net:8080/JSPWebArchetypeOntologizer/
http://klt.inf.um.es/~cati/ontologies/OpenEHR-SP-v2.0.owl
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with all their properties. We made minor adaptations to the translator so
that the default namespace includes the ID of the respective archetype,
and added the internal node IDs to class names for nodes. Furthermore,
we made use of the OWL 2 reasoners HermiT and Pellet to check the
consistency of the ontologies and the satisfiability of all classes. We used
Pellet’s explanation feature to identify the causes for unsatisfiable classes
and improved the translator until all classes were satisfiable (for example,
a datatype used in combination with a property from the “openEHR Spe-
cific Data Structures and Data Types” ontology had to be changed from
integer to float to conform to the properties range). With this adapted
translator, we translated the 5 archetypes needed to represent the patient
data and the quality indicators from ADL, the Archetype Definition Lan-
guage, to OWL. We then merged the resulting OWL 2 ontologies with
the “openEHR Specific Data Structures and Data Types” ontology. The
final ontology consists of 2,001 logical axioms, and has the expressivity
ALCHIQ(D).

7.3.4 Patient Data in OWL

The patient data was originally stored in a MySQL database, and trans-
formed into OWL using the OWL API. To run the queries against the
patient data, we loaded the full closure of SNOMED CT (January 2012),
the merged archetype ontology and the transformed patient data into
OWLIM-SE 5.0 [97], and ran it in combination with Sesame 2.6.59, because
it supports SPARQL 1.110.

7.4 case study

To establish whether openEHR archetypes are suitable to semantically integ-
rate routine clinical data and quality indicators, we first transformed patient
data from our data warehouse into archetyped patient data (Section 7.4.1)
and modelled the concepts of our sample set of quality indicators in terms
of openEHR archetypes (Section 7.4.2). We then constructed archetyped
SPARQL queries (Section 7.4.3) and ran them against the archetyped pa-
tient data to compute the indicators (Section 7.4.4).

9 http://www.openrdf.org/
10 http://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/

http://www.openrdf.org/
http://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/
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7.4.1 Transforming Patient Data into Archetyped Patient Data

The first step of the transformation process is to map the data structure
of our data warehouse and the DSCA dataset to openEHR archetypes. We
make use of archetypes from the Clinical Knowledge Manager11, as it can
be assumed that publicly available archetypes are most widely employed.

Table 15: Mapping between the local data structure and openEHR archetypes. The
added element is italicised. Database tables have been mapped to arche-
types, and database columns to nodes of archetypes. Data warehouse is
abbreviated by DWH, and SNOMED CT by SCT.

Table Column Archetype Node

Patient (DWH) Patient

Identifier (DWH) Name

Admission (DWH) Patient Admission

Admission Date (DWH) Admission Date

Discharge Date (DWH) Discharge Date (added)

Diagnosis (DWH) Diagnosis

ICD-9 (DWH) (SCT code
via ICD-9 - SCT
mapping)

Diagnosis

Operation (DWH) Procedure
undertaken

Dutch procedure code
(DWH, SCT code via
manual mapping)

Procedure

(DSCA) Radiotherapy Procedure
undertaken

Procedure with fixed
SCT code
(SCT_108290001)

(DSCA) Multidisciplinary
meeting

Procedure
undertaken

Procedure with fixed
SCT code
(SCT_312384001)

Pathology (DWH,
only lymph node
examination)

Procedure
undertaken

Procedure with fixed
SCT code
(SCT_284427004)

Number of examined
lymph nodes (DSCA)

Tumour- Lymph
node metastases

Number of nodes
examined

Table 15 provides an overview of the mapping. Most database tables and
their relevant columns can be mapped directly to (elements of) archetypes.
The patient table is mapped to the demographic archetype “Patient”, and
the patient ID to its mandatory node “Name”; SNOMED CT diagnosis
codes are mapped to the node “Diagnosis" of the archetype “Diagnosis”,
and operation codes to the node “Procedure" of the archetype “Procedure
undertaken”. For radiotherapy, multidisciplinary meeting and pathology,

11 http://www.openehr.org/knowledge

http://www.openehr.org/knowledge
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exact codes are neither available nor required, as they are not specified
by the indicators, so fixed codes were set. To represent the number of
examined lymph nodes, we employ the archetype “Tumour - lymph node
metastases”, depicted in Figure 15, to record findings of lymph node meta-
stases. While admissions and admission dates can be mapped directly,
the admission archetype does not contain the required patient’s discharge
date, and at the time of writing, an archetype “Patient discharge” did not
exist either. Consequently, we added the node “Discharge date/time” to
the archetype “Patient admission”. All procedure dates are represented
via openEHR’s reference model.

Based on the mapping, the patient data was transformed into OWL
individuals of the archetype classes. Our program transforms every pa-
tient into an OWL individual of the archetype “Patient”, with an arbitrary
patient number represented in the obligatory archetype node “Name”.
Then, all SNOMED CT diagnoses and procedures with their correspond-
ing dates, and all admissions are transformed into OWL 2 individuals.
The number of examined lymph nodes is added, and the date of the first
pathology report after the operation is set as lymph node examination
date. Finally, data from the DSCA database table related to radiotherapy
and multi-disciplinary meetings is added. The resulting dataset contains
52,495 logical axioms, and its expressivity is AL(D).

patient:at0000.1_Patient

procedure:at0000_Procedure_undertaken

procedure:at0002_Procedure

rm:DV_DATE_TIME

diagnosis:at0000.1_Diagnosis

diagnosis:at0002.1_Diagnosis ln_metastases:at0000_Tumour-_Lymph_node_metastases

ln_metastases:at0001_Number_of_nodes_examined

exactly_1

exactly_1

max_1

data:patient132
type

data:diagnosis_132_93761005

type

links

ihtsdo:SCT_93761005

data:SCT_93761005

type

value_element

type

data:procedure_132_50774009

type

links

ihtsdo:SCT_50774009

data:SCT_50774009

type

value_element

type

data:procedureTime_132_50774009
type

time

2010_05_26T00:00:00
hasTime

ihtsdo:SCT_284427004

data:lymphnodeexamination_132

type

links

data:SCT_284427004

typetype

value_element

data:examinationTime_132
type

time

2010_05_27T00:00:00

hasTime
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type
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data:nodeNumber_132
type

items

12
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Figure 16: Example Patient. Green elements are the classes that stem from
the OWL archetypes. Blue elements are instances of these classes,
and white elements are literals. Note that not all relations defined
between nodes of the archetypes are depicted. For example,
“diagnosis:at0002.1_Diagnosis” is a node of the archetype “dia-
gnosis:at0000.1_Diagnosis”.
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Let us consider the data for an example candidate patient for the lymph
node indicator as depicted in Figure 16. The patient has an instance of a
“Diagnosis” for the diagnosis primary colon carcinoma, an instance of a
“Procedure” for a colectomy and one for lymph node examination, and an
additional instance of “Tumour - lymph node metastases”. The diagnosis
and procedures are related to their respective SNOMED CT codes via
the property “value_element”. Relationships between a patient and other
individuals are expressed by the “links” property.

7.4.2 Modelling Quality Indicators in terms of openEHR Archetypes

This section discusses the archetype-level modelling of quality indicators
in terms of openEHR archetypes as employed information model.

7.4.2.1 Bind concepts from a terminology to concepts of an information model

For each SNOMED CT code that defines a diagnosis or procedure occur-
ring in the indicator texts (as identified in step 1 of CLIF [41]), a corres-
ponding archetype node has to be identified, and the code and the node
have to be related to each other. This mapping is straightforward: all dia-
gnosis codes are mapped to the node “Diagnosis” of the archetype “Dia-
gnosis”, and all procedure codes to the node “Procedure” of the archetype
“Procedure undertaken”.

7.4.2.2 Defining relations between assigned concepts of the information model

Subsequently, relations between the assigned concepts of the informa-
tion model have to be defined, i.e. relations that concern the instances
to be queried. As intra-archetype relations are part of the archetype defin-
ition, only inter-archetype relations need to be defined. According to the
problem-oriented patient model paradigm, all procedures should be re-
lated to the diagnosis that they are associated with, and this should be
feasible via the node “Reason/s for procedure” of the archetype “Proced-
ure undertaken”. Unfortunately, such relations are not present in our data
warehouse, so that performing this substep was not possible. We related
patients to their diagnoses and procedures, and the “number of examined
lymph nodes" to the “lymph node examination” via the property “links”
that stems from openEHR’s reference model.
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7.4.3 Constructing Archetyped SPARQL Queries

The SPARQL queries were constructed based on the mapping between rel-
evant elements occurring in the quality indicators and their corresponding
(elements of) openEHR archetypes. Defining quality indicators with the
help of archetype elements makes them, in principle, computable across
systems that make use of the required archetypes to store clinical data. We
defined the graph patterns to be matched based on the translated OWL
classes and properties and their inter- and intra-archetype relations.

Patients with SNOMED CT classes or subclasses identified in the indic-
ator were retrieved with the help of the SNOMED CT closure. For brev-
ity12, the following query-extract shows only a query for archetyped pa-
tients with diagnoses of the SNOMED CT concept 93761005, i.e. “Primary
malignant neoplasm of colon (disorder)”:

PREFIX patient: <http://few.vu.nl/~kdr250/archetypes/openEHR-DEMOGRAPHIC-PERSON.person-patient.v1.owl#>
PREFIX diagnosis: <http://few.vu.nl/~kdr250/archetypes/openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.problem-diagnosis.v1.owl#>
PREFIX schemarm: <http://klt.inf.um.es/~cati/ontologies/OpenEHR-SP-v2.0.owl#>
PREFIX sct: <http://www.ihtsdo.org/>
SELECT DISTINCT ?patient WHERE {

?patient a patient:at0000.1_Patient .
?patient schemarm:links ?diagnosis .
?diagnosis a diagnosis:at0000.1_Diagnosis .
?diagnosis schemarm:value_element ?diagnosiscode .
?diagnosiscode a diagnosis:at0002.1_Diagnosis .
?diagnosiscode a sct:SCT_93761005 .

} ORDER BY ?patient

7.4.4 Calculating the Indicators by Running the Queries

Table 16 compares our computed indicator results to the results contained
in the report generated for our hospital by the DSCA, and the results
publicly reported13.

The results reported here are a first approximation, and a thorough ana-
lysis is required to determine their reliability, validity and all causes for dif-
fering results. As a first evaluation, we analysed the results for the denom-
inator of the indicator “Patients with rectum carcinoma who have been
discussed in a preoperative multidisciplinary meeting”, which retrieves
patients with rectum carincoma who have been operated in the reporting
year. The query on the DSCA dataset retrieves 21 patients, whereas the
query on the data warehouse retrieves 24. Three out of the 21 patients
retrieved on the DSCA dataset were not mapped to patients of our data
warehouse. Thus, the query on the data warehouse retrieved 6 patients

12 Translated archetypes, extract of synthetic patient data and constructed queries:
http://www.few.vu.nl/~kdr250/archetypes/

13 http://www.ziekenhuizentransparant.nl/

http://www.few.vu.nl/~kdr250/archetypes/
http://www.ziekenhuizentransparant.nl/
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Table 16: Comparison of our results to those reported by the DSCA and pub-
licly reported results. Note that some of the indicator definitions and
interpretations differ: For example, the re-operation indicator publicly
reported includes all colorectal operations, and not only those due to
a colorectal carcinoma. Also, it defines re-operations as having taken
place within 30 days after the operation, while our indicator - as spe-
cified in the indicator description - in addition includes re-operations
during the same admission.

Indicator / Results Our Result DSCA Publicly Reported

Lymph nodes 85,71% (42/49) 80,00% (43/54) -

Meeting 91,66% (22/24) 100% (21/21) -

Re-operation 1,66% (1/60) 9% (7/75) 8,33% (20/240)

who were not retrieved by the other query. All of these patients are re-
gistered with a carcinoma located in the Colon sigmoideum in the DSCA
dataset. In the data warehouse, this is represented with the ICD-9 code
154.00 (Malignant neoplasm of rectosigmoid junction) in all cases. Via the
ICD-9 to SNOMED crossmap, this code is mapped to 4 different SNO-
MED CT concepts, some of which are subconcepts of “Primary malignant
neoplasm of rectum (disorder)”, which is employed in the indicator query.
Thus, these patients are retrieved as rectum carcinoma patients, whereas
they have been classified as colon carcinoma patients by the surgeon who
entered the data.

7.5 discussion

This section discusses the most notable lessons learned during our case
study.

7.5.1 Differing Indicator Results and Encoded Data.

Besides from differing indicator definitions and interpretations, differing
indicator results are likely to be caused by missing patients, who could be
not be mapped from the DSCA dataset to our data warehouse based on
their properties. The fact that not all patients could be mapped indicates
insufficient data quality. Another cause might be insufficient encoding:
only a little more than half of the diagnoses in our data warehouse are
encoded in ICD-9. Also, no mapping from the Dutch procedure classifica-
tion to SNOMED CT exists. We detected that patients who have been clas-
sified to have a carcinoma in the colon sigmoideum by our surgeons are
retrieved as rectum carcinoma patients. This might be due to an incorrect
ICD-9 code in the data warehouse. If those patients are indeed sigmoid
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colon carcinoma patients, the ICD-9 code 153.3 (Malignant neoplasm of
sigmoid colon) would have been preferable. The general question remains
whether ICD-9 is suitable for our use case, as it is not intended to support
the secondary use of clinical data. Routine data must be of sufficient qual-
ity, structured, complete, and encoded in detailed, correct concepts from
standard terminologies to be (re)usable. Clinical quality indicators must
be well-formalised so that comparable results can be obtained. In future,
we will investigate the effect of data quality on the reliability and validity
of obtained indicator results.

7.5.2 Coverage of the openEHR archetype repository.

Modelling both the patient data and the quality indicators at the archetype
level was intuitive. With regard to the coverage of the openEHR archetype
repository, we were able to map nearly all required elements to (elements
of) archetypes. A missing element was “discharge date”, which we expec-
ted to be present as a node “discharge date” in the “admission” archetype,
or as a separate archetype. Editing the “admission” archetype to fit our
requirements was easy, and it would have been possible to contribute our
addition to the public repository. In total, we made use of 6 nodes from 5

archetypes.

7.5.3 Archetypes in OWL and Properties.

The Archetype Ontologizer proved to be useful after some minor adap-
tions, and working with the OWL representation of archetypes was prac-
tical due to the wide range of Semantic Web tools available.

Regarding the archetyped patient data, all employed properties stem
from the reference model, except from hasTime, hasNumber and hasBoolean.
In OWL, XML Schema datatypes are used in typed literal values, while the
reference model defines datatypes such as DV_DATE_TIME. As literals
can not be instances of classes by definition, the relationship between the
literals and the classes can not be expressed directly. Defining properties
between OWL classes of the archetypes and their instances was complex,
as it was unclear which properties would be the correct ones to use for
inter-archetype relationships. We chose the property “links” from the ref-
erence model to relate patients to their diagnoses and procedures. The use
of more meaningful alternatives will be explored in future work. In our
data warehouse, procedures are not related to the diagnoses due to which
they have been carried out. This forces us to employ heuristics (e.g., a pro-
cedure is typically being carried out after the corresponding diagnosis has
been recorded), which might negatively impact the validity of indicator
results.
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7.5.4 Automated Reasoning with Patient Data and Information Models in
OWL: Past and Future

Many researchers have demonstrated the added value of patient informa-
tion models represented in OWL. Lezcano et al. [95] integrated archetypes
in OWL 2 with SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) rules, which are
then to be applied to instances of clinical data. Rector et al. [98] represen-
ted a set of information models and bindings to a coding system (i.e. al-
lowed codes) in OWL and validated it with a reasoner. They also validated
whether individual data structures conform to the information model with
the help of added closure axioms. In a comparable study, the openEHR lib-
rary of archetypes was translated into OWL classes and subsequently val-
idated with OWL reasoners [99]. Heymans et al. [100] formalised a subset
of the constraints in the implementation guide on Using SNOMED CT in
HL7 Version 3 as OWL Integrity Constraints and automatically validated
CDA documents using the OWL 2 reasoner Pellet.

The OWL representation of archetypes and patient data opens new op-
portunities for automated reasoning: First, reasoning may be useful at a pa-
tient data level. The massive data sources currently locked up in EHRs con-
tain a wealth of implicit knowledge that could be made explicit by formal
reasoning. In addition, the OWL representation of archetypes could be
used to validate whether the patient data fulfils the constraints defined in
the corresponding archetypes. For example, it could be checked whether
the number of examined lymph nodes is indeed greater than or equal
to 0. Finally, it may be possible to infer archetype class memberships for
patient data. Reasoning is also required at the archetype-level: It is un-
realistic to expect publicly available archetypes to be expressive enough to
cover all possible clinical concepts required for all kinds of use cases. Thus,
users of the two-level methodology define their own archetypes, and it is
important to be able to infer subsumption and equivalence relationships
between self-defined and publicly available archetypes. Finally, as inform-
ation models and terminologies are developed independently from each
other, they may overlap, and different systems and users will make differ-
ent modelling choices. It must be possible to detect semantically equival-
ent constructs.

7.6 conclusion

Our research question for this paper was whether openEHR archetypes are
suitable to semantically integrate patient data and quality indicators, with the
goal to reuse routine patient data for secondary purposes such as the com-
putation of indicators. Mapping both our local database schema and ele-
ments of patient data occurring in indicators to (elements of) archetypes
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was intuitive. This can be attributed both to the two-level methodology,
which also makes the resulting queries computable across institutions em-
ploying the required archetypes, and the high coverage of openEHR’s pub-
lic Clinical Knowledge Manager. We edited an existing archetype to fit our
requirements. Based on our mappings, we archetyped the patient data and
formalised our sample set of indicators as SPARQL queries with our indic-
ator formalisation method CLIF. We ran the resulting queries against the
archetyped patient data to prove the concept. Since openEHR archetypes
are applicable to represent both patient data and elements of patient data
required to compute clinical quality indicators, we conclude that they are
suitable for semantic integration of patient data and quality indicators.
Further research is required into the potential benefit of automated reas-
oning based on the OWL representation of archetyped patient data.
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8 C O M PA R I S O N O F R E A S O N E R S F O R L A R G E
O N T O L O G I E S I N T H E O W L 2 E L P R O F I L E

This paper provides a survey to and a comparison of state-
of-the-art Semantic Web reasoners that succeed in classifying
large ontologies expressed in the tractable OWL 2 EL pro-
file. Reasoners are characterized along several dimensions: The
first dimension comprises underlying reasoning characteristics,
such as the employed reasoning method and its correctness as
well as the expressivity and worst-case computational complex-
ity of its supported language and whether the reasoner sup-
ports incremental classification, rules, justifications for incon-
sistent concepts and ABox reasoning tasks. The second dimen-
sion is practical usability: whether the reasoner implements the
OWL API and can be used via OWLlink, whether it is avail-
able as Protégé plugin, on which platforms it runs, whether
its source is open or closed and which license it comes with.
The last dimension contains performance indicators that can be
evaluated empirically, such as classification, concept satisfiabil-
ity, subsumption checking and consistency checking perform-
ance as well as required heap space and practical correctness,
which is determined by comparing the computed concept hier-
archies with each other. For the very large ontology SNOMED
CT, which is released both in stated and inferred form, we test
whether the computed concept hierarchies are correct by com-
paring them to the inferred form of the official distribution. The
reasoners are categorized along the defined characteristics and
benchmarked against well-known biomedical ontologies. The
main conclusion from this study is that reasoners vary signific-
antly with regard to all included characteristics, and therefore
a critical assessment and evaluation of requirements is needed
before selecting a reasoner for a real-life application.

8.1 introduction

Ontologies are formal definitions of concepts and the relationships
between them. The ontology language OWL 2

1 is a W3C Recommenda-
tion since 2009. It is based on Description Logics (DLs) [101], a family

1 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
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of knowledge representation formalisms. OWL 2 has three tractable pro-
files2, i.e. logical fragments that trade expressive power for the efficiency
of reasoning. Each profile is restricted to a different sublanguage of OWL
2. Which profile to choose for a given application scenario depends on the
structure of the employed ontology and on the required reasoning tasks.
The three profiles are OWL 2 RL, OWL 2 QL and OWL 2 EL. OWL 2 RL
(Rule Language) reasoning systems allow for rule-based reasoning. OWL
2 QL (Query Language) supports conjunctive query answering against
large volumes of instance data that is stored in relational database sys-
tems. OWL 2 EL aims at applications that employ large ontologies. This
profile is sufficiently expressive for many biomedical ontologies, such as
the very large ontology SNOMED CT [27], and basic reasoning problems
for OWL 2 EL can be decided in polynomial time. As indicated by its ac-
ronym EL, the profile is based on the EL family of description logics that
provide only existential (and no universal) quantification.

A reasoner is a program that infers logical consequences from a set
of explicitly asserted facts or axioms and typically provides automated
support for reasoning tasks such as classification, debugging and query-
ing. For OWL 2 EL, scalable implementations of dedicated reasoning al-
gorithms are available. A question is whether these implementations per-
form better on OWL 2 EL ontologies than traditional reasoning engines,
which have been designed for much more expressive languages. Tableau
algorithms can be highly optimized [101], so that they are not necessar-
ily outperformed by straightforward implementations of polynomial-time
algorithms [102].

Ontologies consist of two different types of statements: TBox statements
describe intensional knowledge, that is terminological background know-
ledge, while ABox statements describe extensional knowledge about indi-
viduals. The experiments of this study are limited to (very large) TBoxes.

The main contribution of this paper is the identification of reasoner char-
acteristics that influence the choice of a particular reasoner for a given
application scenario. A second contribution is the categorization of dedicated
OWL 2 EL and tableau-based reasoners along these characteristics. To categor-
ize the reasoners along performance indicators, a benchmark is employed
that is based on three biomedical ontologies and comprises several TBox
reasoning tasks. This categorization can be used to make a well-motivated
choice for a particular application. The remainder of this paper is organ-
ized as follows: The next section summarizes related work. Section 8.3
gives an overview of characteristics that are relevant to compare reasoning
engines. Those characteristics are grouped in the three dimensions reason-
ing characteristics, practical usability and performance indicators. Section

2 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-profiles/

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-profiles/
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8.4 presents the eight reasoners that are included in this study. Section
8.5 contains the classification of the reasoners as well as the experimental
results on their performance. Section 8.6 discusses the results and their
implications.

8.2 related work

A benchmark typically comprises a selection of employed ontologies and
a number of standard TBox and ABox reasoning tasks and serves as a
basis to evaluate and compare reasoners. With the increasing availability
of reasoners for OWL and OWL 2 EL, several benchmarks have been pro-
posed.

The Lehigh University Benchmark (LUBM) [103] and the University On-
tology Benchmark (UOBM) [104], which is an extension of the LUBM, are
based on synthetically generated ontologies. LUBM evaluates the perform-
ance of answering conjunctive queries over an ABox of varying size that
commits to an OWL Lite ontology. Additionally, LUBM measures correct-
ness by examining query completeness and soundness.

A framework for an automated comparison of DL reasoners that fo-
cusses on TBox classification is presented in [105]. It is based on real-life
ontologies and allows users to compare the classification performance
of reasoners as well as to analyze the “correctness” of classification by
comparing computed concept hierarchies. This benchmarking system is
based on the DIG standard [106], which facilitates the comparison of DIG-
compliant reasoners such as FaCT++ [29], KAON2 [107], Pellet [108] and
RacerPro [109].

The authors of [110] aim at providing guidance for the nontrivial task
of choosing an appropriate reasoner for a given application scenario. The
paper surveys the ontology landscape and defines a benchmark, which in-
cludes classification as representative TBox reasoning task and conjunctive
query answering as ABox reasoning task. Employed performance meas-
ures contain load time and response time for ontologies that are repres-
entative for identified language fragments. The OWL 2 EL fragment is
not included in this study, but the authors state that the investigation of
tractable fragments of OWL and the development of reasoners specialized
for these fragments is an important research topic. Reasoners are grouped
into three categories according to their underlying reasoning techniques:
tableau-based algorithms (HermiT [111], RacerPro and Pellet), datalog en-
gines (KAON2) and standard rule engines (Sesame [33] and OWLIM [32]).

A comprehensive survey of OWL reasoners that aims to serve as a de-
cision help for Semantic Web application designers is provided by [112].
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Reasoners are described in the categories “official OWL specification lan-
guage conformity”, correctness, efficiency, interface capabilities and infer-
ence services. Included reasoners are FaCT++, RacerPro, Pellet, KAON2

and Hoolet, an OWL DL reasoner that uses the first-order theorem prover
Vampire [113]. The correctness of reasoners is evaluated by running infer-
ence test cases for selected language features.

The survey [114] employs a benchmark suite for large ABox data, as
well as a selection of small but difficult T- and ABox test cases. It ana-
lyzes the correctness of the results of FaCT++, Pellet, RacerPro, KAON2

and HermiT. The authors extend the challenge of finding an optimal OWL
reasoner for a specific application by finding an optimal service interface.
The performance of several protocols is compared in different computing
environments, which leads to the conclusion that those components may
have a high impact. Additionally, the paper contains a feature matrix of
selected system characteristics including available interfaces such as the
OWL API, Jena [115], DIG and OWLlink, language support in terms of
expressivity, retraction, incremental reasoning, SWRL support, query lan-
guage and query entailment, as well as available licenses and implement-
ation language.

The SEALS (Semantic Evaluation at Large Scale) project provides an
infrastructure to evaluate semantic technologies. Its Storage and Reason-
ing Systems Evaluation Campaign 2010

3 includes evaluation scenarios for
standard inference services such as classification, concept satisfiability, on-
tology satisfiability and logical entailment. In the scope of the 2010 cam-
paign, the reasoning engines HermiT, FaCT++ and jcel4 have been evalu-
ated based on an OWL 2 repository and widely-used real-world ontolo-
gies.

Recently, Mishra et al. [116] presented an extensive survey of nineteen
reasoners that have been released between 1975 and 2009. The authors
compare these reasoners with respect to their inference support, complete-
ness and algorithm, implementation language and supported Semantic
Web languages.

Developers of dedicated OWL 2 EL reasoners have been comparing their
classification performance to other reasoners. All these comparisons em-
ploy life-science ontologies in OWL 2 EL as benchmark ontologies: the
Gene Ontology (GO), a large ontology from the US National Cancer Insti-
tute (NCI), the Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA), the Generalized
Architecture for Languages, Encyclopaedias and Nomenclatures in medi-
cine (GALEN) and the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine, Clinical

3 http://www.seals-project.eu/seals-evaluation-campaigns/
storage-and-reasoning

4 http://jcel.sourceforge.net/

http://www.seals-project.eu/seals-evaluation-campaigns/storage-and-reasoning
http://www.seals-project.eu/seals-evaluation-campaigns/storage-and-reasoning
http://jcel.sourceforge.net/
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Terms (SNOMED CT). All mentioned experiments except [117] (that sum-
marizes common characteristics of several life-science ontologies and sug-
gests that the use of DLs in the EL family is beneficial both in terms of ex-
pressivity and of scalability, and also promotes CEL’s reasoning services)
have been performed with the goal to demonstrate that the respective
newly introduced or re-introduced reasoner outperforms existing reason-
ers, with TBox classification performance as the only dimension for com-
parison. In the following, the classification performance with regard to
SNOMED CT measured in these studies is briefly outlined.

CEL (Classifier for EL) [118] has been compared to FaCT and Racer in
2005 [102]. In this study, CEL was the only reasoner successful in classify-
ing SNOMED CT, which took around 3.5 hours. FaCT and Racer failed due
to memory exhaustion (the test machine had 2GB memory). The fact that
CEL succeeded in classifying SNOMED CT motivated the DL community
to investigate optimizations that exploit the simple structure of biomedi-
cal ontologies. In 2006, CEL was compared to FaCT++, RacerMaster and
Pellet [119]. CEL and FaCT++ were successful in classifying SNOMED CT,
while RacerMaster and Pellet failed (512MB; Java heap space set to 256MB).
FaCT++ needed a little more than an hour and CEL completed just under
half an hour. CEL was compared to FaCT++, HermiT, KAON2, Pellet and
RacerPro in 2008 [117]. Here, CEL (around 20 minutes), FaCT++ (around
10 minutes) and RacerPro (around 20 minutes) succeeded. KAON2 failed
due to a timeout after 24 hours, while HermiT and Pellet failed due to
memory exhaustion (machine with 2GB memory, heap space set to 1.5GB).
The same results are presented in [118]. The consequence-based reasoner
CB has been compared to FaCT++, Pellet, HermiT and CEL in 2009 [30].
CB classified SNOMED CT in less than a minute, FaCT++ in around 10

minutes and CEL in around 20 minutes, while HermiT and Pellet failed
to return a result (1.5GB RAM, 1GB heap space; timeout 1 hour). Finally,
various Protégé Plugins (Snorocket, FaCT++, Pellet and CEL) have been
compared in 2010 [120]. CEL and Pellet failed due to memory exhaustion
(4GB memory, 1,900MB maximum heap space). Snorocket classified SNO-
MED CT in under a minute and FaCT++ in around 20 minutes. Figure 17

shows how the classification performance for SNOMED CT has been im-
proving over the recent years. Only successful outcomes (i.e. no timeout
or memory exhaustion results) are included in this figure.

Classification performance is indeed essential and the fact that very
large ontologies such as GALEN or SNOMED CT can be classified at all
and within a reasonable time is a remarkable achievement of the recent
years. But when a reasoner is to be applied in a real-world setting, many
more orthogonal aspects are relevant. In the following section, we will
identify those characteristics and group them into three dimensions.
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Figure 17: Classification Performance for SNOMED CT over Time

8.3 characteristics

The characteristics described in this section stem from a literature review
that included the related work. We analyzed papers that describe the
reasoners contained in this study (see Section 8.4) as well as short ad-
vertising descriptions of reasoners, which usually outline the respective
reasoner’s strong points. Additionally, many characteristics in the dimen-
sion of practical usability arose while the reasoning experiments have been
performed. The characteristics are arranged in three dimensions: reason-
ing characteristics, practical usability and performance indicators.

8.3.1 Dimension Reasoning Characteristics

Methodology

Most DL reasoners are based on (hyper)tableau calculi [121, 122], which
are sound and complete. Such procedures aim at large expressivity and,
according to [30], classify an ontology by iterating over all necessary pairs
of concepts and trying to build a model of the ontology that violates the
subsumption relation between them. New kinds of reasoning procedures
have been developed for less expressive, tractable DLs such as EL++ [24],
[25]. The procedure for EL++ infers subsumption relations by using so-
called completion rules in a goal-directed way.
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Soundness and Completeness in Theory

This property evaluates whether the inferences of the employed reason-
ing methods are sound based on the underlying semantics and whether
they are complete, i.e. whether all possible inferences are inferred. Sound-
ness or completeness can be sacrificed for a significant speed-up of reas-
oning [123]. Thus, to employ a reasoner in a real-world application, it is
not always important that its underlying reasoning method is sound and
complete, but it is important to know whether it is sound and complete.
Most of the methods underlying the reasoners included in this study have
been proven to be sound and complete, i.e. correct. This does not imply
that their implementations are correct.

Expressivity and Computational Complexity

For description logics, a tradeoff exists between logical expressivity and
computational complexity: the more expressive a language, the higher its
computational complexity. Reasoning problems in OWL DL and OWL 2

are, in the worst case, solvable in time that is (double) exponential with re-
spect to the size of the input. However, hard cases that lead to worst-case
behavior rarely occur in practice [124], [121]. When the input ontology
is in a tractable profile such as OWL 2 EL, it is theoretically possible for
reasoners that support a more expressive language to terminate in polyno-
mial time. Table 17 lists several DLs with their corresponding worst-case
complexities for concept satisfiability checking taken from the literature.

Table 17: Worst-Case Complexities of Concept Satisfiability Checking
Logic Worst-Case Complexity

EL++ PTime [24], [25]

Horn SHIQ ExpTime [30]

SHIQ ExpTime [125]

SHOIQ (OWL DL) NExpTime [125]

SROIQ (OWL 2) N2ExpTime [126]

The expressivity of a particular DL is determined by the concept con-
structors it provides. The informal naming convention for DLs describes
the constructors that can be used: E (existential restrictions), Q (qualified
number restrictions), O (nominals, objects), I (inverse roles), H (role hier-
archies) and S is the abbreviation for ALC with transitive roles. The basic
description logic ALC uses the constructors ¬C (negation), C uD (con-
junction), CtD (disjunction), ∃R.C (existential restriction) and ∀R.C (value
restriction).
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the description logic EL++

The language EL [127] allows for concepts constructed from atomic con-
cepts A and the top concept > (i.e. owl:Thing) by using the construct-
ors conjunction C u D (i.e. owl:ObjectIntersectionOf) and existential re-
striction ∃r.C (i.e. owl:ObjectSomeValuesFrom), where r is an atomic role.
Axioms of EL are general concept inclusions (GCI) C v D. A primitive
concept definition (PCD, necessary but not sufficient) A v D is a GCI
with a concept name on the left-hand side, while a full concept defini-
tion (FCD, necessary and sufficient) A ≡ D can be expressed by the two
GCIs A v D and D v A. A finite set of GCIs is called a TBox. Con-
cepts and roles correspond to OWL classes and properties. A v D corres-
ponds to owl:SubClassOf(A, D) and A ≡ D corresponds to owl:Equivalent-
Classes(A, D).

EL+ [102] extends EL by complex role inclusions which allow to express
role hierarchies, transitive roles and right identities, such as: r ◦ s v t,
e.g. has-parent ◦ has-sister v has-aunt. The example expresses that two
individuals that are connected by a chain of roles (has-parent ◦ has-sister)
are necessarily connected by the role on the right-hand side (has-aunt).
EL+ is sufficiently expressive for many well-known biomedical ontologies
such as the ones in our test-suite.

EL++ [24], [25] extends EL+ by nominals (and thus ABoxes), the bottom
concept ⊥ (and thus disjointness constraints on concepts in the form of
C uD v ⊥), reflexive roles and range restrictions range(r) v C (a global
syntactic restriction applies to guarantee polynomiality) and a restricted
form of concrete domains (e.g. references to numbers and strings; data-
types in OWL). EL++ is one of the few description logics for which stand-
ard reasoning problems such as ontology consistency, concept subsump-
tion, and instance checking are decidable in polynomial time. To gain this
tractability, commonly-used constructors such as universal value restric-
tions and inverse and functional roles have been sacrificed. For most bio-
medical ontologies, scalable reasoning seems to be more important than
the expressivity of the language [128]. A complete description of EL++ and
its formal semantics is given in [25], and the structure of OWL 2 EL ontolo-
gies is specified in the OWL 2 EL profile specification5. Mappings between
EL++ and OWL 2 EL can be found in [118]. Further tractable extensions
on EL++ exist [129], [130].

As an example, let us consider the ontology in Figure 18. In SNO-
MED CT, concepts form logical groupings, which are expressed by nes-
ted existential restrictions. All concepts that are allowed to be grouped

5 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-profiles/#OWL_2_EL

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-profiles/#OWL_2_EL
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Fracture v Traumatic abnormality by morphology
Traumatic abnormality by morphology v Traumatic abnormality
Traumatic abnormality v Damage

Bone structure of foot v Bone structure of ankle and/or foot
Bone structure of ankle and/or foot v Bone structure of lower limb

Fracture of bone ≡ Disorder of bone u ∃rolegroup.
(∃associated morphology.Fracture
u ∃finding site.Bone structure)

Fracture of lower limb ≡ Fracture of bone u ∃rolegroup.
(∃associated morphology.Fracture
u ∃finding site.Bone structure of lower limb)

Fracture of foot ≡ Fracture of lower limb u ∃.rolegroup
(∃associated morphology.Fracture
u ∃finding site.Bone structure of foot)

Inferred:

Fracture v Damage
Bone structure of foot v Bone structure of lower limb
Fracture of foot v Fracture of lower limb

Pellet’s explanation for Fracture of foot v Fracture of lower limb:

Fracture of foot ≡ Fracture of lower limb u ∃.rolegroup
(∃associated morphology.Fracture
u ∃finding site.Bone structure of foot)

Figure 18: An example EL ontology (motivated by SNOMED CT)

are included under an existential restriction that represents the (potential)
grouping. This restriction is labeled with an owl:ObjectProperty named
rolegroup. Attributes (i.e. Object Properties or roles) are presented in
lower case. The figure contains five partially defined concepts (Fracture,
Traumatic abnormality by morphology and Traumatic abnormality, Bone
structure of foot and Bone structure of ankle and/or foot) that form hier-
archies. The three fully defined concepts are Fracture of bone, Fracture
of lower limb and Fracture of foot. It can be inferred that a Fracture is
a Damage, i.e. Fracture v Damage, that Bone structure of foot v Bone struc-
ture of lower limb and that Fracture of foot is a Fracture of lower limb, i.e.
Fracture of foot v Fracture of lower limb.

Incremental Classification

When an ontology has been classified and is updated afterwards (by addi-
tions or removals), it makes sense for a reasoner to reuse the previous clas-
sification information together with the updated axioms to produce the
new concept hierarchy. This is especially reasonable in typical ontology de-
velopment scenarios that involve only minor modifications between clas-
sifications that are performed to check whether the developed ontology
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is (still) consistent. Alternatively, the reasoner has to re-start the whole
classification from scratch, which can be time-consuming.

Rule Support

Rule support enables the combination of ontologies with rules. Some
reasoners support SWRL6 rules. SWRL, the Semantic Web Rule Language,
extends the set of OWL axioms to include Horn-like rules. A simple ex-
emplary rule is to assert that the combination of the hasParent and has-
Brother properties implies the hasUncle property: hasParent(?x1,?x2) ∧ has-
Brother(?x2,?x3) ⇒ hasUncle(?x1,?x3). In contrast to most other rules, this
simple example can also be expressed by a complex role inclusion (i.e.
owl:ObjectPropertyChain).

Justifications

Justifications are minimal entailing subsets of an ontology [131]. Given an
ontology and an unclear consequence, may it be a subsumption relation-
ship or an unsatisfiable concept, it can be very helpful if a reasoner com-
putes a justification (or all justifications) for the consequence, which can
subsequently be used to explain or debug that consequence. The OWL API
contains a method that returns all explanations for a given unsatisfiable
concept, or an empty set if the concept is satisfiable.

Support of ABox Reasoning Tasks

ABox reasoning is reasoning with individuals and comprises instance
checking, (conjunctive) query answering and ABox consistency checking.
Instance checking tests whether a knowledge base entails that an indi-
vidual is an instance of a concept. It is the basis of query answering, which
can be performed by iterating instance checking for all individuals in a
knowledge base [132]. Whether a reasoner supports ABox reasoning tasks
or not is a characteristic that, depending on the intended application, can
be very relevant.

6 http://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/

http://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/
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8.3.2 Dimension Practical Usability

OWL API

The OWL API [28] is an Application Programming Interface (API) for
working with OWL ontologies. It supports parsing and writing in the syn-
taxes that are defined in the OWL 2 specification. The open source refer-
ence implementation in Java includes validators for OWL 2 profiles. It also
provides a standard interface to OWL reasoners, so that an application can
embed different reasoners without having to change its implementation.
A number of existing reasoners provide OWL API wrappers and are thus
easily integrated into OWL API based applications such as Protégé 4.

OWLlink

OWLlink [133] provides an extensible, implementation-neutral protocol to
interact with OWL 2 reasoners. It succeeds the DL-oriented DIG interface.
OWLlink facilitates client applications to manage reasoners, to assert ax-
ioms and to access reasoning services via a set of standard queries. The
OWL API based OWLlink API implements the OWLlink protocol. It al-
lows to turn OWL API aware reasoners into OWLlink servers and to ac-
cess remote OWLlink servers from OWL API based applications (such as
Protégé).

Availability as Protégé Plugin

Protégé is an open source ontology editor. The new version 4.1 fully con-
forms with the OWL 2 language specification and is built on top of the
OWL API. It is a common practice of reasoner developers to release a plu-
gin for Protégé. OWL API aware reasoners can also be used from Protégé
via OWLlink.

License

Many reasoners come with a dual license. This means that they are free
under certain conditions, and that for different use, arrangements have to
be made with their developers. The major distinguishing feature concern-
ing licenses is whether the license is a recognized open source license7 or
not.

7 http://www.opensource.org/licenses

http://www.opensource.org/licenses
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Further Characteristics

The remaining characteristics are self-explanatory and include whether
the source of the reasoner is open or closed, the programming language
the reasoner is implemented in, the supported platforms, whether the
reasoner has a native Jena8 interface and the kind of institution (aca-
demic, governmental or commercial) it has been developed in. Jena is a
Java framework for building Semantic Web applications.

8.3.3 Dimension Performance Indicators

The dimension performance indicators contains characteristics that de-
pend on the input ontology and that can be measured empirically. At the
ontology level, fundamental reasoning services include classification and
consistency checking. The two most important reasoning services at the
concept level are satisfiability checking and subsumption. In our exper-
iments, performance indicators are measured based on these reasoning
tasks. The performance of ABox reasoning tasks is not included in this
study. Another characteristic that is included is the minimum required
amount of heap space for Java reasoners. Finally, we analyze classification
results in order to check whether the reasoners’ theoretical correctness is
confirmed in practice.

Classification Performance

Classification, i.e. the computation of the concept hierarchy, is one of the
most important reasoning services and supported by all modern DL sys-
tems. Thus, its duration is often used as a performance indicator to bench-
mark reasoning engines. From a practical perspective, an ontology should
be classified regularly during its development and maintenance in order to
detect unwanted subsumptions as soon as possible. To make this feasible
also for large ontologies, classification should be fast.

TBox Consistency Checking Performance

An interpretation I is a model of an ontology O if the interpretation satis-
fies all implications in O. An ontology is consistent if it has a model [134].

8 http://jena.sourceforge.net/

http://jena.sourceforge.net/
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Concept Satisfiability Checking Performance

A concept satisfiability check tests whether a concept C can have instances.
According to [101], satisfiability is formally defined as follows: A concept
C is satisfiable with respect to a TBox T if there exists a model I of T

such that CI is nonempty. Concept satisfiability checks are a special case
of concept subsumption checks, because a concept C is unsatisfiable if,
and only if, C v ⊥ [128].

Subsumption Query Performance

Subsumption queries check whether one concept subsumes another
concept or return all concepts subsuming or subsumed by a concept. Ac-
cording to [101], a concept C is subsumed by a concept D with respect to
T if CI ⊆ DI for every model I of T . This is written as T � C v D.

Soundness and Completeness in Practice

We analyze the output of reasoners in Section 8.5. For most ontologies,
their closure, i.e. the set of all statements that follow from the underly-
ing semantics, is not given. In such cases, the only way to evaluate the
output of a reasoner is by comparing it to the output of other reason-
ers. All reasoners that correctly implement a sound and complete reason-
ing method that supports the expressivity of the input ontology should
produce the same output for the same input. Thus, if the outputs of the
reasoners differ from each other, we can infer that not all implemented
methods are sound and complete in practice. For SNOMED CT, an ad-
vantageous situation applies: It is released both in stated and in inferred
form, so that we can employ the inferred form as gold standard and com-
pare it to the concept hierarchies computed by the reasoners. The inferred
form has been generated with Apelon’s9 Ontylog DL classifier.

8.4 reasoners

The reasoners which are compared based on the defined characteristics in-
clude the newly introduced reasoner TrOWL and all reasoners that occur
in previous comparisons except KAON2, because it is not being main-
tained any longer. This section briefly describes each reasoner.

CB (Consequence-based reasoner, University of Oxford) is an implement-
ation of a reasoning procedure [30] for Horn SHIQ ontologies, i.e. SHIQ

9 http://www.apelon.com

http://www.apelon.com
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ontologies that can be translated to the Horn fragment of first-order lo-
gic. CB’s reasoning procedure can be regarded as an extension of the
completion-based procedure for EL++ ontologies and works by deriving
new consequent axioms. It is theoretically optimal for Horn SHIQ ontolo-
gies as well as for the common fragment of EL++ and SHIQ [30].

CEL (Classifier for EL, TU Dresden) [119], [118] implements a refined
polynomial-time algorithm [102], [24], [25] which allows it to process very
large EL+ ontologies in reasonable time.

FaCT++ (Fast Classification of Terminologies, University of Manchester)
[29] is the new generation of the OWL DL reasoner FaCT. It supports OWL
DL and a subset of OWL 2 that is more expressive than the ontologies in
our test suite. FaCT++ is implemented in C++ and based on optimized
tableaux algorithms.

HermiT (University of Oxford) [111] can determine whether or not a given
ontology is consistent and identify subsumption relationships between
concepts, among other features. HermiT is based on a “hypertableau” cal-
culus.

Pellet (Clark & Parsia) [108] was the first reasoner that supported all
of OWL DL (SHOIN(D)) and has been extended to OWL 2 (SROIQ(D)).
Pellet supports OWL 2 profiles including OWL 2 EL.

RacerPro (Renamed ABox and Concept Expression Reasoner, Racer Sys-
tems) [109] implements the description logic SHIQ. Dedicated optimiza-
tions for OWL 2 EL have been added (structural subsumption tests [135]),
enabling practical reasoning with SNOMED CT.

Snorocket (CSIRO) [120] is a high-performance implementation of the
polynomial-time classification algorithm for EL+ [102]. It was primarily
optimized for classifying SNOMED CT, and was licensed to the IHTSDO10

for integration into the Workbench software used to maintain and produce
SNOMED CT.

TrOWL (Tractable reasoning infrastructure for OWL 2, University of Ab-
erdeen) [136] is the common interface to a number of reasoners. TrOWL
Quill provides reasoning services over OWL 2 QL. TrOWL REL is an op-
timized implementation of the CEL algorithm that provides reasoning
over OWL 2 EL. It employs a syntactic approximation from OWL 2 DL
to OWL 2 EL to enable OWL 2 DL ontologies to be classified within poly-
nomial time [137]. This approximation is soundness-preserving but sacri-
fices completeness. To support full DL reasoning, TrOWL allows for the
use of heavyweight plugin reasoners, such as FaCT++, Pellet, HermiT and
RacerPro.

10 http://www.ihtsdo.org/

http://www.ihtsdo.org/
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8.5 categorization of reasoners

In this section, the eight reasoners are categorized along the defined char-
acteristics. The evaluation of the performance indicators is based on our
test suite, which comprises the three biomedical ontologies GO, NCI and
SNOMED CT. Concluding, we analyze the tradeoff between a reasoner’s
supported expressivity and its classification performance.

8.5.1 Dimension Reasoning Characteristics

Table 18 summarizes the reasoning properties for the included reasoners.
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Methodology

The first characteristic is the underlying reasoning methodology. Most
reasoners rely on tableau-based methods or on (extensions of) comple-
tion rules for EL. Pellet and TrOWL both implement optimized support
for OWL 2 EL and their EL reasoners are activated based on the profile of
the current ontology.

Soundness and Completeness in Theory

Most of the underlying reasoning methodologies have been proven to be
sound and complete. The tableaux and hypertableaux calculi are sound
and complete, the procedure for EL++ has been shown to be sound and
complete in [24] and the procedure for Horn SHIQ is sound and complete
according to [30]. TrOWL REL is based on the procedure for EL++. TrOWL
REL’s syntactic approximation from OWL 2 DL to OWL 2 EL is soundness-
preserving but possibly incomplete.

Expressivity and Computational Complexity

Table 18 lists the languages that the reasoners support. CB’s reasoning
procedure described in [30] supports Horn SHIQ, but its implementation
supports only Horn SHIF, which is a subset of Horn SHIQ that does not
include cardinality restrictions. The expressivity of TrOWL depends on
its configuration. TrOWL REL implements EL++ without datatypes and
supports SROIQ by approximation. If a third-party reasoner is used, then
its supported expressivity is the one of this reasoner.

Incremental Classification

CEL, Pellet and Snorocket support incremental reasoning. CEL and
Snorocket both have a partial incremental classification functionality that
only supports additions. Pellet supports incremental classification and in-
cremental consistency checking. Pellet’s incremental classification is based
on module extraction: The first time an ontology is classified, Pellet com-
putes modules for each concept. A module is a subset of an ontology
which captures “everything” an ontology has to say about a particular
sub-signature of the ontology [138]. By current methods, modules con-
tain all justifications for all entailments expressible in their signature [138].
When the concept hierarchy of the ontology is changed, Pellet reclassifies
only the affected module. Pellet’s incremental reasoning supports axiom
addition and removal [139].

The reasoner interfaces of the OWL API facilitate reasoners to expose
incremental reasoning support. The API allows a reasoner to listen for
ontology changes and to either immediately processes them or to queue
them to processes them later [28].
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Rule Support

Only HermiT, Pellet and RacerPro offer rule support. All of them support
SWRL. HermiT and Pellet support SWRL in the DL-Safe Rules notion,
which means rules will be applied only to named individuals in the onto-
logy. RacerPro partially supports SWRL. SWRL is mapped to nRQL, which
is RacerPro’s native rule and query language.

Justifications

CEL, Pellet and RacerPro support justifications for inconsistent concepts.
RacerPro allows to check an ontology for inconsistent (unsatisfiable) con-
cepts and generates an explanation for each inconsistency. Pellet can give
a justification for any inference which it can compute.

Support of ABox Reasoning Tasks

In contrast to all other reasoners, CB and Snorocket do not support ABox
reasoning tasks. The reasoners that implement OWL API reasoner inter-
faces should (in theory) support all ABox reasoning tasks that are specified
by the OWL API, such as retrieving the set of individuals that have been
asserted to be an instance of a concept or retrieving the asserted types of
an individual. RacerPro supports nRQL ABox queries and Pellet, RacerPro
and TrOWL support SPARQL queries. SPARQL11, the Query Language
for RDF, is a W3C Recommendation since 2008. SPARQL allows to query
required and optional graph patterns along with their conjunctions and
disjunctions, to test values, to constrain queries by source RDF graph and
to specify whether the result should be an RDF graph or a set.

8.5.2 Dimension Practical Usability

Table 19 shows how the reasoners are categorized along the defined usab-
ility characteristics.

11 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/

http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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OWL API

All reasoners except CB are accessible via the OWL API, which is advant-
ageous for applications that wish to access several reasoners via the same
interface. The use of the OWL API highly facilitated the execution of our
experiments.

OWLlink

Most reasoners are accessible via OWLlink, and future protocol bindings
might ease the integration of further reasoners like CB.

Protégé Plugin

All reasoners except CB and RacerPro can be plugged into Protégé. The
RacerPro engine can be used as back-end inference system for Protégé via
the RACER Protégé Plugin12 or via OWLlink.

License

CB can be redistributed and / or modified under the terms of the GNU
Lesser General Public License (GLGPL) for non-commercial use. Pellet
also comes with a dual license: software that is released under a recog-
nized open source license can use Pellet under the terms of the Affero Gen-
eral Public License (AGPL), for other software, another license has to be
arranged. This has the advantage that the community benefits from source
code that uses Pellet under its open source license. TrOWL may be used
under the terms of the AGPL for open source applications and is available
under alternative license terms for proprietary, closed-source applications
and other commercial applications. CEL comes with the Apache License
2.0 (AP 2.0), FaCT++ and HermiT with the GLGPL. Racer Systems offers
several license types, including time-limited educational licenses, trial li-
censes and commercial licenses. Snorocket formulates its own license13.
GLGPL, AGPL and AP 2.0 are open source licenses.

Further Characteristics

The remaining rows of Table 19 show further characteristics including
whether the source of the reasoner is open or not and the programming
language the reasoner is implemented in. Only Pellet has a native Jena
interface. Further characteristics are the platforms the reasoner supports
and the kind of institution (academic, governmental or commercial) it has
been developed in.

12 http://www.uni-ulm.de/in/ki/semantics/owltools
13 http://research.ict.csiro.au/software/snorocket/LICENCE.txt

http://www.uni-ulm.de/in/ki/semantics/owltools
http://research.ict.csiro.au/software/snorocket/LICENCE.txt
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8.5.3 Dimension Performance Indicators

In this section, the biomedical ontology test suite and the experimental
setup are being presented. Subsequently, we present the results of our
experiments.

Biomedical Ontology Test Suite

The biomedical ontologies presented in this section are well-established
and have been used in previous benchmarks. All ontologies are in the
tractable OWL 2 profile EL, so that especially in the case of SNOMED CT,
the challenge for the reasoners lies in the sheer size of the ontologies. Con-
sult [117] for additional information. The ontologies mainly differ in size,
but also in whether they employ fully defined concepts or not. Biomedi-
cal ontologies are a typical use-case for OWL 2 EL, but this profile is also
applicable in other domains where fast reasoning outweighs expressivity.

go The Gene Ontology14 project is an initiative which aims to stand-
ardize the representation of genes and gene product attributes. The Gene
Ontology (GO) is a controlled vocabulary to describe gene product char-
acteristics and annotation data.

nci The National Cancer Institute thesaurus15 is a terminology that cov-
ers clinical care and research, as well as public information and adminis-
trative activities.

snomed ct SNOMED CT16 consists of around 300,000 primitively and
fully defined concepts. It is mainly used to represent clinical information
in electronic health records. SNOMED CT contains one property chain
(complex role inclusion) which is not used in the TBox.

14 http://www.geneontology.org/
15 http://ncit.nci.nih.gov/
16 http://www.ihtsdo.org/snomed-ct/

http://www.geneontology.org/
http://ncit.nci.nih.gov/
http://www.ihtsdo.org/snomed-ct/
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GO, NCI and SNOMED CT can be regarded as acyclic EL TBoxes, i.e.
sets of concept definitions without cyclic dependencies. GO has one trans-
itive role, which is a special case of a role inclusion [24]. Also SNOMED CT
is extended with role inclusion axioms. Table 20 provides an overview of
the properties of the benchmark ontologies. The 1,000 concepts of GO that
are neither fully nor primitively defined are just declared as concepts and
thus direct subclasses of the top concept, without further definitions. 997

of those concepts are annotated as being obsolete and the 3 remaining con-
cepts are the top-level concepts biological process, molecular function and
cellular component. The 17 concepts in the NCI ontology that are neither
fully nor primitively defined are Kinds, i.e. the top-level superclasses for
all of the concepts defined in the thesaurus. They represent the possible
categories that concepts can belong to, such as Anatomy, Biological Pro-
cesses, Chemicals and Drugs, and Diagnostic and Prognostic Factors. In
SNOMED CT, the root concept is neither fully nor partially defined.

Table 20: Benchmark Ontologies
|NLA| |NR| |NC| PDC FDC

GO 28,897 1 20,465 19,465 0

NCI 46,940 70 27,652 27,635 0

SNOMED CT 292,023 62 292,012 227,315 64,696

|NLA| is the number of logical axioms, |NR| the number of roles and |NC| the number of
concepts. PDC stands for the number of primitively defined concepts and FDC for the number
of fully defined concepts.

Experimental Setup

For the experiments to measure performance indicators, the latest avail-
able versions of the included reasoners have been used: CB17 build 6,
CEL18 plugin 0.4.0 for Protégé 4.1, FaCT++19

1.5.0, HermiT20
1.3.0, Pellet21

2.2.2, RacerPro22
2.0 preview, Snorocket Protégé plugin23 version 1.3.2 and

TrOWL24
0.5.1. We generated the SNOMED CT ontology with the OWL

transformation script from the Stated Relationships Table of the latest (July

17 http://code.google.com/p/cb-reasoner/
18 http://lat.inf.tu-dresden.de/systems/cel/
19 http://owl.man.ac.uk/factplusplus/
20 http://www.hermit-reasoner.com/
21 http://clarkparsia.com/pellet/
22 http://www.racer-systems.com/
23 http://research.ict.csiro.au/software/snorocket
24 http://trowl.eu/

http://code.google.com/p/cb-reasoner/
http://lat.inf.tu-dresden.de/systems/cel/
http://owl.man.ac.uk/factplusplus/
http://www.hermit-reasoner.com/
http://clarkparsia.com/pellet/
http://www.racer-systems.com/
http://research.ict.csiro.au/software/snorocket
http://trowl.eu/
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2010) SNOMED CT distribution. GO and NCI have been employed in
other benchmarks and are available on http://reasonerben.ch.

For an ideal comparison, it would be desirable to run all reasoners via
the same interface, such as the OWL API or OWLlink. Unfortunately, there
is no interface that has been implemented by all reasoners. Thus, reason-
ers were tested separately: CB and RacerPro in batch mode and all other
reasoners via the OWL API. For the reasoners which are called via the
command line, their runtime-outputs are employed to measure the classi-
fication performance. For the reasoners which are used by a Java program
via the OWL API, external time measurement is applied. All ontologies in
the test suite are employed to compare the performance of the reasoners.

The experiments were performed under Linux 64-bit on a 4x AMD Op-
teron 8220 dual core, 2800 MHz CPU system with 16GB memory. For
Java reasoners, Sun’s Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version 1.6.0 was
used with a Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM. We did not set a fixed
maximum heap space but measured the minimum amount of heap space
required to classify SNOMED CT in a separate experiment. The minimum
required heap space has been approximated in steps of 0.5GB and the
lowest heap space for which the reasoner classified SNOMED CT without
crashing has been noted. All stated runtimes are averaged over 10 runs.

Classification Performance

As Table 21 shows, all tested reasoners succeeded in classifying SNO-
MED CT. For all input ontologies, CB took the least time to compute the
subsumption hierarchy. FaCT++ and TrOWL REL are the only reasoners
that are faster on NCI than on GO. FaCT++ needed longest to classify GO,
RacerPro to classify the NCI ontology and HermiT to classify SNOMED
CT (nearly 2 hours). The experiments measured only the classification
time, and no loading and / or preprocessing times.

Table 21: Comparison of Classification Time in Seconds
CB CEL FaCT++ HermiT Pellet RP SR TR

GO 0.34 3.19 20.75 6.48 3.41 10.67 1.54 2.43

NCI 0.65 7.52 11.10 11.75 14.84 52.87 4.31 1.83

S CT 28.08 1,112.23 700.87 6,793.76 1,345.65 3,652.03 101.16 344.93

http://reasonerben.ch
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TBox Consistency Checking Performance

CB has no support for consistency checking. For reasoners that imple-
ment OWL API reasoning interfaces, the time that the call reasoner.-
isConsistent() took was measured, before and after classification. Table
22 shows the duration of consistency checking. All stated times are before
classification. After the first consistency check and after the classification,
it is already known whether the ontology is consistent or not and the
second consistency check takes less than one second for all tested reason-
ers. All input ontologies are consistent and all reasoners returned this
result before and after classification.

Table 22: Comparison of Consistency Checking Time in Seconds
CB CEL FaCT++ HermiT Pellet RP SR TR

GO - 2.17 0.36 0.00 0.27 - 0.00 0.00

NCI - 0.65 0.71 0.00 0.38 - 0.00 0.00

SNOMED CT - 0.88 15.3 0.00 16.78 - 0.00 0.00

The CEL manual states that an ontology must be classified before it can
be checked whether the TBox is consistent. TrOWL REL also needs to clas-
sify first. When checking for consistency before classification, Snorocket
outputs a warning that the ontology is not classified. All reasoners check
for consistency rather fast. For tableau-based reasoners, this is probably
due to the fact that for consistency checking they construct the model
only once.

Concept Satisfiability Checking Performance

To determine the performance of concept satisfiability checking, we meas-
ure the time it takes each reasoner to check the satisfiability of each
concept in the ontology, before and after classification. CB has no sup-
port for concept satisfiability checking. For reasoners that implement OWL
API reasoner interfaces, we checked for concept satisfiability with the
method reasoner.isSatisfiable (concept). RacerPro does not really distin-
guish between TBox consistency and satisfiability. It offers the function
check-tboxcoherence which returns a list of inconsistent / unsatisfiable
atomic concepts. If the top concept occurs in this list, all concepts are
unsatisfiable. It does not compute the concept hierarchy, so that it is much
faster than to classify the TBox.

A more direct and comparable (with respect to RacerPro) way to re-
trieve unsatisfiable concepts via the OWL API would have been to call
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reasoner.getInconsistentClasses() for OWL API version 2 or respectively
reasoner.getUnsatisfiableClasses() for the OWL API version 3, but as we
wanted to measure the performance of concept satisfiability checking, we
preferred to check the satisfiability of each single concept.

Table 23: Comparison of Concept Satisfiability Checking Time in Seconds
CB CEL FaCT++ HermiT Pellet RP SR TR

GO BC - 5.28 0.63 6.23 2.12 5.58 0.01 0.23

GO AC - 2.08 0.07 0.06 0.12 0.00 0.01 0.03

NCI BC - 4.46 1.26 11.73 3.47 37.73 0.01 0.06

NCI AC - 3.19 0.14 0.09 0.18 0.00 0.01 0.04

S CT BC - 38.42 22.37 5,276.85 56.91 273.45 0.07 5.17

S CT AC - 34.59 1.76 1.36 6.07 0.00 0.06 0.46

BC stands for before classification and AC for after classification.

Table 23 shows that the reasoners vary significantly in their runtimes.
Some runtimes are so low that it can be assumed that they do not sup-
port the method, but compute satisfiability during classification and thus
return reliable results only after the ontology is classified. For example,
TrOWL REL checks after the classification whether the concept is sub-
sumed by owl:Nothing.

Subsumption Query Performance

To test subsumption query performance, we will query for all subclasses
of the SNOMED CT concept “Fracture of lower limb”, as presented in
Figure 18. We will test it in two ways: by querying for direct subclasses of
its concept name SCT_46866001 and by querying for direct subclasses of its
anonymous class definition as stated in Figure 18. The employed method
of the OWL API is: reasoner.getSubClasses(), and the employed method
of RacerPro (tbox-retrieve (?x) (concept ?x has-child)).

When performing this experiment, we noticed a correlation between
the runtimes of the queries and the number of returned subclasses. Thus,
Table 24 shows not only the runtimes but also the number of results. The
four settings are tested sequentially in one run. CB does not support any
subsumption querying. Snorocket returns a NullPointerException when
the method is called before classification. FaCT++, HermiT, Pellet and
RacerPro classify the ontology when they receive the first query. The num-
ber of returned subclasses varies. HermiT, Pellet and RacerPro return all
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Table 24: Queries for subclasses of the SNOMED CT concept Fracture of
lower limb: Comparison of subsumption query performance in
seconds and number of results (i.e. returned subclasses)

CB CEL FaCT++ HermiT Pellet RP SR TR

NC BC

seconds - 0.96 701.79 6,649.85 2,793.31 3,380.67 NPE 0.17

# results - 1 20 20 20 20 - 0

AC BC

seconds - 0.00 0.06 16.94 0.49 0.74 NPE 0.00

# results - 1 1 20 20 20 - 0

NC AC

seconds - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 0.00 0.28

# results - 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

AC AC

seconds - 0.00 0.06 17.12 0.00 0.92 6.97 0.00

# results - 1 1 20 20 20 20 0

NC stands for named concept and AC for anonymous concept. BC stands for before classi-
fication and the second AC for after classification. NPE stands for NullPointerException.

20 subclasses in all settings. CEL returns the 20 subclasses only after clas-
sification and when the concept name is used. The other queries return
owl:Nothing as the only result. FaCT++ returns the 20 subclasses when
being queried for the concept name, while the query that contains the
anonymous class definition returns the name of this concept.

Minimum Heap Space for Java Reasoners

Table 25: Minimum Heap Space for Java Reasoners
CB CEL FaCT++ HermiT Pellet RP SR TR

n/a n/a n/a 4.5 10 n/a 2.5 4

Table 25 shows the minimum required amount of heap space for Java
reasoners with SNOMED CT as input ontology. Memory exhaustion is a
known problem in tableau-based reasoners when processing large ontolo-
gies, and our experiments confirm this. The minimum heap space is just
an indicator and might vary for other systems. It needs to be pointed out
that our experiments have been performed on a Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit
Server VM. It is known that the 64-bit mode consumes around 30% more
memory as the 32-bit mode, and it makes sense to use the 64-bit mode
mostly if 4GB heap space is not sufficient in the 32-bit mode. Running a
32-bit JVM is not supported on the system we performed our tests on.
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Soundness and Completeness in Practice

In this paragraph, the computed concept hierarchies of the reasoners are
analyzed to test whether the theoretical correctness of the tested reasoners
can be confirmed in practice. For all included ontologies, we compared
the output of each reasoner to the outputs of all other reasoners, with the
rationale that if completely different reasoners generate the same output,
the output is probably sound and complete. This does not exclude a scen-
ario in which all reasoners output the same unsound statements and /
or collectively do not produce inferences that should be produced. If the
outputs differ from each other, we can infer that not all reasoners generate
correct output. There is no standard specification on how to output the
computed concept hierarchy, and thus we do not analyze the outputs line
by line.

To summarize the insignificant differences that we found: In compar-
ison to other reasoners, CB outputs less statements by omitting that top-
level concepts are SubClassOf owl:Thing. CEL outputs additionally that
every concept and every property is equivalent to itself. Also RacerPro
generates additional axioms by stating for all leaf concepts (i.e. concepts
that do not have subclasses) that they are superclasses of owl:Nothing.
Apart from these differences and for SNOMED CT as input ontology, we
found substantial differences: Pellet generates 386 inferences less than the
other reasoners and 546 inferences that no other reasoner generates, while
Snorocket misses 86 inferences that occur in the other outputs and gener-
ates 34 triples that no other reasoner generates. The missing and also the
additional statements of Pellet and Snorocket have an empty intersection.

In the following, we will exploit the fact that SNOMED CT is released
both in stated and in inferred form. The inferred form is the Relationships
Table contained in the official SNOMED CT distribution and can be em-
ployed as gold standard to analyze computed concept hierarchies. The
Stated Relationships Table differs from the Relationships Table in that it
only contains those relationships that are directly asserted by authors or
editors. When the generated OWL ontology is classified with a reasoner,
the output should correspond to the Relationships Table.

As a first step, we successfully checked the accordance of the Stated
Relationships Table and the generated OWL file. Then, to analyze the ac-
cordance of the computed concept hierarchies and the Relationships Table,
we compared the computed concept hierarchies to the Relationships Table,
and the Relationships Table to the computed concept hierarchies. First, we
compared all subclass rows from the Relationships Table that only include
active concepts to the outputs of the tested reasoners. All outputs are miss-
ing 50 concept model attribute statements, which is caused by the way in
which the OWL file is generated. All outputs except the one of CEL are
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missing 11 SubObjectPropertyOf statements. However, those statements
are already present in the Stated Relationships Table and thus not really
inferences. Pellet did not infer 386 SubClassOf relationships present in
the Relationships Table and the Snorocket Protégé plugin did not infer 86

statements that are present in the Relationships Table. Table 26 summar-
izes the results. Both concept model attributes and SubObjectPropertyOf
assertions are not counted in the table.

Table 26: Missing / Additional inferred SubClassOf statements in regard to
the Relationships Table

CB CEL FaCT++ HermiT Pellet RP SR TR

Missing 0 0 0 0 386 0 86 0

Additional 0 0 0 0 546 0 34 0

Finally, we checked for every inferred SubClassOf axiom of each of the
outputs whether it exists in the Relationships Table to identify additional
inferred statements. Ignoring tautological axioms such as the root node
being SubClassOf owl:Thing and that owl:Nothing is SubClassOf all the
leaf nodes, Pellet outputs 546 additional statements and Snorocket 34. Ex-
amples of missing and additional inferences are given in Figure 19. With
regard to the SNOMED CT Relationships Table, the outputs of all other
included reasoners neither missed inferences, nor did they contain addi-
tional inferences.

Pellet:

Drug-induced immunodeficiency v Drug-related disorder (missing)
Biological substance poisoning v Drug-related disorder (additional)

Snorocket:

Amiloride + hydrochlorothiazide 2.5mg/25mg tablet v
Oral dosage form product (missing)

Betaxolol hydrochloride 20mg tablet v
Oral dosage form product (additional)

Figure 19: Examples of missing and additional inferences with regard to the
SNOMED CT Relationships Table

As a result of this study we found that the Snorocket Protégé plugin did
give correct results when run with Java 1.5 but produced some incorrect
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results when run with Java 1.6. The root cause of this problem has been
fixed in the subsequent release (1.3.3). Furthermore, a new version (0.4.1)
of CEL was released, which does not output the singletons for equivalent
properties and concepts. The fix of Pellet’s issue of missing and additional
inferences will be part of its next release (i.e., 2.2.3). This shows that the
analysis of computed concept hierarchies is valuable both to developers
and to users of OWL reasoners. Another conclusion is that for SNOMED
CT as input ontology, the comparison of the inferred concept hierarch-
ies with each other delivered the same results as the comparison of the
inferred concept hierarchies with the Relationships Table.

8.5.4 Tradeoff between Expressivity and Classification Performance

Figure 20 shows the classification performance for SNOMED CT, with the
reasoners ordered by increasing expressivity (as displayed on the x2-axis).
Pellet and TrOWL REL are in the EL section because both of them support
OWL 2 EL with implementations that are based on [24]. Reasoners within
the same expressivity category are ordered alphabetically.
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The time needed to classify SNOMED CT does not steadily rise with in-
creasing expressivity. The very expressive reasoner FaCT++ is faster than
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CEL and Pellet. CB is the fastest reasoner even though it supports a more
expressive language than OWL 2 EL.

8.6 conclusion, discussion and future work

The main contribution of this paper is the definition of characteristics that
are relevant to evaluate OWL reasoning engines in order to choose the
most suitable reasoner for a given application, and the characterization of
eight reasoning engines based on these properties. We showed that reason-
ers vary significantly with regard to all included characteristics. Therefore,
a critical assessment and evaluation of core requirements is needed before
selecting a reasoner for a real-life application. For example, let us consider
a scenario in which a user chooses a reasoner for SNOMED CT. A crucial
consideration is whether reasoning services such as incremental classific-
ation, rule support, justifications and ABox reasoning are required. Re-
garding practical usability, it needs to be decided which interfaces (OWL
API, OWLlink, Jena) are needed, and whether the source of the reasoner
should be open and come with a corresponding license. Also the platform
on which the reasoner will run might influence the decision. With respect
to the reasoner’s performance, one of the aspects is how long the user is
willing to wait for classification results, whether she wishes to query for
anonymous concepts and concept satisfiability before classification.

Reasoning is an active field of research, and recent developments show
that not only (the underlying methods of) established reasoners are being
pushed further, but also new reasoners enter the field. Thus, this paper
can only display a current snapshot of those rapid developments. Only
dedicated OWL 2 EL and tableau-based reasoners have been taken into
account for this comparison. Datalog engines, rule engines or reasoners
that are based on theorem provers have not been included. The scope of
this study is limited to ontologies in EL+. Performance results might be
different for other ontologies, and when a reasoner is needed for a more
expressive language, OWL 2 EL reasoners are not applicable. The selec-
tion of characteristics is not complete. Support for non-standard ontology
features, such as description graphs, has not been included. Also, load-
ing times or the different input and output formats that the reasoners
can parse and write have not been evaluated. CB, for example, relies on
the OWL functional syntax, while reasoners that integrate the OWL API
are very flexible regarding serialization formats. Missing usability charac-
teristics include support and documentation. Commercial reasoners gen-
erally offer more support, including support contracts. Also the level of
documentation varies considerably for different reasoners. Regarding our
experiments, it would have been fairer to measure subsumption check-
ing performance for more than only one concept, as different reasoners
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might be optimized for different structures. Also, different reasoners are
optimized for different settings of retrievals of direct / indirect subclasses
/ superclasses, so that all those scenarios should be included in a bal-
anced comparison. The time it takes to retrieve inconsistent / unsatisfiable
concepts would be another interesting experiment. Our experiments heav-
ily rely on the OWL API, which contains functions that do not have a
tightly specified functionality, and this might be the source of some of the
variations of our obtained results. Furthermore, we did not include the
supported OWL API version in the dimension practical usability. Future
work includes measuring incremental reasoning performance, reasoning
with more expressive ontologies, such as GALEN, and benchmarks that in-
volve ABox reasoning as well as inconsistent ontologies and unsatisfiable
concepts.

A positive outcome is that all eight tested reasoners succeed in classify-
ing the very large ontology SNOMED CT. The advantage of this ontology
is that it is released both in stated and in inferred form, so that the concept
hierarchies computed by the reasoners can not only be compared to each
other but also to the inferred form, which can be employed as a gold stand-
ard to evaluate correctness. By comparing the outputs of the reasoners
with each other and with the SNOMED CT Relationships Table, we found
classification errors for Pellet and Snorocket that will be / have been fixed.
Ongoing testing is necessary to evaluate the correctness of reasoners in
practice. Our described characteristics can be applied to any reasoner and
form a basis to evaluate reasoners not only on classification performance,
but also on other aspects which can be relevant. We will present this study
and future results on http://reasonerben.ch.
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9 R E D U N D A N T E L E M E N T S I N S N O M E D C T

C O N C E P T D E F I N I T I O N S

While redundant elements in SNOMED CT concept definitions
are harmless from a logical point of view, they unnecessarily
make concept definitions of typically large ontologies such as
SNOMED CT hard to construct and to maintain. In this pa-
per, we apply a fully automated method to detect intra-axiom
redundancies in SNOMED CT. We systematically analyse the
completeness and soundness of the results of our method by
examining the identified redundant elements. In absence of a
gold standard, we check whether our method identifies con-
cepts that are likely to contain redundant elements because
they become equivalent to their stated subsumer when they are
replaced by a fully defined concept with the same definition.
To evaluate soundness, we remove all identified redundancies,
and test whether the logical closure is preserved by comparing
the concept hierarchy to the one of the official SNOMED CT
distribution. We found that 35,010 of the 296,433 SNOMED CT
concepts (12%) contain redundant elements in their definitions,
and that the results of our method are sound and complete
with respect to our partial evaluation. We recommend to free
the stated form from these redundancies. In future, knowledge
modellers should be supported by being pointed to newly in-
troduced redundancies.

9.1 introduction

SNOMED Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) allows for meaning-based record-
ing and retrieval of clinical information, which thereby becomes (re)usable.
One of the advantages of SNOMED CT is its large size and coverage,
which on the other hand makes defining new and maintaining existing
concepts a challenging task.

Various (automated) auditing methods have been developed that can be
applied to the content of controlled biomedical terminologies, amongst
others to ensure the quality factor non-redundancy [140]. While such

143
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methods mostly aim at detecting equivalent concepts, also parts or ele-
ments of concept definitions, i.e. intra-axiom redundancies, are problem-
atic. The detection of intra-axiom redundancies is required during design
time. In fact, Spackman et al. reported back in 2001 that “. . . during the
concept definition process there has been confusion among modelers
about which roles need to be explicitly modeled and which ones can be
left unstated. Some of this confusion arises because of uncertainty about
which roles and values are inherited from supertypes” [141]. And even
though redundancies are harmless from a logical point of view, they im-
pede the maintainability of a terminology [142], [143], as they misleadingly
suggest that new information has been added to a concept, while in reality,
this “new" information is more general than or equivalent to information
that already has been stated in the definition of the same concept or a su-
perconcept. In this paper, we make an inventory of redundant elements in
SNOMED CT concept definitions.

9.2 background

9.2.1 SNOMED CT concept definitions and rolegroups

SNOMED CT is based on the lightweight Description Logic EL+ [24]. Its
concepts are defined by conjunctions of other concepts as well as role-
value pairs which are represented as exists restrictions (∃), and can be
either ungrouped or grouped in so-called rolegroups [144]. In SNOMED CT,
rolegroups allow to nest or rather group existential restrictions within an
existential restriction on a role named rolegroup. Concepts can be either
primitive, i.e. specified by necessary conditions only (denoted by the sub-
sumption operator v) or fully defined, i.e. specified by both necessary and
sufficient conditions (denoted by the equivalence operator ≡). Example 2

presents a fully defined sample concept, which is defined by the conjunc-
tion of one concept and two rolegroups.

Example 2 [Brain stem contusion with open intracranial
wound. RG stands for rolegroup]

Brain stem contusion with open intracranial wound ≡
Contusion of brain with open intracranial wound u
∃RG(∃Associated morphology.Open wound u
∃Finding site.Intracranial structure) u

∃RG(∃Associated morphology.Open contusion u
∃Finding site.Brainstem structure)
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9.2.2 Trivial and non-trivial primitive concepts

For our evaluation, we distinguish trivial primitive concepts, that are prim-
itive and subsumed by one concept only, and non-trivial primitive concepts,
that are primitive and described by the conjunction of several concepts and
optional additional exists restrictions. With regard to Example 3, we refer
to the concept Brain tissue structure as trivial primitive, and to Structure of
lobe of brain as non-trivial primitive.

Example 3 [Structure of lobe of brain]

Brain tissue structure v Brain part

Structure of lobe of brain v
Brain part u Brain tissue structure

9.2.3 Redundant elements in SNOMED CT concept definitions

An element that is part of a concept definition, i.e. a concept or an exist-
ential restriction, is redundant if it has been stated explicitly even though
it is already implied by the definition of the same concept or a stated su-
perconcept. Therefore, we define an element to be redundant if it is more
general than or equivalent to an element that is contained in the definition
of the same concept or a stated superconcept. Redundant elements can be
eliminated without affecting the ontology’s logical closure. For example,
the concept Brain part in the definition of the concept Structure of lobe of
brain in Example 3 is redundant as it subsumes the concept Brain tissue
structure.

9.3 materials and methods

We employed the July 2012 version of SNOMED CT in Release Format
2, which was transformed to OWL with the Perl script released in the
same version. The script makes use of the released concept and stated
relationships tables. The latter represents the faithful representation of the
information entered by modellers.

We relied on the high-performance reasoner ELK [145] to classify SNO-
MED CT, and to check for subsumption and equivalence relationships
between concepts and roles, while Pellet [108] was used in our evaluation
to explain equivalence relationships that were hard to reproduce manually.
We relied on the OWL API [28] to carry out all experiments.
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9.3.1 Method to detect redundant elements in SNOMED CT concept definitions

We exploit the simple structure of SNOMED CT and its rolegroups to
detect intra-axiom redundancies. Therefore, we adapted and extended the
rules 1 to 3 of redundancy elimination for concept definitions that contain
rolegroups as defined by Spackman et al. [26] (and adopted their original
numbering). The rules are based on Definition 1.

Definition 1. More general or equivalent exists restriction. An exists re-
striction is more general than or equivalent to another exists restriction
whenever both its role and its value concept subsume or are equivalent to
the respective elements in the other exists restriction.

∃R.C w ∃S.D ⇐⇒ (R w S) and (C w D)

All concept definitions are merely conjunctions of ungrouped or
grouped exists restrictions and superconcepts. Therefore, the rules define
for each of these elements whether they are redundant:

1. An ungrouped exists restriction is redundant when it is more gen-
eral than or equivalent to an ungrouped exists restriction within the
definition of the same concept or a superconcept.

(∃R.C u ∃S.D u ∃T.E) ≡ (∃S.D u ∃T.E) ⇐⇒ ∃R.C w ∃S.D

2. A rolegroup is redundant when all its exists restrictions are more
general than or equivalent to those contained in another rolegroup
in the definition of the same concept or a superconcept.

(RG(∃R1.C1 u ... u ∃Rn.Cn) u RG(∃S1.D1 u ... u ∃Sm.Dm)) ≡

RG(∃S1.D1 u ... u ∃Sm.Dm)

⇐⇒ ∀i=1,...,n ∃j=1,...,m | ∃Ri.Ci w ∃Sj.Dj

3. An exists restriction is redundant within a rolegroup when it is more
general than or equivalent to another exists restriction in the same
rolegroup.

RG(∃R.C u ∃S.D u ∃T.E) ≡ RG(∃S.D u ∃T.E) ⇐⇒ ∃R.C w ∃S.D

4. A concept is redundant when it is more general than or equivalent
to one of the other concepts in the definition of the same concept or a
superconcept.

(C u D) ≡ D ⇐⇒ C w D

Rule 3 is an exception with regard to our redundancy definition, as it
does not concern an element of a concept definition, but an element within
an element. To test whether a concept is defined redundantly, these four
rules are applied to a concept and all its stated superconcepts. As the
rules are independent from each other, their execution order should not
influence the obtained results.
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9.3.2 Evaluation of our method

To evaluate the results obtained by the application of the four rules of
redundancy detection, we assess the completeness and soundness of its
output. In absence of a gold standard, we measure completeness by match-
ing our findings to definitions that are likely to be redundant according
to Cornet’s and Abu-Hanna’s method [146], and soundness by checking
whether the logical closure is preserved after classifying the manipulated
version of the ontology.

9.3.2.1 Completeness: Comparison of identified redundant concepts to redund-
ant concepts according to Cornet’s and Abu-Hanna’s method.

Cornet’s and Abu-Hanna’s method [146] detects concepts with equivalent
definitions in terminological systems represented in a description logic, to
addresses the problems of redundancy and underspecification. Concepts
that become equivalent to any superconcept when applying this method
are likely to be defined redundantly [147]. Let us regard Example 4, which
presents a sample group of equivalent concepts that can be detected by
applying this method.

Example 4 [Group of concepts with equivalent concept defin-
itions]

Finding of volume of heart sounds v
Finding of heart sounds u
∃RG(∃Interprets.Loudness of heart sounds)

Heart sounds diminished v
Finding of volume of heart sounds u
∃RG(∃Finding site.Heart structure)

Heart sound volume variable v
Finding of volume of heart sounds u
∃RG(∃Finding site.Heart structure)

Heart sound inaudible v
Finding of volume of heart sounds u
∃RG(∃Finding site.Heart structure)

Here, we can make two interesting observations. First, we see three
concepts with definitions that obviously become equivalent when mak-
ing these concepts fully defined. Second, the three concepts become equi-
valent to their superconcept Finding of volume of heart sounds, and thus,
they are likely to be defined redundantly. And indeed, four steps up the
concept hierarchy, we encounter their common superconcept presented in
Example 5, which already contains a rolegroup that defines the Finding
site to be the Heart structure.
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Example 5 [Explanation for redundancy]

Cardiac finding v
Cardiovascular finding u
∃RG(∃Finding site.Heart structure)

We evaluate the results obtained by the application of the four rules of
redundancy detection by checking whether the concepts that are likely to
be redundant according to Cornet and Abu-Hanna are indeed contained
in the identified set of redundant concepts. In order to detect redundant
definitions, we apply the approach proposed by Cornet and Abu-Hanna
as follows:

1. Replace each non-trivial primitive concept by a fully defined concept
with the same definition.

2. Classify the ontology.

3. For each concept in the ontology, retrieve equivalent concepts from
reasoner.

4. Identify concepts that have become equivalent to any stated super-
concept, as those are likely to be defined redundantly.

5. Identify and exclude indirect redundancies that emerge due to con-
cepts being subsumed by the conjunction of concepts with equival-
ent definitions such as in Example 6 and wrongly identified redund-
ancies due to the propagation of equivalence such as in Example 7.1

Example 6 [Concepts without intra-axiom redundancy: Be-
cause Midwifery personnel and Professional midwife have the same
definitions, they become equivalent. And because Auxiliary mid-
wife is being subsumed by the two of them, it also becomes
equivalent.]

Auxiliary midwife v
Professional midwife u Midwifery personnel

Professional midwife v
Medical, dental, veterinary/related worker u
Health visitor, nurse/midwife

Midwifery personnel v
Medical, dental, veterinary/related worker u
Health visitor, nurse/midwife

1 Please note that these cases could be prevented by applying the method only on one
superconcept - subconcept pair at a time instead of the entire SNOMED CT. We did not
apply this method because it is not feasible even with very fast classification times.
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Please note that Cornet’s and Abu-Hanna’s method does not necessar-
ily retrieve all redundant concepts. For example, a concept can refine its
stated superconcept and additionally contain redundant elements. Like-
wise, redundant elements in fully defined concept definitions are not de-
tected by Cornet’s and Abu-Hanna’s method. Therefore, the evaluation of
the results of the four rules of redundancy detection can only be partial.

Example 7 [Example for wrongly identified redundancy. The
concepts Pancreatic function outside reference range and Measure-
ment finding outside reference range would be equivalent if all
involved concepts were fully defined.]
Pancreatic function outside reference range v

Measurement finding outside reference range u
∃RG(∃Has interpretation.Outside reference range u
∃Interprets.Pancreatic function test)

Measurement finding outside reference range ≡
Measurement finding u
∃RG(∃Has interpretation.Outside reference range u
∃Interprets.Measurement procedure)

Pancreatic function test v
Measurement procedure u
∃RG(∃Has Method.Measurement - action)

Measurement procedure ≡
Procedure by method u
∃RG(∃Has Method.Measurement - action)

9.3.2.2 Soundness: Preservation of logical closure.

Deleting redundant parts of concept definitions should not affect the lo-
gical closure, and therefore a change in the concept hierarchy would in-
dicate the removal of a non-redundant part of a concept definition. Thus,
we delete all identified intra-axiom redundancies and check whether the
computed concept hierarchy obtained from classifying the manipulated
version is the same as the one obtained from classifying the original ver-
sion by bi-directional comparison of both versions to the official SNOMED
CT distribution.

9.4 results : redundant elements in concept definitions

Applying the four rules of redundancy detection, 35,010 of the 296,433

SNOMED CT concepts (12%) were identified to contain redundant ele-
ments in their definitions. Table 27 gives an overview of the results, only
regarding the first explanation for these redundancies (the rules were ap-
plied in the same order as they are presented in this paper). 11,858 of these
concepts are fully defined, and 23,152 non-trivial primitive.
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Example 8 [Parenteral form thymoxamine]

Parenteral form thymoxamine (product) ≡
Thymoxamine (product) u
∃Has active ingredient.Thymoxamine (substance)

Thymoxamine (product) v
Alpha blocking vasodilator u Alpha 1 adrenergic blocking agent u
∃Has active ingredient.Thymoxamine (substance)

Table 27: Detected concepts with redundant elements. The examples in
column ‘example’ refer to the examples disseminated along the
paper.

Rule Concepts Example and Explanation

1 (ungrouped
exists
restriction)

7,874 Example 8: The ungrouped exists restriction ∃Has active
ingredient.Thymoxamine (substance) is redundant, as it is already
contained in the superconcept Thymoxamine (product).

2 (rolegroup) 26,599 Example 2: The first rolegroup is redundant, as it is more
general than the second one, because open wound subsumes open
contusion, and Intracranial structure subsumes Brainstem structure.

3 (grouped
exists
restriction)

6 Example 9: The exists restriction ∃Associated
morphology.Traumatic abnormality in the first rolegroup is
redundant, as Traumatic abnormality subsumes Closed traumatic
abnormality.

4 (concept) 531 Example 3: The concept Brain part is redundant as it subsumes
the concept Brain tissue structure.

Example 9 [Closed skull fracture with intracranial injury]

Closed skull fracture with intracranial injury ≡
Fracture of skull u
∃RG(∃Finding site.Intracranial structure u
∃Associated morphology.Traumatic abnormality u
∃Associated morphology.Closed traumatic abnormality) u
∃RG(∃Associated morphology.Fracture, closed u
∃Finding site.Bone structure of cranium)

Explanation:
Closed traumatic abnormality v Traumatic abnormality

Figure 21 shows the SNOMED CT categories that the concepts with
redundant elements belong to. Figure 22 depicts the distances between
redundant concepts and the concepts containing the explanation for the
redundancy. A distance of 0 is interesting as it makes a concept redund-
ant with regard to its own definition. But also long distances are interest-
ing: an element is introduced, not repeated for some concepts down the
hierarchy, but then it is. The concept Measurement of Human T-lymphotropic
virus 1 recombinant glycoprotein 21 antibody and Human T-lymphotropic virus 2
recombinant glycoprotein 21 antibody is among the concepts with the longest
distance to its explanation (9 steps).
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Figure 21: SNOMED CT categories of concepts with redundancies
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Figure 22: Distances between redundant concepts and the concepts contain-
ing the explanation

An exhaustive search for all redundant elements and all explanations
results in 65,336 explanations: 13,808 for rule 1, 50,680 for rule 2, 6 for
rule 3 and 842 for rule 4. The maximum number of explanations is 16 for
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the concept Late congenital syphilitic meningitis. The concept with the most
(6) redundant elements is Diphtheria + tetanus + pertussis + poliomyelitis
+ recombinant hepatitis B virus + recombinant haemophilus influenzae type B
vaccine.

9.5 evaluation

9.5.1 Completeness

Applying Cornet’s and Abu-Hanna’s method, 45,975 concept definitions
with at least one other concept with a logically equivalent definition have
been identified, containing a total of 12,823 non-trivial primitive concepts
with definitions that are equivalent to the definition of at least one of their
stated superconcepts.

12,094 of these redundancies have been confirmed to be redundant by
our method to detect intra-axiom redundancies. 698 out of the 729 non-
confirmed redundancies were subsumed by the conjunction of concepts,
such as the concept in Example 6. For the remaining 31 non-confirmed
redundancies, we successfully generated explanations with Pellet based
on the manipulated version of SNOMED CT. A manual revision confirmed
that all of the explanations contained further axioms that have been re-
defined from being primitive to fully defined, such as the explanation
given in Example 7. Therefore, the results of our method are complete
with regard to Cornet’s and Abu-Hanna’s method.

9.5.2 Soundness

We generated the logical closure of both the original and the manipulated
OWL versions of SNOMED CT, and compared the computed class hier-
archies to the one contained in the official distribution. The OWL versions
and the database table contained exactly the same set of 438,554 subclass
axioms or respectively “is-a” relations.

9.6 related and future work

In the past, most proposed methods focused at the detection of truly re-
dundant, i.e. equivalent, concepts. Cimino has developed a method to
identify multiple synonymous concepts and applied it to the 2001 UMLS
Metathesaurus [148]. Grimm and Wissmann [143] provide methods to
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compute irredundant ontologies, and Entendre [149] makes users aware
of redundancies.

The IHTSDO2 describes methods to convert concepts into normal forms,
some of which imply the elimination of redundancies, and Peng et al.
[150] have proposed a method to identify redundant classifications, i.e.
unnecessary, simultaneous assignments to sub- and superconcepts. The
Ecco tool [151] facilitates the analysis of ontology differences by applying
methods to syntactically or semantically detect effectual changes as well as
ineffectual changes such as adding or deleting intra-axiom redundancies.

An interesting direction of future work would be to generalise our
method. In principle, our definition of a redundant element could be oper-
ationalised directly by checking whether an element is more general than
or equivalent to an element that is contained in the definition of the same
concept or a stated superconcept.

9.7 discussion and conclusions

Our results show that 35,010 of all 296,433 SNOMED CT concepts (12%)
are defined redundantly. These redundancies unnecessarily impede the
work of knowledge modellers, and our own experience confirms that
manual search for the causes of redundancies can be a tedious task. There-
fore, we suggest to remove them from the stated relationships. To reach
this goal, the four rules of redundancy detection would have to be ap-
plied to the entire SNOMED CT once.3 Further redundancies should be
avoided by pointing knowledge modellers to newly introduced redundan-
cies in the definitions of the concepts they are currently working on, and
explaining why these elements are redundant. As shown by Figure 22,
most redundant elements are so due to nearby superconcepts, so that the
explanations will most probably be intuitive. For this task, the four rules
of redundancy detection could be applied as a background process of ter-
minology editing tools to the concepts that are currently being edited. In
order to support these goals, we make both our tools and our results freely
available4.

2 http://www.ihtsdo.org/
3 It should be noted that applying the four rules of redundancy detection to the entire

SNOMED CT is computationally expensive (ca. 6 hours on a laptop equipped with a 2.8
GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor and 8 GB of physical memory). However, analysing only
one concept is sufficiently fast to be executed as a background process.

4 https://github.com/kathrinrin/redundancies

http://www.ihtsdo.org/
https://github.com/kathrinrin/redundancies




10 C O N C L U S I O N S

“If you can not measure it, you can not improve it.”
Lord Kelvin

This chapter summarises and discusses our main results and answers to
the research questions, as well as directions for future work.

10.1 results and answers to research questions

The main goal of this thesis was to investigate under which conditions health-
care quality indicators can be computed automatically by reusing data already col-
lected during the clinical care process. As the scope of our main research ques-
tion is very broad, we operationalised it, resulting in several sub-questions
formulated in the introduction (Chapter 1) of this thesis. In the following,
we present our results and contributions in relation to these questions. The
answer to the main research question is discussed subsequently.

1. How can quality indicators be formalised?

As no method existed to formalise healthcare quality indicators for their
automated computation, we developed CLIF, inspired by LERM, the Lo-
gical Elements Rule Method [35], a method to assess and formalise clin-
ical rules for decision support, as well as a method to transform natural
language into formal proof goals proposed by Stegers et al. [34]. CLIF
comprises 9 steps:

Step 1) Encode relevant concepts from the indicator by concepts from
a terminology
Step 2) Define the information model
Step 3) Formalise temporal constraints
Step 4) Formalise numeric constraints
Step 5) Formalise textual constraints
Step 6) Formalise Boolean constraints
Step 7) Group constraints by Boolean connectors
Step 8) Identify exclusion criteria / negations
Step 9) Identify constraints that only aim at the numerator

Regarding the order of the steps, step 1) and 2) should be carried out
first, because they formalise the building blocks that are used in sub-
sequent steps. Steps 7) to 9) should be carried out last, because they build
on previously defined constraints. Steps 3) to 6) can be performed in the
preferred order of the user.

155
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2. How reproducible are the results of our formalisation method, and which steps
are particularly challenging?

In our case study presented in Chapter 3, we found that most steps led
to reproducible results, but we also identified several problems that cause
variability: Step 1), the encoding of relevant concepts from the indicator
by concepts from a terminology, was challenging due to the size of the
applied terminology SNOMED CT, and because medical expertise is re-
quired to encode certain concepts. Regarding step 2), the definition of
the information model, our case study showed that all test persons had
difficulties in applying the problem-oriented patient record, i.e. to relate
procedures to their underlying diagnoses. The variability in step 3), the
formalisation of temporal constraints, was due to ambiguities in the indic-
ator text regarding temporal relations. For example, it was not clear what
“previous radiotherapy” referred to.

As none of these issues is intrinsic to our method, we conclude that CLIF
itself can lead to maximally reproducible results. To increase reproducib-
ility, indicators have to be formulated as unambiguously and precisely as
possible, also with regard to temporal relations (which, as results presen-
ted in Chapter 4 suggest, cover a large percentage of constraints). Ideally,
quality indicators should be released in a formalised format, based on
standard information models and terminologies, which is obtainable by
applying our method. The application of CLIF requires (the cooperation
of) trained experts with medical as well as medical informatics expertise to
resolve remaining ambiguities, to encode clinical concepts and to specify
the relations between concepts.

3. How generalisable is the resulting method?

In Chapter 4, we formalised the entire heterogeneous set of 159 Dutch
quality indicators for general practices. This study showed that our web
tool supported the full formalisation of 84% of the quality indicators into
SQL queries. The remaining indicators could only be formalised partially
due to missing functionality of the web tool. For these cases, we applied
CLIF manually by directly translating the respective criteria into SQL, en-
abling us to fully formalise 100% of the indicators. To evaluate the form-
alised indicators, we computed them based on a large database of real
patient data and obtained results that were comparable to results com-
puted independently by two other parties. We conclude that even though
our web tool requires refinement, the method itself covers all quality in-
dicators. Therefore, the method is sufficiently generalisable to formalise
the entire set of Dutch quality indicators for general practices.
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While the study described in Chapter 4 focused exclusively on the gen-
eralisability of CLIF, we formalised and computed a relatively small set
of colorectal cancer indicators for hospitals in several other chapters of
this thesis, with an emphasis on detail and accuracy. This work further
supports the generalisability of our method.

4. What are the barriers that impede the secondary use of patient data, and how
can they be prevented?

In our study in Chapter 5, we identified a number of barriers that hinder
the (timely) reuse of routinely collected clinical data. Even though all data
that we required was in principle available in a digital format, and most
of it within our hospital, it took a long time until we received a version
of the requested data, and the data itself was of insufficient quality. The
barriers that we identified covered all four of Galster’s categories of why
clinical information is not reused [23]. However, most problems were due
to underlying organisational / cultural and data quality reasons.

We recommend the following measures to surmount the encountered
barriers and to facilitate the reuse of patient data:

• Ensure availability of data and accessibility of data sources.

• Ensure patients’ interests, privacy and security while allowing for
reuse.

• Set-up a reuse-friendly organisation and culture.

• Increase data quality in terms of completeness both on database and
data element level, as well as correctness, interlinking of diagnoses
and procedures, provenance and “meaning of data”.

• Allow for cross-database querying if a hospital’s IT infrastructure
consists of several dedicated source systems.

5. How does data quality influence the reliability of quality indicator results?

In Chapter 6, we examined the quality of manually collected data for the
DSCA, which is a national quality register, and our EMR, and computed
a set of indicators based on them. Our data quality analysis showed that
all required data items were available in a structured format in the DSCA
dataset, and their average completeness was 86%. The average complete-
ness of these items in our EMR was 50%, and their average correctness
87%. All 10 indicators were fully computable based on the DSCA dataset,
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but only 3 based on EMR data, two of which were percentages. Both per-
centages significantly underestimated the quality of care compared to the
same indicators computed based on the DSCA dataset.

Reasons were unavailable, incomplete and incorrect data items as well
as missing relationships between diagnoses and procedures in the EMR.
If reliable indicator results are required, EMRs should be re-designed so
that a core dataset consisting of variables requested for indicator com-
putation is entered directly and timely in a structured, problem-oriented,
sufficiently detailed and standardised format. Furthermore, awareness re-
garding the (re)use of data should be risen, and local data quality improve-
ment strategies should be applied to ensure that required data is complete
and correct.

6. Can openEHR archetypes facilitate the semantic integration of quality indic-
ators and routine patient data to automatically compute indicators?

In our case study in Chapter 7, we successfully mapped both our local
database schema and elements of patient data occurring in indicators to
(elements of) publicly available archetypes. The coverage of the public re-
pository was high, and editing an archetype to fit our requirements was
straightforward. Based on our mappings, we computed a set of three indic-
ators from the domain of gastrointestinal cancer surgery, and the results
were comparable to centrally computed and publicly reported results. We
conclude that openEHR archetypes can facilitate the semantic integration
of patient data and quality indicators.

7. What are characterising properties of reasoners for OWL 2 EL, and how does
a selection of reasoners perform with respect to these properties?

In Chapter 8, we identified several characterising properties and organised
them along three dimensions: underlying reasoning characteristics, prac-
tical usability and empirically measured performance. We then categor-
ised eight reasoners along the defined characteristics and benchmarked
them against the well-known biomedical ontologies GO, NCI and SNO-
MED CT. The main conclusion from this study was that the included
reasoners varied substantially with regard to all included characteristics.
For example, our results showed that non-standard reasoning tasks were
not widely supported, that classification times varied by up to two orders
of magnitude and that they did not consistently increase with increasing
supported expressivity of the reasoners. Also, soundness and complete-
ness in theory did not necessarily imply soundness and completeness in
practice. Hence, a critical assessment and evaluation of core requirements
is needed before selecting a reasoner for a real-life application.
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8. How can redundant elements in concept definitions of SNOMED CT be identi-
fied? How many redundant elements are identifiable using the resulting method?

In Chapter 9, we identified redundant elements in concept definitions
of SNOMED CT. For this purpose, we adapted and extended Spack-
man’s rules of redundancy elimination for concept definitions that con-
tain rolegroups [26]. Applying these rules in a fully automated way, we
found that 35,010 of the 296,433 SNOMED CT concepts (12%) contained
redundant elements in their definitions, and that the results of our method
are sound and complete with respect to our partial evaluation. We recom-
mend to free the stated form from these redundancies. Our method can be
applied to avoid further redundancies by pointing knowledge modellers
to (explanations for) newly introduced redundancies in the definitions of
the concepts they are currently working on.

10.2 answer to main research question

The experiences gained in this thesis lead to insights that enable us to
answer our main research question:

Under which conditions can healthcare quality indicators be com-
puted automatically by reusing data already collected during the clin-
ical care process?

First of all, quality indicators themselves should be released as precisely
as possible, leaving no freedom for different interpretations, so that their
computation leads to comparable results across institutions. Indicators
need to be formalised to be automatically computable. Such a formalisa-
tion method should lead to reproducible results, and it should be generalis-
able. Our studies confirmed that our proposed formalisation method CLIF
can lead to maximally reproducible results and that it is generalisable to
a broad set of Dutch quality indicators, but that unambiguous indicators
and the cooperation of trained experts are required. Patient data needs to
be available and of high quality, as data quality can have a significant
impact on quality indicator results. High quality implies the use of well-
established healthcare standards, so that the meaning of data becomes
machine-processable, which is indispensable for automated reuse. Finally,
semantic interoperability is required to integrate data from various hetero-
geneous sources, and also to bridge the semantic gap between indicators
and patient data. For this purpose, standard information models and large,
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lightweight, logics-based terminologies such as SNOMED CT play an im-
portant role both for the formalisation and the computation of healthcare
quality indicators. Automated reasoners provide support for tasks including
classification, i.e. the computation of implied subclass / superclass rela-
tionships, and querying, which are especially important to compute qual-
ity indicators. As the characteristics of reasoners can vary substantially,
they should be taken into account when choosing a reasoner for a specific
application scenario. Finally, the quality of medical terminologies such as
SNOMED CT must be ensured by automated auditing methods, as they
are typically too large to be audited manually. A relevant quality factor
is non-reduncancy. We developed a method to detect intra-axiom redund-
ancies in SNOMED CT and showed that a large percentage of concepts
of the current version contained this kind of redundancies. Our method
and its evaluation made use of two reasoners, which we selected based on
their classification performance, soundness and completeness in theory
and practice as well as their ability to provide justifications for inferences.

We conclude that the automated computation of healthcare quality in-
dicators by reusing data already collected during the clinical care process
is feasible. However, data that is not recorded to be reused can not be ex-
pected to be of sufficient quality, so that the reuse of data for unforeseen
use cases might come at the price of limited reliability, as shown in one
of our studies. If reliable results are required, the variables needed should
be integrated into the design of an EMR, so that high data quality can
be ensured. Measures that increase the general quality and reusability of
data independently from specific secondary uses are the implementation
of standards, and the recording of relationships between variables, such
as relationships between diagnoses and procedures in the healthcare do-
main.

10.2.1 Generalisability of our Results

Our results regarding the formalisation and automated computation of
healthcare quality indicators might be transferable to other clinical (re)uses
to some extent. Like quality indicators, reuses such as the real-time applic-
ation of clinical guidelines in decision support systems, the recruitment of
patients for clinical trials and various types of clinical studies, are based
on eligibility criteria, comprising in- and exclusion criteria. All use cases
have in common that patients who fulfill certain criteria and conditions
need to be identified, a process which is also being referred to as clin-
ical phenotyping. Also the formalisability of (the criteria for) other reuses
depends on unambiguous descriptions. This potential transferability of re-
search results might apply in the other direction too, so that the extensive
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results that have been achieved in the domains of clinical guidelines and
trials might be partially applicable to quality indicators.

Also the requirements concerning the secondary use of routinely recor-
ded patient data, such as (real-time) data availability, data quality and
standardisation for semantic interoperability might be generalisable to
some extent, and our results and recommendations might be applicable
to design, evaluate and optimise already existing or new systems in other
hospitals with comparable information infrastructures. The results ob-
tained in the last part of this thesis regarding reasoners and redundancies
are relevant to (re)use data encoded in large, lightweight terminologies
such as SNOMED CT that are typical for the healthcare domain, and to
audit such terminologies.

On a high level, the secondary use of patient data for the automated
computation of quality indicators is a specific case for a research question
of general importance, namely how data can be reused for other purposes than
those that it was originally recorded for. This research question lies at the core
of the current trend towards analysing Big Data. Also here, challenges
such as automation, semantic interoperability for integrating heterogen-
eous data from different sources as well as data quality play essential
roles.

10.3 limitations

This section discusses a number of limitations of the thesis.

Part I) Formalising and Automatically Computing Healthcare Quality Indicators

In two of our studies (Chapters 2 and 3), we worked with synthetic patient
data generated based on arbitrary probabilities, which might not be repres-
entative. We recently developed a knowledge-based patient data generator,
which produces more realistic data [152].

A limitation of Chapter 3, in which we analyse the reproducibility of
CLIF’s results, is that we only worked with one quality indicator, which
did not require CLIF’s steps for Boolean constraints and Boolean connectors.
Besides, we added the step textual constraints to the method after analysing
its generalisability. It would be interesting to repeat the experiment with
an indicator that requires all steps.

An inherent limitation of the evaluation of formalised quality indicators
is that due to the indicators’ ambiguities, a perfect gold standard for one
single “best” formalisation does not exist. Therefore, our way to proceed
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was to develop a reference standard together with domain experts, but
it is not unlikely that a different set of experts would have developed a
different reference standard.

Our results regarding the generalisability of CLIF (Chapter 4) are lim-
ited to Dutch indicators. The set of indicators for general practices was
representative, as we formalised it entirely. However, as respects indicat-
ors for hospitals, we only considered one domain, and we did not assess
its representativeness. Even though our formalised indicators might be
comparable to indicators in other countries, a thorough analysis of inter-
national sets would be desirable.

In Chapters 3 and 4, we studied the reproducibility and generalisabil-
ity of CLIF, making use of a web-based tool to facilitate its application.
A graphical user interface can influence a user’s ability to accomplish a
task, and the use of the tool presumably influenced our studies. In retro-
spect, it is impossible to determine the actual influence of the tool on the
formalisation process and consequently on the obtained formalisations.

Part II) Secondary Use of Patient Data

Secondary use of patient data is a global challenge, affecting all healthcare
institutions, and having many different use cases. The scope of the thesis
and of the three chapters regarding the secondary use of patient data is
limited to one single use case - quality indicators, and all studies took
place in only one hospital. As the relationship between quality indicator
computation and other reuses has not been studied systematically yet, we
can only make educated guesses about commonalities. The same holds for
similarities of the situations in our hospital and in others.

We have shown that openEHR archetypes can facilitate the semantic
integration of routine patient data from several sources and quality in-
dicators. During the time of writing, new information model standards
emerged, such as the Quality Data Model and HQMF, the Health Quality
Measures Format, which is a machine-processable standard for represent-
ing health quality indicators as electronic documents (eMeasures). In fu-
ture, it would be interesting to analyse whether these new standards could
be integrated into our approach.
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Part III) Reasoning and Ontologies for Semantic Interoperability

Regarding our comparison of reasoners for large ontologies in the OWL
2 EL Profile as described in Chapter 8, ELK, a reasoner that can classify
SNOMED CT in 5 seconds [145], has been released shortly after our study
was completed. It would be interesting to include it in a future compar-
ison.

Finally, in Chapter 9, we have evaluated the soundness and partial com-
pleteness of our method empirically. It would have been stronger to prove
these properties in theory.

10.4 strengths

A major strength of this thesis is that we tackled the problem of automated
healthcare quality indicator computation from multiple perspectives and
in various settings.

To begin with, we employed indicators for several reporting years and
domains: colorectal cancer indicators for hospitals as well as a heterogen-
eous set of indicators for general practices. The indicators covered all types
of Donabedian’s trilogy: structure, process and outcome.

Regarding our formalisation method, we employed several standard
and non-standard terminologies such as SNOMED CT, ICD-9-CM, ICPC,
ATC and various national as well as hospital-internal coding systems.
Likewise, we worked with several standard and non-standard informa-
tion models: self-generated custom models, the problem-oriented patient
record, information models employed in our hospital, the registry and
in general practitioner systems, and last but not least standard arche-
types. This broad variety of employed terminologies and information mod-
els demonstrates our method’s flexibility. We employed the method both
manually and with the help of a web-based tool, and it proved to be suf-
ficiently comprehensible to be used by a group of test persons who were
previously unacquainted with the topic of indicator formalisation.

Also the data sources employed to compute the indicators varied: we
worked with synthetic data as well as real patient data from several
sources of our hospital, such as database tables from the clinical systems
in routine use, our hospital’s data warehouse and administrative data
sources from the GIOCA. Moreover, we worked with real patient data
from a medical quality registry and from general practices. The data was
stored both in OWL ontologies and in SQL databases, and hence we em-
ployed both SPARQL and SQL as query languages. Finally, we evaluated
formalised indicators and computed indicator results by checking their
face validity and consistency, by comparison to a reference standard that
we established together with domain experts and by comparison to results
computed by others.
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10.5 future work

Important research questions for future work include the following:

Part I) Formalising and Automatically Computing Healthcare Quality Indicators

The formalisability of a quality indicator is in itself a quality indicator,
and one of our recommendations is to release quality indicators in an
already formalised format. For this reason, it would be interesting to in-
vestigate whether, in addition to already existing research methods and
recommendations [60, 153–156], CLIF can contribute to support the design of
quality indicators. Related is the research question of how patient preferences
can be included in the design and computation of quality indicators? For ex-
ample, informed patients who deliberately opted out of a certain proced-
ure should be excluded, as they otherwise distort the computed results.

Another very interesting research questions is to what extent CLIF’s steps
could be (semi-)automated. Here, we might be able to harvest the rich re-
search results regarding the processing of natural language. For example,
concept recognisers such as MetaMap [157] or the NCBO annotator [158]
might support the (pre-)selection of concepts that occur in healthcare qual-
ity indicators. Also (semi-)automated approaches to transform free-text eli-
gibility criteria into computable criteria such as proposed by Tu et al. [51]
and Weng et al. [50] or the pattern-based approach as proposed by Milian
et al. [52] might be suitable starting points.

Clinical guidelines, rules for decision support and quality indicators
are all interconnected. Guidelines can be operationalised for real-time de-
cision support, and quality indicators often measure whether a guideline
has been followed. A promising arising research question is how process
indicators can be operationalised for clinical decision support and immediate feed-
back, so that better indicator results and better quality of care can be achieved
For example, our lymph node indicator could easily be transformed into
the following rule: If a patient underwent a resection of a primary colonic car-
cinoma, then 10 or more lymph nodes should be examined. For this application
scenario, a patient record could be scanned for fulfilled denominators, and
whether actions regarding the numerator have already been carried out. If
this is the case, and if the quality criteria defined in the numerator are ful-
filled, the physician might receive positive feedback. Otherwise, he could
be reminded, and / or be asked for the reason why the quality criteria
have not been fulfilled. Such reasons might provide deep insights into the
processes of care, and help to revise the indicators themselves. Reminders
might be valuable given the ever growing amount of indicators. However,
they should be personalisable to prevent alert fatigue, and they should be
connected to the evidence underlying the indicators.
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Part 2) Secondary Use of Patient Data

Regarding the secondary use of patient data for healthcare indicator com-
putation, the most severe problem is inappropriate data quality. Hence,
it should be investigated how the collection of high-quality data can be sup-
ported, so that more reliable indicator results can be achieved. Options include
to exploit the explicit information needs of formalised indicators, to use
archetypes to detect invalid data values and to apply real-time quality im-
provement strategies such as feedback methods to inform the one entering
the data about the entered data’s quality, and to raise his awareness of pos-
sible (re)uses. To obtain high-quality standardised patient data, those who
record the data must be supported in encoding clinical concepts, and in
documenting relations between them.

Part III) Reasoning and Ontologies for Semantic Interoperability

Our method to detect intra-axiom redundancies currently only applies
to SNOMED CT. An interesting direction of future work would be to in-
vestigate to what extent our method can be generalised. It might also provide
interesting insights to analyse how redundancies evolved over the course of
previous versions of SNOMED CT.

In several chapters of this thesis, we have worked with OWL to repres-
ent SNOMED CT, openEHR archetypes and patient data. This is a non-
standard approach whose implications should be further assessed. The
most apparent advantage is that a logic-based representation language
opens the doors for automated reasoning. Regarding patient data, reason-
ing can make implicit knowledge contained in EMRs explicit, and thereby
machine-processable. Automated reasoning might also contribute to tackle
the boundary problem, which refers to the problem that terminologies and
information models can overlap, as they are developed independently
from each other. For this reason, it is possible that differently modelled
constructs are semantically equivalent, i.e. isosemantic. The question is
how such constructs can be detected to make information models and terminolo-
gies interoperable.

10.6 outlook

This thesis answers the research question of under which conditions health-
care quality indicators can be computed automatically by reusing data already
collected during the clinical care process. The presented results are a basis
to support clinical practice and further areas of research where quality
indicators are used to improve health outcomes of patients.
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A S U M M A RY

Today, hospitals and general practitioners are requested to compute dra-
matically increasing numbers of healthcare quality indicators to monitor
and to improve the quality of their delivered care, and to be compared
with each other. This computation is mostly performed manually, which
is time-consuming, expensive and error-prone because indicators are typ-
ically released in inherently ambiguous natural language. A concurrent de-
velopment is the rapid adoption of Electronic Medical Records, resulting
in increased volumes of routinely recorded healthcare data, and opening
the door to the automated computation of quality indicators. Therefore,
the main research question tackled in this thesis is:

Under which conditions can healthcare quality indicators be com-
puted automatically by reusing data already collected during the clin-
ical care process?

We demonstrated that the automated computation of healthcare qual-
ity indicators by reusing data already collected during the clinical care
process is feasible. However, several conditions must be met:

I) Indicators and their formalisation

Indicators need to be formalised to be automatically computable. Based
on a literature study and a requirements analysis, we developed CLIF, a
method to formalise quality indicators into unambiguous queries that can
be run against patient data. We created a web-based tool that implements
the formalisation method to lead users through the formalisation process,
and thereafter examined the method’s reproducibility in a case study, and
its generalisability by formalising the entire set of Dutch indicators for
general practitioners. Our studies confirmed that CLIF can lead to maxim-
ally reproducible results and that it is generalisable to a broad set of Dutch
quality indicators, but that unambiguous indicators and the cooperation
of trained experts are required. Both the tool and the sets of formalised
indicators have been made available online.1

II) Patient data and its (re)usability

1 https://github.com/kathrinrin/clif,
http://figshare.com/authors/Kathrin_Dentler/452665
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Regarding the secondary use of patient data, we conducted our re-
search in the clinical setting of the GIOCA, the Gastro-Intestinal Oncology
Centre Amsterdam. To automatically compute quality indicators, patient
data needs to be available. We attempted to gather all raw source data
that is required to compute the set of indicators relevant for the GIOCA.
We identified barriers that impede the secondary use of patient data and
provided recommendations on how to prevent them. Patient data needs
to be of adequate quality to be reused. We assessed the data quality inside
our hospital by comparison to data submitted to the DSCA, the Dutch
Surgical Colorectal Audit, and its influence on quality indicator results
by a statistical analysis. We demonstrated that data quality can have a
significant impact on quality indicator results. High quality implies the
use of well-established healthcare standards, so that the meaning of data
becomes machine-processable. To integrate data from various heterogen-
eous sources, and also to bridge the semantic gap between indicators and
patient data, standard information models and large, lightweight, logics-
based terminologies such as SNOMED CT play an important role. We rep-
resented both the data and the indicators based on the standard informa-
tion model openEHR archetypes, and proved the concept by automatically
computing the formalised indicators.

III) Semantic interoperability

Automated reasoners provide support to meaningfully use logics-based
terminologies, for example by selecting not only certain concepts, but also
their sub-concepts. Based on a literature study, we defined characteristics
of reasoning engines, and categorised eight reasoners along these char-
acteristics. Our results show that reasoners can vary substantially, and
that their characteristics should be taken into account when choosing a
reasoner for a specific application scenario. Finally, the quality of med-
ical terminologies must be ensured by automated auditing methods, as
these terminologies are typically too large to be audited manually. A rel-
evant quality factor is non-reduncancy. We extended and operationalised
an already existing definition to detect intra-axiom redundancies in SNO-
MED CT and showed that 12% of concepts in the employed SNOMED CT
version contained redundant elements.

The presented results are a basis to support clinical practice and fur-
ther areas of research where quality indicators are used to improve health
outcomes of patients.



B S A M E N VAT T I N G

Ziekenhuizen en huisartsen moeten tegenwoordig een groot en toene-
mend aantal van kwaliteitsindicatoren berekenen en aanleveren om de
kwaliteit van hun zorg te monitoren en te verbeteren, maar ook om
verantwoording af te leggen en met elkaar vergeleken te worden. De
berekening van indicatoren gebeurt meestal handmatig, maar het pro-
ces is tijdintensief, duur en foutgevoelig omdat indicatoren normaliter in
ambigue natuurlijke taal geschreven zijn. Gelijktijdig maken zorgverlen-
ers toenemend gebruik van het elektronisch patiëntendossier, waardoor
steeds meer routinematig verzamelde zorggegevens beschikbaar worden.
Daarom is de hoofdonderzoeksvraag van dit proefschrift, getiteld “Auto-
matisch berekenen van kwaliteitsindicatoren in de zorg - Hergebruik van
patiëntdata en semantische interoperabiliteit”:

Onder welke voorwaarden kunnen kwaliteitsindicatoren in de zorg
automatisch worden berekend door hergebruik van reeds tijdens de
klinische zorgproces verzamelde gegevens?

We lieten zien dat de geautomatiseerde berekening van kwaliteitsindic-
atoren door hergebruik van routinematig verzamelde zorggegevens haal-
baar is. Echter er moet aan een aantal voorwaarden voldaan zijn:

I) Indicatoren en hun formalisering

Indicatoren moeten worden geformaliseerd om ze automatisch te
kunnen berekenen. Op basis van een literatuurstudie en een analyse
van eisen ontwikkelden we CLIF, een methode om kwaliteitsindicatoren
te formaliseren in eenduidige queries die op basis van patiëntgegevens
kunnen worden uitgevoerd. We implementeerden een web-based tool om
gebruikers stap voor stap door het proces van formalisering te leiden.
Daarna hebben we de reproduceerbaarheid van onze methode in een case
study onderzocht en de generaliseerbaarheid getoetst door de gehele set
van Nederlandse indicatoren voor huisartsen te formaliseren. Deze stud-
ies toonden aan dat CLIF tot reproduceerbare resultaten lijdt, en dat de
methode generaliseerbaar is naar een brede set van Nederlandse kwal-
iteitsindicatoren, maar tevens dat eenduidig beschreven indicatoren en
samenwerking tussen getrainde experts noodzakelijke voorwaarden zijn.
Zowel onze tool als ook de sets van geformaliseerde indicatoren zijn on-
line beschikbaar.1

1 https://github.com/kathrinrin/clif,
http://figshare.com/authors/Kathrin_Dentler/452665
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II) (Her-)bruikbaarheid van patiëntgegevens

We onderzochten het secundair gebruik van patiëntgegevens in de klin-
ische setting van de GIOCA, het Gastro-Intestinaal Oncologisch Centrum
Amsterdam. Om kwaliteitsindicatoren automatisch te kunnen berekenen
moeten patiëntgegevens beschikbaar zijn. Door onze inspanningen om
alle brongegevens te verzamelen die nodig zijn om de voor de GIOCA
relevante set van indicatoren te berekenen, identificeerden we barrières
die het secundaire gebruik van patiëntgegevens hinderen en definieerden
we aanbevelingen om deze te slechten. Patiëntgegevens moeten van vol-
doende kwaliteit zijn om hergebruikt te kunnen worden. Wij hebben de
kwaliteit van de gegevens in één ziekenhuis vergeleken met gegevens
uit de DSCA, de Dutch Surgical Colorectal Audit, en we hebben aan-
getoond dat de kwaliteit van de gegevens de indicatorresultaten aan-
zienlijk kan beïnvloeden. Om goede datakwaliteit te realiseren is het
gebruik van standaarden en normen uit de gezondheidszorg essentieel
omdat hierdoor de betekenis van data voor computers verwerkbaar wordt.
Om gegevens uit diverse heterogene bronnen te integreren, en ook om
de semantische kloof tussen indicatoren en patiëntgegevens te overbrug-
gen, spelen informatiemodellen en grote, logica-gebaseerde terminolo-
gieën zoals SNOMED CT een belangrijke rol. Wij representeerden zowel
de patiëntgegevens en als de indicatoren op basis van openEHR arche-
typen en lieten zien dat de geformaliseerde indicatoren hierdoor automat-
isch te berekenen zijn.

III ) Semantische interoperabiliteit

Geautomatiseerde reasoners (redeneertools) bieden ondersteuning om
logica-gebaseerde terminologieën zinvol te gebruiken, bijvoorbeeld door
het selecteren van bepaalde concepten, maar ook van hun subcon-
cepten. Op basis van een literatuurstudie identificeerden we kenmerken
van reasoners, en categoriseerden acht reasoners langs deze kenmerken.
Onze resultaten tonen aan dat de reasoners aanzienlijk kunnen variëren.
Daarom moet bij het kiezen van een reasoner voor een specifieke toep-
assing rekening gehouden worden met hun kenmerken. Ten slotte moet de
kwaliteit van medische terminologieën gewaarborgd worden door geau-
tomatiseerde controle, aangezien deze terminologieën meestal te groot
zijn voor handmatige controle. Een relevante kwaliteitskenmerk is het
vermijden van redundantie. We hebben een reeds bestaande definitie voor
intra-axioma redundantie uitgebreid en geoperationaliseerd, en konden
aantonen dat 12% van de concepten in de gebruikte SNOMED CT versie
overbodige elementen bevatte.

De gepresenteerde resultaten zijn een basis om de klinische praktijk
en verdere gebieden van onderzoek te ondersteunen waar kwaliteitsindic-
atoren gebruikt worden om gezondheidsresultaten van patiënten te ver-
beteren.
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